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This remarkable anthology of reportage chronicles more than three years of spiralling violence
and despair in Syria: atrocity heaped upon atrocity, misery upon misery, and all - so far - to no
avail. No faction is without blood on its hands; no crime, from torture to poison gas , has been
deemed taboo. The dead are too numerous to count : the UN mid-2014 figure of 190,000 is one
of the more conservative estimates. As for the living, close to 3 million refugees have fled Syria,
with millions more internally displaced.How did we come to this? There is no better way to
answer this question than to revisit The Independent's published accounts of the unfolding
tragedy. Spearheaded by peerless and profoundly experienced correspondents such as Patrick
Cockburn, Robert Fisk, Kim Sengupta , our coverage has led the world in its fearlessness and
insight.Syria's tragedy is not yet over . Perhaps it has not even reached its final act. One day,
however, historians will ask themselves how an ancient and proud civilisation was reduced to
ruins, a century-old regional settlement reduced to irrelevance and a generation of innocent
civilians condemned to live in a vicious, desolate war-zone. When they do so, the testimony and
analysis in this volume could provide a valuable starting-point.
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transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without the prior permission of the publishers.SYRIA: DESCENT INTO THE
ABSYSSFEW OBSERVERS expected the Arab Spring to bring happiness to Syria. Even in
2011, the waves of popular self-liberation rippling through North Africa and the Middle-East
seemed destined to crash uselessly against the rocks of an immovable Ba'athist regime. When a
few brave protesters took to the streets, the assumption was that they would be crushed by
President Assad's security services, as ruthlessly and decisively as previous dissenters had
been crushed under Assad's father.But the protests gathered momentum. Against the odds,
rebels made inroads. There were desertions in the armed forces. The world condemned the
violence of the state's response so forcefully that the status quo seemed untenable. For a few
heady weeks, a Syrian Spring seemed a possibility.Then reality reasserted itself. The regime
was indeed too powerful and too ruthless to be overthrown by mere popular fervour. This was a
struggle that would be decided by weaponry and brutality.Both were in plentiful supply - and not
just from the regime. A popular uprising became a civil war, which in turn merged bloodily with a
wider regional and sectarian conflict to which no end is in sight.This remarkable anthology of
reportage chronicles more than three years of spiralling violence and despair in Syria: atrocity
heaped upon atrocity, misery upon misery, and all - so far - to no avail. No faction is without
blood on its hands; no crime, from torture to poison gas, has been deemed taboo. The dead are
too numerous to count: the UN mid-2014 figure of 190,000 is one of the more conservative
estimates. As for the living, close to 3 million refugees have fled Syria, with millions more
internally displaced.How did we come to this? There is no better way to answer this question
than to revisit The Independent's published accounts of the unfolding tragedy. Spearheaded by
peerless and profoundly experienced correspondents such as Patrick Cockburn, Robert Fisk,
Kim Sengupta, our coverage has led the world in its fearlessness and insight.Syria's tragedy is
not yet over. Perhaps it has not even reached its final act. One day, however, historians will ask
themselves how an ancient and proud civilisation was reduced to ruins, a century-old regional
settlement reduced to irrelevance and a generation of innocent civilians condemned to live in a
vicious, desolate war-zone.When they do so, the testimony and analysis in this volume could
provide a valuable starting-point.201126th March 2011PROTESTS SWEEP THROUGH SYRIA
AS TROOPS OPEN FIREBy Patrick CockburnSYRIAN TROOPS opened fire on demonstrators
yesterday as protests swept the country on an unprecedented scale with tens of thousands
challenging the rule of the Assad family. In the southern city of Deraa, where the protest
movement started a week ago, troops shot at demonstrators who set fire to a statue of the late



President Hafez al-Assad, whose son Bashar has ruled Syria since 2000. Demonstrators first
demanded reform of the regime, but increasingly call for a revolution.In the town of Sanamein,
near Deraa, security forces are reported to have killed 20 people after Friday prayers yesterday
as they protested against the regime and killings by the security services.In Hama, north of
Damascus, people ran through the streets shouting “freedom is ringing out!” - a slogan used in
popular uprisings in the Arab world over the past three months.Police with batons reacted
harshly and swiftly in breaking up small demonstrations in the capital Damascus including one in
the ancient Umayyad Mosque. Dozens of people who chanted slogans in support of the people
of Deraa were dragged away by police. In Tel, near Damascus, a thousand people rallied, calling
the Assad family “thieves” and there were rallies in most other Syrian cities.The focus of the Arab
uprising has switched to Syria over the past week after police arrested a dozen children in Deraa
for writing anti-government graffiti on a wall.Security services have tried to crush the protesters
by force, killing 37 of them in a mosque on Wednesday. State television made the unlikely claim
that the mosque was the headquarters of a kidnap gang and showed machine guns leaning
against a wall and a table with neat bundles of bank notes on it.The protests are the biggest
domestic challenge to the Assad family since the early 1980s, when President Hafez al-Assad
crushed a Sunni revolt centred on Hama where some 10,000 people were reputedly killed in
1982. The current protests are secular in tone, but Deraa and Hama are Sunni strongholds
resentful of the influence of the Alawites, a Shia sect, to which many members of the ruling elite
belong.The government showed some restraint early yesterday during the funerals in Deraa of
those killed by the security forces, but later there was the sound of gunfire. The police had
dismantled many checkpoints and were at first trying to keep a low profile. Journalists were
escorted out of the city.Witnesses said that 50,000 people had rallied in Assad Square in Deraa
chanting “Freedom! Freedom!” as they waved Syrian flags and olive branches.Bashar al-Assad
has offered concessions to the protesters such as ending the state of emergency that has
existed since 1963, greater press freedom and promising a pay rise to public employees.
Previously he had expressed confidence that the protests would not spread to Syria from Tunisia
and Egypt, apparently believing that his family’s nationalist credentials and confrontations with
Israel and the US would immunise Syria from unrest. The Baath party has held power in Syria
since 1963. The government said that all those arrested in Deraa since the start of the protests
had been released, but at the same time a human rights agitator, Mazen Darwish, was
arrested.28th March 2011DESPERATE ASSAD TRIES TO BLUNT UPRISING WITH NEW
PROMISES OF REFORMBy Patrick CockburnPRESIDENT BASHAR al-Assad is facing the
greatest challenge to his family’s rule over Syria since his father took power 40 years ago, as
protests sweep through the country.Yesterday the government deployed the army for the first
time, in the main port of Latakia. Authorities admitted that 12 people had been killed and 200
wounded over a two-day period in the north-western city, but said all who died had been
members of the security forces or their attackers.Speculation was growing last night that
President Assad would announce widespread political reforms in a bid to bring the disturbances



under control. His adviser, Bouthaina Shaaban, told Al Jazeera that the emergency law in
existence since 1963 and hated by Syrian reformists for the far-reaching powers it gives to
security services would be lifted, but did not give a timetable.In another bid to placate protesters,
authorities released the political activist Diana Jawabra and 15 others. They had been arrested
for taking part in a silent protest demanding the release of a dozen schoolchildren, detained for
writing anti-regime graffiti.While Mr Assad may offer concessions such as ending emergency
law, releasing prisoners, giving the press greater freedom and legalising political parties other
than the ruling Baath party, such changes are unlikely to be seen as credible as long as the
same people run the army and the security forces. And the ever-creeping death toll is increasing
calls for an end to the regime.The crisis that is threatening to overturn the Syrian government
has erupted suddenly over the past week, initially provoked by the security forces in the
southern city of Deraa arresting the graffiti-scrawling children. Their detention provoked
demonstrations that were met with live fire, and the funerals of the dead turned into vast political
rallies.Human Rights Watch says 61 people have been killed in Deraa and surrounding towns
and villages.The threat to Mr Assad is the greatest the Baathist regime has ever experienced,
and it has in the past always responded to dissent with repression. During the Muslim
Brotherhood guerrilla war in 1976-82 Mr Assad’s father, Hafez al-Assad, crushed the rebellion in
the city of Hama by killing an estimated 10,000 people.Baath party veterans may consider their
best hope of staying in power at this time is to avoid making concessions, which, they believe,
will only be interpreted as weakness and lead to additional demands.Mr Assad, a British-
educated eye doctor, is widely respected in Syria but his popularity is likely to slump as he fails
to speak or respond adequately to the present crisis.His spokesmen have made contradictory
statements on the release of prisoners and other issues, putting in doubt the regime’s
seriousness in making reforms.They have also released unlikely explanations of the killing of
protesters, claiming that demonstrators opened fire first or were foreign infiltrators. These are
often directly contradicted by videos taken by mobile phone and shown on YouTube or by
satellite television stations such as al-Jazeera whose correspondents entered Deraa.In the
capital, Damascus, pro-government rallies, with supporters waving Syrian flags and posters of
Mr Assad, have taken over main squares and threatened to storm the al-Jazeera offices.The
anti-government protests are fuelled by the demand for political and civil liberty but Syrians, who
spend half their income on food according to UN figures, are also suffering from high prices,
unemployment and corruption.Some 30 per cent of the 22 million population are below the
poverty line. The government is short of money because of declining oil revenues but has tried to
reduce economic discontent by cutting duties and taxes on food and other staples.The US
Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, yesterday drew a clear distinction between Syria and Libya,
ruling out involvement in Damascus’ affairs.“Each of these situations is unique,” she told CBS
News. “Certainly we deplore the violence in Syria... What’s been happening there the last few
weeks is deeply concerning, but there’s a difference between calling out aircraft and
indiscriminately strafing and bombing your own cities [as in Libya], than police actions which



frankly have exceeded the use of force that any of us would want to see.”In Latakia, the state
news agency said “armed elements roamed the streets, occupied the rooftops of some buildings
and opened fire randomly, terrorising people”. Troops have now moved into the city, which is
majority Sunni Muslim but its hinterland is largely populated by Allawites, the Shia Muslim sect
to which much of Syria’s ruling elite belongs.29th March 2011PRESIDENT OFFERS OLIVE
BRANCH TO PROTESTERS AS VIOLENCE ESCALATESBy Patrick CockburnTHE
PRESIDENT of Syria, Bashar al-Assad, is expected to announce reforms today including the
end of the 50-year-old state of emergency, to try to defuse protests as thousands of people
continue to confront troops.President Assad needs to convince Syrians that he is sincere in
promising to dismantle the arbitrary powers of the ruling Ba’ath party, the security services and
his own family. In the week since the demonstrations first started, the government has spoken of
reforms, but has allowed its forces to open fire repeatedly on marches and rallies, killing at least
61 people. The crisis in Syria affects the politics of all the Middle East since the country is the
predominant power in Lebanon, Iran’s most important foreign ally, a significant player in Iraq, and
a backer of Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in Gaza.The violence of the security forces in the
southern city of Deraa, which turned initial calls for reform into demands for a change of regime,
have so far failed to intimidate local people.Witnesses, quoted by news agencies, said that
4,000 demonstrators refused to disperse as security forces fired tear gas at them and shot live
rounds into the air. Tanks and army vehicles surrounded the city, while as many as 1,200 people
held a sit-in the al-Omari mosque, the focus of the protests in Deraa.Demonstrators chanted
“We want dignity and freedom” and “No to emergency laws”, as soldiers and security forces
occupied the ground in front of the mosque and pointed their weapons at any gathering of
civilians. Snipers took up positions on tops of buildings.In Syria, there is always a danger that
any attack on the regime will take a sectarian form since the Assad family and many of the ruling
elite are members of the Shia/Alawite sect, though they make up only 12 per cent of the
population in this Sunni-majority nation.The biggest revolt against the Ba’athist regime was by
the Sunni fundamentalist Muslim Brotherhood from 1976 to 1982, which led to as many as
10,000 people being killed by the security forces during an uprising in the city of Hama.President
Assad, who is seen as retaining some credibility, has so far remained silent. Vice-President
Farouk al-Sharaa said the President will give an important speech in the next two days that
would “assure the people”.His aides have suggested that he would end emergency laws
imposed since 1963, free thousands of political prisoners, allow freedom of expression in the
media, and curb the powers of the security services. Even then, people will doubt if he and the
ruling elite are really going to give up so much power.Human Rights Watch called on the
government “to hold to account those responsible for any unlawful shooting on
demonstrators”.“The government should understand that these demonstrations won’t end until it
stops shooting at protesters and begins to change its repressive laws and practices,” said Sarah
Leah Whitson, the group’s Middle East director.Demonstrations spread last Friday to other
Syrian cities, though there were also many pro-regime rallies.There was fighting in the port of



Latakia, a Sunni-majority city in a province in which most people belong to the Alawite sect. In
outlying areas, armed residents manned their own checkpoints as the government claimed that
foreign gunmen roamed the backstreets. Troops in the centre were deployed to guard the Ba’ath
party headquarters and the Central Bank.30th March 2011ASSAD HOPES SYRIAN CABINET’S
RESIGNATION WILL DEFUSE PROTESTSBy Patrick CockburnPRESIDENT BASHAR al-
Assad yesterday accepted the resignation of the Syrian cabinet in an attempt to defuse protests
against his rule as hundreds of thousands of people attended pro-government rallies in most of
the country’s cities.Syrians were awaiting a speech by President Assad, who has remained
silent during the 11-day crisis, laying out reforms including the lifting of the 50-year-old state of
emergency. Protesters will want to see a real reduction in the arbitrary power of the security
forces and guarantees of greater political and civil rights.The president has a core of support
and many Syrians are fearful of sectarian divisions turning to violence. But the turnout for
yesterday’s demonstrations, dubbed “loyalty to the nation marches” where marchers chanted
“the people want Bashar Assad” was enhanced by schools and other state institutions being
closed for the day.The resignation of the cabinet is largely symbolic since it holds little power,
which remains in the hands of the president, his relatives and senior officials in the intelligence
apparatus. Naji al-Otari, the prime minister since 2003, is to remain caretaker until a new
government is formed.The government still appears divided on how it is going to respond to the
unprecedented unrest which has so far led to at least 61 protesters being killed, mostly in and
around the southern city of Deraa.There has also been violence in the port city of Latakia on the
Mediterranean coast, where the population is divided between the Sunni and the Alawites, the
minority Shia sect to which the Assad family and other members of the ruling elite belong.
Troops are patrolling streets in the centre of the city while unofficial vigilantes have set up
barricades in the outskirts.In Deraa people are increasingly calling for a change of regime, but it
is highly unlikely that the state security apparatus will allow its power to be diluted significantly.
President Assad, a 45-year-old British-educated doctor, was seen as a possible reformer when
he succeeded his father, President Hafez al-Assad on his death in 2000. But the changes he
introduced were largely cosmetic and those who took advantage of the more liberal atmosphere
to criticise the regime later found themselves targeted.The Syrian authorities have a long
tradition of refusing to make concessions and fighting back vigorously against all opponents. So
far this strategy has enabled them to withstand pressure from the US and Israel in Lebanon and
to crush domestic opposition movements, such as guerrilla war by Sunni fundamentalists in the
early 1980s and serious unrest among the Kurdish community in 2004.In trying to seize the
initiative from the protesters the regime is emphasising Syrian nationalism and a plot against the
unity of the country. “Breaking News: the conspiracy has failed!” declared one banner waved by
a demonstrator at a vast rally in Damascus. In addition there were the more traditional chants of
“God, Syria and Bashar.” In Deraa protesters changed this to a chant of “God, Syria and
freedom.”The government is also clamping down on the foreign media, expelling three Reuters
journalists. In all Arab countries affected by the pro-democracy protests governments have



struggled to gain control of information and modern communications.31st March 2011SHOTS
FIRED AS PROTESTERS TAKE TO THE STREETS AGAINBy Patrick CockburnWITHIN
HOURS of President Bashar al-Assad’s speech yesterday, 100 or more people went out on to
the streets of the port city of Latakia in protest, shouting “Freedom!” Residents said they heard
shots fired in the old al-Sleibeh district of the city as security forces confronted the
demonstrators.Opposition groups are calling for more protests after Friday prayers tomorrow,
while the government will intensify security measures to stop further demonstrations.Mr Assad’s
speech offered few concessions. He has not satisfied the protesters’ demands or given the
impression that the grip on power he and his family hold of himself and his family is
weakening.In his first response to the crisis, Mr Assad said there was “a major conspiracy”
against Syria directed from outside the country, though he did not spell out who he believed was
behind the plot. The opposition had expected him to introduce reforms, such as ending the state
of emergency that has existed since 1963. “We don’t seek battles but, if a battle is imposed on
us today, we welcome it,” the President said in a televised speech. Among those he blamed for
provoking the violence were satellite television channels.It may be that there are serious
divisions in the leadership about how to respond to the protests. Mr Assad’s adviser, Bouthaina
Shaaban, said last week that a committee had been formed to study a series of reforms,
including lifting emergency laws. Even so, the security apparatus is unlikely to be restrained by
the exact letter of the law.If the Syrian regime is seriously weakened by the present turmoil, and
unable to bring it under control, there will be a radical change in the balance of power in the
Middle East. The losers will be Iran, since Syria is its one reliable ally in the Arab world;
Hezbollah in Lebanon, which relies on Syrian backing; and Hamas in Gaza, which has been
able to use Damascus as a headquarters. Israel and the US, at least in the short term, will be the
winners.Mr Assad did concede that the Syrian people “have demands that have not been met”,
adding: “If we stay without reform we are on the course of destruction.” But he appears to be
thinking of incremental change to the way the regime operates and not to any reduction in its
authority. He claimed that some protesters had been “duped” into the streets, while others’
legitimate demands would be met.31st March 2011ASSAD VOWS TO OVERCOME THE
‘FOREIGN CONSPIRACIES’By Robert FiskHE WAS not a humble President. He did not give
way. There were hints, of course - an end to emergency legislation, “reforms” - but when he
spoke yesterday, trying to calm a crisis that has seen more than 60 people killed in a fortnight
and threatens his very office, President Bashar al-Assad of Syria did not give the impression of a
man on the run.Was it Libya that gave him the “oomph” to go on, the encouragement to stand up
and say that “reform is not a seasonable issue” - an accurate translation of his belief that Syria
does not have to conform to the Middle East revolution? Either way, the Ba’ath party is going to
fight on. Assad remains the President of Syria. No change.Well, of course, we shall see.
Muammar Gaddafi of Libya is not a wise example to follow in time of need. Friday is another day,
the traditional day of memorial and trial and questioning. If he can get through tomorrow without
further killing in Deraa and Latakia, Assad may make it. He is young, his wife - wrongly derided



by those who hate Syria - is a great asset to him, and his rule has banished the worst excesses
of his father, Hafez. But - and it is a big “but” - torture does continue, the iniquities of the
mukhabarat security services continue, freedom in Syria is as hard to find as an oasis in the
desert, and the Syrian parliament remains, in the words of Al Jazeera’s analyst Marwan
Beshara, “a circus of support”.Yet there are more “buts” in Syria. It is a hard, tough country,
without the avenues to free speech which were available in Egypt, to be sure, but a centre of
Arab nationalism. Not for nothing do Syrians shout Um al Arabiya Wahida (“mother of one Arab
nation”). Not for nothing do Syrians remember that they and they alone opposed the Sykes-Picot
agreement that divided the region between France and Britain in 1916 with force of arms, their
horse-riding army mown down by French tanks at the Battle of Maysalun, their king given the
monarchy of Iraq as a consolation prize by Winston Churchill.This does not justify Assad’s
autocratic rule. But it says something about it. Syrians do not obey the rules. Syrians do not
follow the other Arabs like sheep. They fought harder than any others for a Palestinian-Israeli
peace - which Assad described as “stagnant” yesterday, the unrest a “test for the nation” rather
than a test for the President. In truth, the Hauran region - Deraa is in the Hauran, the scene of a
fearsome series of government killings last week - has always been rebellious, even under
French rule. But can Bashar al-Assad hold his country together?He has managed, with a
minority Alawite power (for which read Shia), to bring the Sunni Muslim majority of Syria into the
economic establishment. Indeed, the Sunnis are the economy of Syria, a powerful elite who
have no interest in unrest, disunity or foreign plots. It was odd that Assad talked about foreign
“conspiracies” yesterday. It’s an old adage that does him no credit; foreign “conspiracies” have
always been discovered when dictators feel unsafe. Yet Damascus has been attacked by Israeli
agents and Saddamist agents and Turkish right-wing agents over the past 40 years. It has a
resonance, this talk of the moamarer - the “plot” - which makes Syrians into patriots rather than
freedom fighters.There is a lot wrong with Syria - and Assad may have pushed his luck
yesterday, failing to announce the “reforms” and freedoms that Syrians expected of him. Instead
of “God, Syria and Bashar”, it was “God, Syria and my People” - but was that enough? He would
not make reforms under pressure - “reforms”, by the way, means democracy - but he surely is
under pressure when government snipers have shot down the innocent in the streets of Syria’s
cities. He may not be in a mood for concessions. But is Syria not in need of these?Its economy
floats near bankruptcy - it was judged by the Swedish diplomatic corps to be unaffected by the
West’s economic catastrophe on the grounds that it did not really exist - and its Kurdish minority
in the north are in a state of semi-revolt. But Assad has two friends who give him power: the
Hezbollah in Lebanon and the Islamic Republic of Iran. If the Israelis need peace in Lebanon,
they need Assad, and if Assad wants to maintain his regional power, he needs Iran. Syria is the
Arab gate through which Iran can walk. Iran is the Muslim gate through which Assad - and
remember, he is an Alawite and therefore a Shia - can walk.It is all too easy for Madame Clinton
to berate Syria for killing its own people - a phrase she does not use for Bahrain - but the
Americans need Syria to extract their last troops from Iraq. It is also easy to turn Syria’s problems



into sectarianism. Nikolaos Van Dam, a brilliant Dutch diplomat, wrote a fine book emphasising
that the struggle for power in Syria lay with the Alawites and that this minority effectively
governed the country.Yet Syria has always remained a unitary state, and it has complied with the
West’s demands for security co-operation - until the Americans came into Syria and shot up a
Syrian security agent’s house. So compliant has it been that the US sent a poor Canadian to
Damascus - “renditioned”, in the popular phrase - to be atrociously tortured and kept in a sewer
until the Americans realised he was innocent and sheepishly allowed him to return to
Toronto.These are not issues which are going to be discussed on the television news shows or
by the US Secretary of State - who is so concerned about the innocents of Libya that her air
force is bombing Gaddafi but is so little concerned about the innocents of Syria that her air force
will definitely not be bombing Syria.Syria needs to be renewed. It does need an end to
emergency laws, a free media and a fair judiciary and the release of political prisoners and -
herewith let it be said - an end to meddling in Lebanon. That figure of 60 dead, a Human Rights
Watch estimate, may in fact be much higher. Tomorrow, President Bashar al-Assad will
supposedly tell us his future for Syria. It had better be good.20th April 2011CAN PRESIDENT
ASSAD DO WHAT IT TAKES TO CLEANSE HIS CORRUPT REGIME?By Robert Fisk“PEOPLE
ARE looking for security forces who will not treat the people like animals.” So said Daeiri el-Eiti
last night, a Syrian activist, summing up the thoughts of his country. He was right. In Banias, in
Latakia, in Homs, in Aleppo, in Deraa, even in Damascus itself, it is the same thing. As a friend of
Bashar al-Assad, the President, said last night, “Bashar is like Fukushima. He is irradiated.”Is
this true? Can this be the end for the Ba’ath party of Syria, the very end of the “Renaissance
Party” of the country which Bashar’s father Hafez supported? Is this the end of the Syrian
security forces? It seems incredible, but it looks as if all Bashar’s dutiful offers of generosity - an
end to the state of emergency, for example - have failed. There are those in Syria who say it is
over, that there is nothing Bashar al-Assad can do to save his regime. We shall see.The security
forces - and we shall use the word “security” in quotation marks from here on - are fearful. There
are long histories of torture and executions behind them and there are many within the military
security apparatus inside Syria who are fearful of a riposte. For many years, the torture regime
has imposed the most terrible revenge upon opponents of both the President and his father.
There was the “German chair” which broke the back of opponents and there was the “Syrian
chair” which broke their backs more slowly.The current President knows all this and has tried to
bring it to a halt. Largely, he has been successful. His regime has largely proved to be
humanitarian. But he has not been a successful leader. In his desperate attempts to persuade
Syrians that he can control his country, he has accused America, France and Lebanon of being
responsible for the violence of demonstrators in his country.Nobody in Syria believes this. The
idea that Lebanon - let alone America and France - can cause demonstrations is ridiculous.The
problem lies, as Mr Eiti says, in that Syria remains a dictatorship and that Assad remains a
dictator. His failure to rid his own family of the corrupt men within it (I am speaking of his uncle in
particular) is the main problem for the regime. This is not a Gaddafi-corrupted government. This



is not a Mubarak government. This is an Alawi regime - and essentially a Shia regime - which
has been corrupted by its own family. The Assad family knows what it must do to cleanse the
family name. Can Bashar do it? Does he have the power to do it? This is all that matters now if
he is going to save his regime.23rd April 2011EVERY CONCESSION MAKES THE PRESIDENT
MORE VULNERABLEBy Robert FiskEVERY DICTATOR knows that, when he starts making
concessions, he is at his most vulnerable. It is an exquisite torture for the regime in power. Each
gesture, each freeing of political prisoners, each concession - and the crowds demand more.
Yesterday, it was President Bashar al-Assad who was under torture.Had he not lifted the state of
emergency for Syrians? Had he not allowed them permission to protest peacefully - albeit with
permission to be obtained 24 hours in advance - and released a token number of prisoners?
Had he not scrapped the hated state security court? But no such luck.In Damascus, in Hama -
that ancient city that tried to destroy Bashar’s father Hafez with an Islamic uprising in the
February of 1982 - and in Banias and Latakia and Deraa, they came out in their tens of
thousands yesterday. They wanted 6,000 more political prisoners freed, they wanted an end to
torture, an end to the security police. And they wanted Bashar al-Assad to go.Syria is a proud
country, but Tunisia and Egypt were studied by the Syrians (if not by Bashar himself - a big
mistake). If the Arabs of north Africa could have their dignity, why couldn’t the Syrians? And an
end to the monopoly of the Ba’ath Party, while they were at it. And free newspapers; all the
demands that they thought would be met 11 years ago, when Bashar walked behind his father’s
coffin and friends of the President told us that things were going to change. This was a confident
new state under Bashar, they insisted.But they didn’t change. Bashar found that family and party
and the massive security apparatus were too strong for him, too necessary for him. He failed.
And now that failure is self-evident: in the tear gas fired at the crowds in Damascus; in the live
rounds reportedly fired into the crowds in Hama, that dangerous, frightening city wherein there is
not a man or woman over 30 who did not lose a relative or friend 29 years ago.Bashar al-Assad
is a tough guy. He stood up to Israel and American pressure. He supported Hezbollah and Iran
and Hamas. But Syrians had other demands. They cared more about their domestic freedom
than battles in Lebanon, more about torture in Tadmor prison than fighting for the Palestinians.
And now they have marched with that ultimate demand: the end of the regime.I’m not sure they’ll
get it yet. The Syrian Ministry of the Interior was playing the sectarian card again yesterday; the
protesters were sectarian, they claimed. There may be some truth in this; but it is a small truth.
The people on the streets of Syria want change. They were not, to be sure, in the vast numbers
that Egypt produced to rid themselves of Mubarak; nor even the numbers of Tunisians. But it has
begun.27th April 2011IF THE RUMOURS AND CONSPIRACIES ARE TRUE, THEN
PRESIDENT ASSAD’S REGIME IS ON THE ROAD TO CIVIL WARBy Robert FiskEVERY
NIGHT, Syrian state television is a horror show. Naked corpses with multiple bullet wounds,
backs of heads sliced off. All Syrian soldiers, the television insists, murdered by “the treacherous
armed criminal gangs” near Deraa.One of the bodies - of a young officer in his twenties - has
had his eyes gouged out. “Knives and sharp tools” appear to have been used on the soldiers, the



commentary tells us. There seems no doubt that the bodies are real and little doubt that they are
indeed members of the Syrian “security” forces - the word security needs to be placed in
inverted commas these days - nor that the weeping, distraught parents in the background are
indeed their families.Pictures show the bodies, newly washed for burial, taken from the Tishrin
Military Hospital in Damascus. Their names are known. Mohamed Ali, Ibrahim Hoss, Ahmed
Abdullah, Nida al-Hoshi, Basil Ali, Hazem Mohamed Ali, Mohamed Alla are all carried in flag-
draped coffins from the army’s mortuary by military police. They are from Tartous, Banias,
Aleppo, Damascus. When al-Hoshi’s funeral cortege was passing up the Mediterranean coast
road to the north, they were ambushed by “an armed gang”.It’s easy to be cynical about these
dreadful pictures and the gloss put on their deaths. Shooting at funerals, after all, has hitherto
been the prerogative of the government’s armed cops rather than “armed gangs”. And Syrian
television has shown not a single dead civilian or civilian funeral after the death of perhaps 320
demonstrators in more than a month. Another 20 were reported killed around Deraa
yesterday.But these reports are important. For if the dead soldiers are victims of revenge killings
by outraged families who have lost their loved ones at the hands of the secret police, it means
that the opposition is prepared to use force against their aggressors. But if there really are armed
groups roaming Syria, then President Bashar al-Assad’s Baathist regime is on the road to civil
war.Hitherto, the demonstrators - pro-democracy or anti-Bashar or both - have been giving us
the story line; their YouTube footage, internet descriptions, the stunning pictures of Syrian T-72
tanks powering through the streets of Deraa - not to mention the pathetic attempt to attack one
with an empty glass bottle - have dominated our perception of the all-powerful dictatorship
crushing its people in blood. And truth lies behind what they say. After the 1982 slaughter in
Hama, no one is in any doubt that Syrian Baathists play by Hama rules. But their explanation for
the daily series of macabre pictures on state television also lacks conviction. According to those
bravely trying to telephone news out of Syria - although not from Deraa, where the telephones
and internet have been completely shut down - the mutilated bodies are those of troops who
refused to shoot at their own people and who were immediately punished by execution and
mutilation by the shabiha, the “hoodlums” of Alawi fighters, and then cynically displayed on
television to back up false government claims it is fighting an armed insurgency and that the
people of Deraa themselves had invited the army into their city to save them from
“terrorists”.Which sounds a little like the flip-side of the government’s own propaganda. Of
course, the Syrian authorities have only themselves to blame for their lack of credibility. Having
cited “foreign plots” - the explanation of all the region’s potentates when their backs are to the
wall - the authorities have studiously banned all foreign journalists from entering Syria to prove or
disprove these claims. The ministry of tourism has even been sent a list of Middle East
correspondents by the ministry of interior to ensure that no reporters slip into Syria with a
sudden desire to study the Roman ruins of Palmyra.Thus history is written in rumours which
begin, I suppose, with the last words displayed on Syrian television’s evening news: “Martyrs
Never Die.” Clearly they do expire, but which martyrs are we talking about? A good tale from



Deraa - one without a shred of evidence so far - is that after tanks of the Fourth Army Brigade of
Maher Assad (little brother of the President) stormed into the city, elements of the regular army’s
Fifth Brigade near Deraa - supposedly commanded by an officer called Rifai, although even this
is in dispute - turned their guns on Maher’s invaders. But the Fifth, so the story goes, has no
tanks and includes air force personnel who are not allowed to fly their jets.So are there now
armed civilians - an oxymoron that seems lost on the regime - now fighting back in a systematic
fashion? In Lebanon, whose capital is closer to Damascus that Deraa, there is growing fear that
this bloodshed is only two hours away by road. Syria’s friends in Lebanon are now claiming that
the Saudis - allies of the outgoing government in Beirut - have been subventing the revolution in
Syria.One former minister produced on television copies of cheques for $300,000 (£180,000)
supposedly carrying the signature of Prince Turki bin Abdul Aziz, the former Saudi intelligence
head - and in that capacity once on good terms with a certain Osama bin Laden - and brother of
King Abdullah, and given to Lebanese political figures to instil unrest in Syria. One of those
accused of involvement by Syria is the former Lebanese minister Mohamed Beydoun. The latter
has said that his accusers are guilty of “incitement to murder” and Prince Turki has indignantly
called the cheques “false”. But the Syrian-supported Hezbollah has now endorsed the claim and
at least one Lebanese MP, Ahmed Fatfat, has at last uttered the fateful words. By these
accusations against the “Future Movement” - the largest grouping in the outgoing government -
he said, “the Hezbollah and its crew are preparing the way for civil war in Lebanon”.Now the
Syrian media have pointed the finger at Lebanese MP Okab Sadr, stating that he had been
arrested - along with “Israeli officers” - in the Syrian city of Banias. In fact, Mr Sadr is safe in
Lebanon where he has emerged to say that the only reason he would go to Banias would be to
give blood at the hospital to its inhabitants.In the northern Lebanese city of Tripoli this Friday, pro
and anti-Assad supporters plan to hold further and larger demonstrations after morning prayers.
Many Lebanese in the north fear that in the event of a civil conflict inside Syria, Tripoli will
become a “capital” of northern Syria, though whether it would be a rebel or an Assad stronghold
is open to question.Somewhat more disturbing right now - and much nearer the truth - is that Ali
Aid, a rather tough character from the Jebel Mohsen area of the Alawi mountains of Syria, has
left his son Rifaat in charge of his proto-militia movement. He has instead built himself a fine villa
next to the Syrian-Lebanese border. The problem is that Major Ali Aid is living in his new home -
which lies on the Lebanese side of the frontier.27th April 2011WESTERN INTERVENTION IN
SYRIA WOULD MAKE MATTERS WORSEBy Patrick CockburnTHE SYRIAN army is moving to
crush in blood the protesters calling for democracy and the overthrow of President Bashar al-
Assad and his regime. Unburied bodies lie in the streets of Deraa, the city in the south which has
been at the centre of the popular revolt.Will the government succeed? The chances for the
moment look evenly balanced, with almost everything depending on whether or not
demonstrators continue to march and rally all over Syria despite the savage repression. There is
also the possibility of divisions in the army, though less so than in many other Arab countries.The
uprising against police states, both republican and monarchical, in the Arab world is entering its



fifth month without a decisive victory by either the powers-that-be or the protesters. In Tunisia
and Egypt the political and military elite felt that, if they got rid of their geriatric leaders along with
their families and cronies, they might prevent radical changes in the political and social status
quo. In Bahrain the monarchy, aided by Saudi Arabia and other Sunni Gulf states, destroyed the
pro-democracy movement and is terrorising its supporters.Syria is going down the same road as
Bahrain. At the end of last week President Assad and his inner circle appear to have decided
that such limited concessions as they were willing to make were only being interpreted as
weakness. They gave orders to their security forces to shoot unarmed demonstrators and stamp
out all signs of dissent on the streets.Repression in Syria may work for the moment. The
government has a core of support based on the Alawite minority, to which the Assad family and
top military and political members of the regime belong. There are others who work for the state
and fear change, as well as Christian and Druze minorities who do not believe opposition claims
to be non-sectarian.Overall, however, the police states in the Arab world, which have seemed so
immovable for the past 35 years, are fighting to survive. Before about 1975 there was an era of
army coups d’etat, but these stopped as ferocious multi-layered security agencies turned
military dictatorships into police states. East European intelligence agencies gave fraternal
advice on how this could be done.There was more to total state control than just keeping the
army in its barracks. Censorship of all forms of media was pervasive, as was control of all non-
state agencies such as trade unions and political parties. Only the mosque retained some
autonomy, which explains why opposition to autocracy so often took an Islamic form.By this year
the old ingredients of repression had lost something of their potency. Torturers and executioners
still retained their ability to frighten. But regimes had lost their control over information and
communications thanks to the internet, satellite television and even the humble mobile phone.
One member of the Syrian opposition points out that when 20,000 people in Hama were
slaughtered by the forces of President Hafez al-Assad in 1982 there was not a single picture of
even one of the bodies. Today pictures of the dead and wounded in Deraa and elsewhere in
Syria are transmitted to the rest of the world within seconds of being taken.Of course
governments can counter-attack and close down mobile-phone networks and ban journalists
from operating in Syria. But 100 satellite phones distributed by an opposition Syrian
businessman make total control of information almost impossible to establish. The role of the
internet in the Arab awakening has been well-publicised, but that of satellite stations, notably Al
Jazeera, is underplayed. The US has every reason to be embarrassed by this since Washington
spent years claiming that Al Jazeera’s criticism of US policy in Iraq after the invasion showed it
must be linked to al-Qa’ida. An Al Jazeera cameraman was held in Guantanamo for six years so
that US interrogators could find out more about the television station.Britain, France and Italy
have called for sanctions against Syria. But they should not do more because intrusive foreign
intervention is likely to prove counter-productive. There are already signs of this in Libya.
Justifiable action against impending massacre turns into imperial intervention. Nato air strikes
against Colonel Gaddafi’s tanks advancing on Benghazi have escalated into an air war, aided by



foreign advisers on the ground, with the purpose of overthrowing the regime. In such an
offensive the Libyan rebels, whatever their popular support and skill in media relations, may play
only a walk-on part.It is worth recalling that most Afghans were pleased when the Taliban
collapsed in 2001 and most Iraqis were glad to see the back of Saddam Hussein in 2003. But it
did not follow that the opponents of autocracy were united, had real support or were less corrupt
or more competent than their predecessors. Nor were Afghans or Iraqis prepared to see foreign
armies determine who should hold power in their countries.People whom Western states claim
they are trying to aid for humanitarian reasons are understandably sceptical about how altruistic
their motives really are. Their suspicions will only be confirmed by documents published by The
Independent giving details of talks between the British government and BP and Royal Dutch
Shell in 2002 on how to avoid US companies excluding them from exploiting Iraqi oil
reserves.There is a further reason why Britain and other foreign states should limit their
involvement in the conflicts now raging in the Arab world. It is true that the struggle is primarily
between popular protests or uprisings against vicious autocracies. But these crises have at least
some aspects of a civil war: there are tribes which support Colonel Gaddafi and there are
Syrians who believe that the opposition is more sectarian and Sunni-dominated than is evident
from their human-rights agenda.It is right for Britain and its allies to protest at the butchery in
Syria, though their criticism might carry more weight had they been equally vocal about torture,
disappearances and killings in Bahrain. But this humanitarian zeal easily becomes a cover for
wider intervention, because retreat is humiliating and therefore politically impossible, and the
field cannot be left open to other competing interventionist powers. The outside world can
mitigate, but should not try to change, what is happening in Syria.29th April 2011OUT OF
SYRIA’S DARKNESS COME TALES OF TERRORBy Robert FiskIN DAMASCUS, the posters -
in their tens of thousands around the streets - read: “Anxious or calm, you must obey the law.”
But pictures of President Bashar al-Assad and his father Hafez have been taken down, by the
security police no less, in case they inflame Syrians.There are thieves with steel-tipped rubber
coshes on the Damascus airport road at night, and in the terminal the cops ask arriving
passengers to declare iPods and laptops. In the village of Hala outside Deraa, Muslim
inhabitants told their Christian neighbours to join the demonstrations against the regime - or
leave.Out of the darkness of Syria come such tales.And they are true. Syrians arriving in
Lebanon are bringing the most specific details of what is going on inside their country, of Fifth
Brigade soldiers fighting the armed units of Maher Assad’s Fourth Brigade outside Deraa, of
random killings around Damascus by the ever-growing armed bands of Shabiha (“the mafia”)
from the Alawite mountains, of massive stocking up of food. One woman has just left her mother
in the capital with 10 kilos of pasta, 10 kilos of rice, five kilos of sugar, box after box of drinking
water.In Deraa - surrounded, without electricity or water or supplies - the price of bread has risen
500 per cent and men are smuggling food into the city over the fields at night.But it is the killings
which terrify the people. Are they committed by the Shabiha from the port city of Lattakia -
created by the Assad family in the 70s to control smuggling and protection rackets - or by the



secret police to sow a fear that might break the uprising against Assad? Or by the murderers
who thrive amid anarchy and lawlessness? Three men carrying sacks of vegetables outside
Damascus at night were confronted by armed men last week. They refused to stop. So they were
executed.The Syrian government is appealing to the minorities - to the Christians and the Kurds
- to stay loyal to the authorities; minorities have always been safe in Syria, and many have stayed
away from protests against the regime. But in the village of Hala, Christian shops are shut as
their owners contemplate what are clearly sectarian demands to join in the uprising against
Assad. In an attempt to rid Syria of “foreign” influence, the ministry of education has ordered a
number of schools to end all English teaching - even banning the names of schools in French
and English from school uniforms. Even the kindergarten where the President’s two young
children are educated has been subject to the prohibitions.There are bright lights, of course, not
least among the brave men and women who are using the internet and Facebook to keep open
the flow of information from Syria. The Independent can reveal that a system of committees has
been set up across the cities of Syria, usually comprising only 10 or 12 friends who have known
and trusted each other for years. Each of them enlists 10 of their own friends - and they
persuade 10 more each - to furnish information and pictures. Many were put in touch with each
other via the cyber kings of Beirut - many of them also Syrian - and thus “circles of trust” have
spread at the cost of the secret police snooping that has been part of Syrian life for four
decades.Thus there now exist - in Damascus alone - “The Co-ordination of Douma”, “The Co-
ordination of al-Maydan” (in the centre of the city), “The Co-ordination of Daraya”, “The Co-
ordination of Harasta” and others. Some of them are trying to penetrate the mukhabarat secret
police, to get the brutal cops to work for them on the grounds that - come the end of the Assad
regime, if that end ever comes - they will be spared the trials and revenge punishments to come.
One Beirut blogger says that several of the cops have already declared themselves for the
uprising - but are unwilling to trust them in case it is a trap to discover the identity of those behind
the committees.Yet Syrians in Lebanon say that the Syrian security police - often appointed
through graft rather than any technical or detective abilities - simply do not understand the
technology that is being used against them. One Syrian security official sent three Facebook
posts. The first said: “God, Syria and Bashar al-Assad or nothing.” The second read: “It’s the time
to declare war for Allah.” The third announced: “The legacy of God on earth is an Islamic
Republic.”“The fool was obviously supporting Bashar - but then wanted to frighten people by
suggesting Islamists would take over a post-Assad Syria,” one of the Syrian bloggers in Beirut
says. “But he didn’t realise that we could tell at once that they all came from the same Facebook
page!” The same man in Beirut found himself under interrogation by Syrian state security police
several weeks ago. “He was a senior officer - but he didn’t even know what Google was.” Many of
the Syrians sending information out of their country are anxious that exaggerations and rumours
will damage the credibility of their reports. For this reason, they are trying to avoid dispatches
which cannot be verified; that two Iranian snipers, for example, have arrived to help the security
police; that one man was actually interrogated by two Iranians - a friend suspects that the cops



were from the north and spoke in the Kurdish language, which the detainee misidentified as
Iranian.More serious - and true - is the report that Khaled Sid Mohand, an Algerian journalist
working for France Culture and Le Monde, was arrested in Damascus on 9 April and has
disappeared into a security prison. A released detainee says that he saw Mohand in Security
Section 255 in Baghdad Street in the capital some days later. But this story may not be correct.
Diplomats have been unable to see the missing journalist.There are also reports that two young
European women working for a Western embassy were arrested and gagged when they left a
party at 3am several days ago, and only released several hours later after interrogation. “It
means that there is no longer any immunity for foreigners,” a Syrian citizen said yesterday. “We
heard that a North American had also been taken from his home and questioned by armed
men.”Especially intriguing - because there are many apparent witnesses of this episode - is a
report that Syrian Fourth Brigade troops in Deraa dumped dozens of weapons in the main
square of the city in front of the Omari mosque, telling civilians that they could take them to
defend themselves. Suspecting that they were supposed to carry them in demonstrations and
then be shot as “terrorists”, the people took the weapons to the nearest military base and gave
them back to the soldiers.The rumours of army defections continue, however, including splits in
the Fifth Brigade at Deraa, whose commander’s name can now be confirmed as General
Mohamed Saleh al-Rifai. According to Syrians arriving in Lebanon, the highways are used by
hundreds of packed military trucks although the streets of most cities - including Damascus - are
virtually empty at night. Shops are closing early, gunfire is often heard, checkpoints at night are
often manned by armed men in civilian clothes. Darkness indeed.2nd May 2011‘WE WILL
NEVER CEASE OUR STRUGGLE UNTIL WE BRING DOWN ASSAD’By Robert
FiskSOMETHING TERRIBLE happened in the small Syrian town of Tel Kalakh. At the most it
was a massacre of 40 civilians; at the least a day of live-firing into unarmed protesters, torture,
arrests and panic. Almost half the Sunni Muslim population fled over the river frontier into
Lebanon, babes in arms, old people in wheelchairs, pushed through the shallow waters of the
Nahr el-Kbir.Perhaps 4,000 of the Syrian Sunnis made it to the safety of Lebanon to be given
food, shelter and blankets by relatives and by strangers and they were there yesterday - 80 living
in one house alone scarcely 20m from Syria, desperate to praise the kindness of the Lebanese,
fearful of the things they had seen, ferocious in their anger against their president.One man,
having described detainees from the town who had returned home with their nails ripped out and
their beards burned off, broke down in tears. “We will never cease our struggle until we bring
Assad down,” he cried. “For 40 years, we have not been able to breathe.”The men responsible
for the killings in Tel Kalakh were members of the Syrian army’s 4th Brigade - the same unit,
commanded by President Bashar al-Assad’s little brother Maher, that is besieging the southern
city of Deraa - along with government snipers and “shabiha” thugs from the Alawi mountains.
Dressed in black, the latter spent some time, according to Syrian refugee women, tearing the
veils off girls and trying to kidnap them.Tel Kalakh, which lies 20 miles due west of the rebellious
city of Homs, had a population of 28,000 - 10,000 of them Muslims, the majority Alawi Shia, the



same group to which the Assad family belongs. Even before the shooting started on Wednesday,
the military and the plain-clothes gunmen spent some time separating Sunni Muslims from the
Alawi inhabitants, telling the latter to stay in their houses - as good a way of starting a local civil
war as you could find in Syria. Then they shot into the crowds, firing also with tank-mounted
machine guns into homes on both sides of the main streets.None of the Syrian adults would give
their names or have their photographs taken but they spoke with fury of what had happened to
them six days ago. Several claimed that their protests against the Assad government started two
months ago - an intriguing assertion which suggests the first rural protests in Syria may have
begun weeks before the world knew what was happening - but that the protesters, all Sunnis,
had been protected because of the intercession of the respected Sheikh of the town’s mosque,
Osama Akeri.But last Wednesday morning, armed men seized the sheikh from his home and the
Sunni Muslims of the city poured on to the streets. “We were shouting ‘independence - give us
freedom and independence’ and they came in tanks and opened fire, the shabiha shooting at
the men at the front; everyone started running but they went on shooting at us from the tanks
and people fell everywhere,” one man said.“The tanks completely surrounded the town. People
were running away into the fields, the babies screaming, trying to get to Lebanon.”In sight of the
village of Arida Sharquia - on the Lebanese side of the border and linked to Syria by a stone
bridge - many women and children were stopped by a military checkpoint, but it appears that
men from Tel Kalakh set the roadblock on fire.For three days, the Sunni Muslims fled their town,
many creeping from their homes at night as shooting continued across the streets - the entire
military operation a miniature version of exactly the same siege that is crippling Deraa - and
some men had the courage to return from Lebanon with food for their families. Others did not
dare. Tel Kalakh - just like Deraa - is not only surrounded, but all electricity and water supplies
have been cut.So fearful were those who had avoided the killings that they hid in their homes for
more than 24 hours, too frightened to attend the funerals of the dead. “We didn’t want to risk
being killed again,” another man said, apologising for not being able to give me even his first
name. “The close families of the dead went to the cemetery and some old people. That was
all.”One of the 40 dead was Muntaser Akeri, he said, a cousin of the arrested sheikh. Villagers
tell different stories of the events. Shooting apparently went on for more than 24 hours and it was
only on Thursday that some of the men dragged away in buses and cars by the “mukhabarat”
secret police came back.“Some had had their fingernails torn out and the ones with beards had
had them burnt off,” another man said. “There were so many soldiers and plain-clothes police
and thugs that we couldn’t escape. The Alawis didn’t join our protest. We were alone.”Arida lies
on both sides of the border of Lebanon - Sharquia means “east” and the western side of the
town - Arida Gharbia - stands scarcely 20m away across the river, inside Syria.Along with the
refugees, it is also a smuggling centre - indeed,children were bringing barrels of Syrian propane
gas across the river yesterday - and it was possible to talk to Syrians on the other side of the
water. So close to Syria are the refugees that while I was talking to them, my Lebanese mobile
phone kept switching to the “Syriatel” mobile system in Damascus, the message “ping”



constantly - and ominously - drawing my attention to the words “Welcome to Syria... for tourist
guide, dial 1555. Enjoy your stay.”But the men and women - and the hundreds of children - from
Tel Kalakh have torn the lid off any such fantasy. Here at last were Syrians who had just fled their
town, talking for the first time of their suffering, free of the mukhabarat, abusing the Assad family.
A few had tried to return. One woman I spoke to walked back to Tel Kalakh yesterday morning
and returned in the afternoon, shouting that it was a “hostile” town in which it was impossible for
the Sunni Muslims to live. Many of the men said that all government jobs were given to Alawi
citizens of Tel Kalakh, never to them.There is, of course, room for exaggeration. No one could
explain to me why so many soldiers were being killed in Syria although they said their own
protests had been totally unarmed. Shooting is still heard at night on the Syrian side of the
frontier, a phenomenon that has persuaded the Lebanese army to send night patrols through the
orchards and olive groves on the Lebanese side. Just in case the Syrian military is tempted to
chase in hot pursuit of their own refugees.7th May 2011TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION? IT
WON’T HAPPEN IN SYRIABy Robert FiskIF YOU want to understand the cruel tragedy of Syria,
there are two books you must read: Nikolaos van Dam’s The Struggle for Power in Syria and, of
course, Patrick Seale’s biography Assad. Van Dam was an ambassador in Damascus and his
study of the Baath party was so accurate - albeit deeply critical - that all party members in Syria
were urged to read it. But this week, for the first time, Lebanese journalist Ziad Majed brought
together three of Syria’s finest academics-in-exile to discuss the uprising in their native country,
and their insight is as frightening as it is undoubtedly true.According to historian Farouk Mardam-
Bey, for example, Syria is “a tribal regime, which by being a kind of mafia clan and by exercising
the cult of personality, can be compared to the Libyan regime”, which can never reform itself
because reform will bring about the collapse of the Baath party which will always ferociously
defend itself. “It has placed itself - politically and juridically - upon a war footing,” Mardam-Bey
says of its struggle with Israel, “without the slightest intention of actually going to war.”Burhan
Ghalioun makes the point that “the existence of the regime is like an invasion of the state, a
colonisation of society” where “hundreds of intellectuals are forbidden to travel, 150,000 have
gone into exile and 17,000 have either disappeared or been imprisoned for expressing their
opinion... It is impossible (for President Bashar al-Assad) to say (like Mubarak and Ben Ali) ‘I will
not prolong or renew my mandate’ like other presidents have pretended to do - because Syria is,
for Assad, his private family property, the word ‘country’ is not part of the vocabulary.”Assad has
opened Koranic schools and “Bashar’s recent proposal to create a religious Islamist satellite
television channel as a ‘gift’ to Sheikh Mohamed Said Ramadan Buti (who supports the regime)
shows very clearly his support for an obscurantist Islam which is loyal to the regime” as part of a
plan, according to Ghalioun, since “the regime is gambling on sectarian discord to raise the
spectre of war and chaos if the protests continue”. In Aleppo and Damascus, Mardam-Bey
insists very convincingly, the Assad regime wants to persuade the large Christian communities
that “if the regime falls, it will be replaced by an extremist Islamist regime and that their fate will
be the same as that as the Christians of Iraq”.In holding on to power, literary critic Subhi Hadidi



said rather archly, the Assad regime has divided Syrians into three categories: “The first belongs
to those who are too preoccupied in earning their daily bread to involve themselves in any
political activity. The second group are the greedy whose loyalty is easy to buy and who can be
brought on board and corrupted in a huge network of ‘clientelism’. The third are intellectuals and
activist opponents of the regime who are regarded as ‘imbeciles who believe in principles’.”Yet
none of these men reflect upon the frightfulness of the killings in Syria and the immense
difficulties of reuniting a post-Assad country after civil war. By chance, the anniversary of the
start of Lebanon’s own 15-year civil war, which killed up to 200,000 people, was marked last
month with an Amnesty report which estimated that 17,000 men, women and children had
simply disappeared in the conflict, recalling repeated promises by the post-war Lebanese
authorities to investigate their fate, none of which were honoured.A 1991 Lebanese police report
did in fact give an exact figure for those who must surely be in their graves - 17,415 - but this has
been disputed. Most of these people were kidnapped by Muslim and Christian militias, but some
families have related how their relatives were taken by Israeli soldiers in 1982 and by armed men
who transferred them to Syria, never to be seen again. This was the Syria of Bashar’s father
Hafez, and Bashar did himself permit the setting up of a joint Lebanese-Syrian committee in
2005 to investigate what happened to those Lebanese who were abducted to Damascus. It has
met 30 times. Needless to say, its conclusions - if any - have never been made public.Even
today, in the centre of Beirut, relatives of the disappeared camp out next to photographs of sons
and husbands and fathers who vanished more than 35 years ago, clinging to a frayed thread of
hope, permanent victims of the civil war. Neil Sammonds, who conducted the research for
Amnesty, told me Lebanon “doesn’t carry out its obligations properly and it hasn’t done for years.
The judicial authorities are unable or unwilling to do their job. Only when they do will we be able
to find out the truth”.But I fear they never will do their job. Opening mass graves in a sectarian
society is a very dangerous act - the Yugoslavs did this in a search for Second World War
massacre victims, and within months the Balkan wars flamed back into life with mass killing,
concentration camp atrocities and ethnic cleansing. Truth and reconciliation committees do not
exist in Lebanon - nor will they, I fear, in Syria - and 20 years after the Lebanese authorities
agreed to produce a national school history book to include the civil war, it does not exist. An
extraordinary 67 per cent of Lebanese students go to private schools (D Cameron, please note),
yet they prefer to teach “safe history” like the French revolution. If Lebanese children want to
read of their fathers’ and mothers’ 1975-1990 golgotha, they often have to buy British and
French books about the civil war.The Syrian academics also warned that Syria’s conflict could
cross into northern Lebanon where Sunnis live next to Alawites, the Shia sect to which the
Assads belong. Touring northern Lebanon this week, I saw posters outside Sunni Muslim
homes, saying “Assad - you won’t escape us”. Not something their Alawite neighbours are likely
to enjoy reading. But I will end by returning to a bloody if ultimately hopeful prediction of Subhi
Hadidi. “ The oppression of the (Assad) regime will be terrible. But the courage of the people in
the street and the overall struggle - despite the difficulties they encounter - along with the very



youth of the protesters, will lead the Syrian people to follow them all the way to freedom.”I’m not
so sure. In the wreckage of post-Assad Syria - if this time come to pass - it will be difficult to
reunite Syrians amid the dried blood of their mass graves. Try writing their new history books for
them.7th May 2011AS TANKS LINE THE STREETS, SYRIANS STAND FIRM TO DEFY
BRUTAL REGIMEBy Khalid Ali and Kim SenguptaTHOUSANDS OF protesters faced the guns
of the Syrian regime yesterday undeterred by a ferocious crackdown and a campaign of
intimidation that has failed to quell popular discontent against the rule of President Bashar al-
Assad.Security forces opened fire on marches in several cities killing at least 21 protesters,
according to rights activists, continuing the brutal crackdown that has left more than 550 people
dead since widespread civil unrest began in March.The Syrian regime has arrested up to 500
people a day in a new drive to crackdown on the protest movement, according to diplomatic
sources, with more than 7,000 being held in a network of secret prisons. The upsurge in
detentions, taking place across the country, has been going on for the last week and is seen as
an attempt to prevent the organising or co-ordinating of demonstrations.Tanks ringed the
southern city of Deraa yesterday, where the protests began and has been the scene of a major
military offensive by the regime to try to prevent any major shows of defiance. The city has been
the scene of a wave of arrests with local residents claiming that virtually all males over the age of
15 had been taken away in raids by security forces.Despite the crackdown, protests were held in
dozens of cities and towns across the country, with many of the protests broken up by regime
forces. Video downloaded to YouTube purported to show a demonstration in Hama with
protesters running down a main street and hurling stones. Loud screams could be heard as the
sound of machine-gun fire started and people fled for cover.A second video, supposedly from
the central city of Homs and filmed from behind a curtain inside a home, showed two army
snipers on a rooftop taking aim at unseen targets below. Neither of the videos could be
verified.“We were chanting, peaceful, peaceful, and we didn’t even throw a stone at the security
forces,” a witness told The Associated Press and claimed that there were 10,000 people on the
streets in the city. “But they waited for us to reach the main square and then they opened fire on
us.”Security forces yesterday targeted leaders of the opposition. They dragged off Riad Seif, a
prominent figure from a rally in the Midan district of Damascus. Mr Seif, 64, and suffering from
cancer, has spent a total of eight years on charges of “weakening national morale” for
demanding democratic reforms and freedom of expression in his homeland, and came out of jail
following his latest sentence last year. His daughter, Jumana Seif, said “My father was shoved
into a bus with other protestors who were detained during the demonstration near the al-Hassan
mosque.”Elsewhere in Damascus there were reports of shootings in two eastern suburbs while
demonstrators also reportedly took to the streets in Moadamiyah and Daraya - two towns close
to the capital which have seen brutal army crackdowns in recent weeks. Security forces
cordoned off Douma, to the east of Damascus, and allowed nobody to enter or leave. Another
witness said that he had seen tanks being transported by train to Homs, while in the north-
western city of Baniyas thousands of people, many carrying olive branches and Syrian flags,



chanted for the fall of the regime.“The protests have spread more than any we have seen in the
past seven weeks,” said Wissam Tarif, executive director of Middle East human rights
organisation Insan. “We had counted uprisings in 108 towns and villages across the country. We
have seen intimidation. There have been snipers, and a strategy of building a wall of fear. A lot of
people are scared, so it’s amazing that people are coming out.”A spokesman for the National
Initiative for Change, an umbrella group for opposition figures inside Syria, claimed that
yesterday’s protests indicate that the pro-reform movement was becoming too big for the
government to cope with. The protests have escalated steadily since they were triggered by the
arrests of 15 schoolchildren for spraying anti-regime graffiti in Deraa.8th June 2011THE
PEOPLE vs THE PRESIDENTBy Robert FiskSYRIA’S REVOLT against the rule of President
Bashar al-Assad is turning into an armed insurrection, with previously peaceful demonstrators
taking up arms to fight their own army and the “shabiha” - meaning “the ghosts”, in English - of
Alawi militiamen who have been killing and torturing those resisting the regime’s rule.Even more
serious for Assad’s still-powerful supporters, there is growing evidence that individual Syrian
soldiers are revolting against his forces. The whole edifice of Assad’s Alawi dictatorship is now in
the gravest of danger.In 1980, Assad’s father, Hafez, faced an armed uprising in the central city
of Hama, which was put down by the Special Forces of Hafez’s brother Rifaat - who is currently
living, for the benefit of war crimes investigators, in central London - at a cost of up to 20,000
lives. But the armed revolt today is now spreading across all of Syria, a far-mightier crisis and
one infinitely more difficult to suppress. No wonder Syrian state television has been showing the
funerals of up to 120 members of the security services from just one location, the northern town
of Jisr al-Shughour.The first evidence of civilians turning to weapons to defend their families
came from Deraa, the city where the bloody story of the Syrian uprising first began after
intelligence officers arrested and tortured to death a 13-year-old boy. Syrians arriving in Beirut
told me the male citizens of Deraa had grown tired of following the example of peaceful Tunisian
and Egyptian protesters - an understandable emotion since people in those countries suffered
nothing like the brutal suppression meted out by Assad’s soldiers and militiamen - and were now
sometimes “shooting back” for the sake of “dignity” and to protect their wives and
children.Bashar and his cynical brother Maher - the present-day equivalent of the outrageous
Rifaat - may now be gambling on the old dictator’s saw that their regime must be defended
against armed Islamists supported by al-Qa’ida, a lie which was perpetrated by Muammar
Gaddafi and the now-exiled leaders Ali Abdullah Saleh of Yemen and Ben Ali of Tunisia and
Hosni Mubarak of Egypt and the still-on-the-throne al-Khalifas of Bahrain.The few al-Qa’ida cells
in the Arab world may wish this to be true, but the Arab revolt is about the one phenomenon in
the Middle East uncontaminated by “Islamism”. Only the Israelis and the Americans may be
tempted to believe otherwise.Al Jazeera television yesterday aired extraordinary footage of a
junior Syrian officer calling upon his comrades to refuse to continue massacring civilians in
Syria. Identified as Lt Abdul-Razak Tlas, from the town of Rastan, he said he had joined the
army “to fight the Israeli enemy”, but found himself witnessing a massacre of his own people in



the town of Sanamein. “After what we’ve seen from crimes in Deraa and all over Syria, I am
unable to continue with the Syrian Arab army,” he announced. “I urge the army, and I say: ‘Is the
army here to steal and protect the Assad family?’ I call upon all honourable officers to tell their
soldiers about the real picture, use your conscience... if you are not honourable, stay with
Assad.”Differentiating rumour from fact in Syria is getting easier by the week. More Syrians are
reaching the safety of Lebanon and Turkey to tell their individual stories of torture and cruelty in
security police barracks and in plain-clothes police cells. Some are still using the telephone from
Syria itself - one to describe explosions in Jisr al-Shughour and of bodies being tossed into the
river from which the town takes its name.For well over a month, I have been watching Syrian
television’s nightly news and at least half the broadcasts have included funerals of dead soldiers.
Now Syria itself declares that 120 have been killed in one incident, an incredible loss for an army
that was supposed to instill horror into the minds of the country’s protesters. But then the
supposedly invincible Syrian army often showed itself woefully unable to suppress Lebanese
militias during the country’s 1975-90 civil war. An entire battalion of Syrian Special Forces troops
was driven out of east Beirut, for example, by a ragtag group of Christian militias who would have
been crushed by any serious professional army.If you wish to destroy unarmed civilians, you
shoot them down in the street and then shoot down the funeral mourners and then shoot down
the mourners of the dead mourners - which is exactly what Assad’s gunmen have been doing -
but when the resistors shoot back, the Syrian army has shown a quite different response: torture
for their prisoners and fear in the face of the enemy.But if the armed insurrection takes hold, then
it is also the 11 per cent Alawi community - once the frontier force of the French mandate against
the Sunnis and now the prop of Assad against the poorer Sunnis - which is at threat. So appalled
is the Assad regime at its enemies that it has been encouraging Palestinians to try to cross the
frontier wire on Israeli-occupied Golan. The Israelis say this is to divert world attention from the
massacres in Syria - and they are absolutely right.The Damascus government’s Tishrin
newspaper has been suggesting that 600,000 Palestinians may soon try to “go home” to the
lands of Palestine from which the Israelis drove them in 1948, a nightmare the Israelis would
prefer not to think about - but not as great a nightmare as that now facing the people and their
oppressors in Syria itself.13th June 2011REFUGEES TAKE FLIGHT AS TROOPS LAUNCH
ATTACKS ON REBEL STRONGHOLDBy Kim Sengupta and Justin VelaSYRIAN FORCES
stormed a city yesterday which had become a symbol of militant opposition after an intense
artillery and tank bombardment. But defiant protests, and the regime’s violent response to them,
continued with helicopter gunships opening fire on demonstrators and troops setting homes on
fire in a string of towns.The spreading strife led to a fresh exodus of terrified families seeking
sanctuary. More than 5,000 were in rapidly filling camps in neighbouring Turkey, including
babies, the elderly and the ill.Another 10,000 were stranded on the Syrian side of the border with
little food and water and no shelter. Some who had been carried injured to the border, and with
no access to medical treatment, did not survive. Funerals were held for a dozen of the dead in
the “no man’s land” yesterday.By nightfall regime forces were in control of Jisr al-Shughour. The



streets were deserted, the vast majority of the 40,000 residents had fled and around 200 who
had stayed behind had either been killed or taken away under arrest. Many of the buildings had
been destroyed by shell fire, the troops parked their tanks and armoured cars beside burnt-out
cars.Four decapitated and uniformed bodies were found in the ruins of the military police head-
quarters, the grim aftermath of a mutiny by security forces in the city and evidence of the
greatest threat to Bashar al-Assad’s rule since the start of the uprising. The regime had claimed
that “armed gangs” had killed 120 members of the security forces at Jisr al-Shughour,
necessitating the assault. Yesterday state-controlled TV stated that forces had uncovered mass
graves of security men and the corpses bore marks of atrocities carried out by extremist
groups.Residents and human rights groups give a different account, saying the dead were
victims of loyalist forces who had executed those who had refused to shoot civilians. “We were
not involved in any fighting, it was the soldiers who had been killing people for simply going out
to demand justice,” said Abu Hatin, who had fled the city three days ago. “They had been
shooting at us from rooftops and windows. I saw a young man dragged out of his home, they
shot him as they were putting him in their car.“The fighting was between the soldiers, some were
for the people and some against,” he said. “Some of the police and soldiers tried to protect
us.”There were fierce clashes at Jisr al-Shughour yesterday following the two-pronged attack.
Locals claimed the fighting was due to former security force members turning their guns on
forces still loyal to Assad. About 60 policemen had stayed behind to defend the city.There had
been previous instances of defections since the start of the three-month long uprising. But the
current offensive, in Idlib province in the north-west, appeared to have been a catalyst for
defections by discontented military in a region with a long history of dissent. Many policemen
and conscript soldiers from the area had taken up arms to defend their communities.The
operations in Jisr al-Shughour, Mirat al-Numan and villages surrounding the Jabl al-Zawiya
mountains are said to have been led by an unit commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Maher al-
Assad, a brother of the President.They were supported by detachments of the Mukhabarat - the
secret police - and the Shabbiha, a militia from the Alawite community from which the country’s
ruling elite are drawn.Mustafa Osso, a senior human rights activist, said advancing troops were
meeting resistance from former members of the military. “This is the biggest and most
dangerous wave of defections. They are having to fight hundreds of army defectors,” he said.
Some who had left the military were attempting to leave the country. “We cannot stay. If they
capture some protesters, they will go to prison. If they capture us, we shall be shot,” said Ibrahim
Hassan as he made his way to the Turkish border with a comrade. “A lot of us, even some
officers, did not want to have anything to do with what was going on.”Others who have managed
to escape came with tales of brutalities committed by Lt Col Maher al-Assad’s troops. Bassam, a
roofer, had mobile telephone footage of a young man, dead with bullet wounds to his stomach
and legs; another young man had been killed with a shot to the head. Both had died, he said,
just outside Jisr al-Shughour. “There are only a few people left. I escaped on my motorcycle
through dirt tracks in the hills,” he said.Mehmoud, a 39-year-old farm labourer, said: “The



problem really started because one of the soldiers killed, Basil el Masri, was very popular. Ten
thousand people turned up at his funeral.“They like killing. I shall stay in Turkey until things get
better. My family will join me here.”But there is apprehension that the upheavals in Syria may
lead to destabilisation in Turkey, where parliamentary elections took place yesterday in a
fractious political landscape. The area adjacent to the Syrian border has a mixed population of
Sunnis, Alavis who are a Shia offshoot, and Christians. Most of the Syrian refugees are
Sunnis.The Turkish Prime Minister, Tayyip Erdogan, who had established cordial links in the past
with President Assad, had called the actions of the Syrian forces “barbaric”. Ankara is said to be
considering establishing a buffer zone inside Syrian territory if refugee numbers exceed
10,000.The Syrian regime had said that 500 members of the security forces have died since the
start of the uprising, including 120 last week in Jisr al-Shughour. The opposition estimates that
1,400 have died and 10,000 have been detained.Last night there was growing international calls
for the violence to end. The United States called on the Syrian regime to halt its offensive and
allow immediate access for the International Committee of the Red Cross to help refugees,
detainees and the wounded.The UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-Moon, said “I’m deeply
concerned and saddened (that) so many people have been killed in the course of peaceful
demonstrations.”In Damascus, however, a regime spokesman insisted that the action at Jisr al-
Shughour, to “protect the population from armed groups which had been intimidating them”, and
similar military operations would continue.The opposition too maintain that they have no
intention of backing down.14th June 2011‘THEY SHOT PEOPLE WHO WERE TRYING TO GET
AWAY’By Kim Sengupta and Justin VelaTHE HAUNTING memories of savage violence and loss
are fresh in their minds. Now, with the vengeful forces of the regime closing in, the terrified and
exhausted stream of the dispossessed fleeing Syria’s strife await an uncertain fate. More than
10,000 people have headed for the Turkish border in an attempt to escape the onslaught
unleashed by Bashar al-Assad. They were living in squalor with little food and water and no
shelter. But they were prepared to suffer that to reach a place of relative safety away from the
tanks, artillery and helicopter gunships, and the death they bring.It is not known just how long
this respite will last. The regime’s forces are less than 15km away, and yesterday Damascus
announced that the current offensive in Idlib province, which saw the storming of Jisr al-
Shughour - a city which had become a symbol of militant opposition - will continue to roll on until
the “criminal gangs” are crushed.The Independent met some of these victims of a war waged on
them by their own state by crossing over from Turkey across valleys and ridges on a smugglers’
route. Our guides were young men carrying in meagre supplies by hand: bottles of water and
loaves of bread. This is the only aid of any kind getting through to a humanitarian crisis which
worsens by the day.The tales we heard were harrowing - of indiscriminate shootings and casual
killings, of hurried burials and burning houses. One needs to be cautious of these accounts
because they can be embellished. But there was a sense of bewilderment among those huddled
together about what has happened. There was also the sight of the very young and elderly
swathed in bandages. On a sloping hillside were a series of graves of those who, lacking



medical help, had succumbed to their injuries.Among the crowd were soldiers who had changed
sides. They acknowledged serving a repressive regime without question. But they had stopped
doing so, they insisted, because of the vicious nature of the current military operations.
Surrounded by people who have suffered at the hands of their fellow troops, the soldiers were
nervous. Ismail Sher Saleh, a 25-year-old former sergeant of infantry, had deserted just before
troops of the 4th Armoured Division led by the President’s brother, Lt-Colonel Maher al-Assad,
had launched their attack on Jisr al-Shughour.“They could kill me if they caught me,” he said,
twisting a black-and-white checked keffiyeh [scarf] in his fingers. “It could be the Mukhabarat
[secret police] or even people I had served with. Some terrible things are being done: I have
seen people getting shot for no reason. They would kill me because they would consider me a
traitor and because I know what they had done.”Cradling three-year-old Sabia in her arms,
Halima Um Qais traced her finger along the three sticking plasters on her daughter’s forehead.
“Something large exploded near our house and she was cut by metal which came through the
air. We are poor people, farmers - I do not know why they wanted to bomb us,” she said. “We are
going to try to take her to a hospital. We are worried because it is in the head and it could be
serious.”The family is among the hundreds who are crossing into Turkey every day. Officials have
put the figure so far at around 6,000, although many more have slipped in. The wounded are
taken for treatment, but the rest are sent immediately to holding centres. The number of these
camps has increased from one to three in seven days, with a fourth one under construction,
away from contact with local people and, more specifically, the media.Turkey’s Prime Minister,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, whose party won national elections held two days ago, has watched the
chaos in Syria with growing alarm. He has called on President Assad, with whom he had built up
strong links, to rein in his troops, and has denounced the “barbaric” actions still being taken.On
Sunday evening, while receiving a congratulatory telephone call from David Cameron, he gave
his backing to a proposed Anglo-French resolution at the United Nations condemning the
actions of the Syrian regime.Meanwhile, Turkish troops at the border have stopped the media
from venturing into Syria - The Independent had to take a detour to avoid patrols and reach
families strung out along a river valley. There was suspicion in the camp, rumours of intelligence
agents sent to collect information and seek out targets for future reckoning. A tall man with a
bulge under his blue jacket scrutinised the identity card of our Turkish guide and questioned me
about our journey. “Please excuse us,” he said. “We have to be careful about spies. The
[regime’s] soldiers are not very far back. They may come this way; I am looking after
security.”There had been reports that some of the “refugees” had come armed with Kalashnikov
rifles and rocket-propelled grenade launchers, which would give credence to claims from
Damascus of armed groups moving among the protesters. “No, we are just ordinary people,”
said the security man. Was he carrying a pistol? “No absolutely not,” he shook his head.The vast
majority of those present were sleeping under trees offering scant cover from the rain; a few
have managed to drive pick-up trucks cross-country and use the trailer to sleep; others have
built makeshift tents out of rags and plastic sheeting. A small well could not cope with the



demands of the growing numbers. A pond with floating rubbish and the waters of the river, with
animals wallowing in the shallows, was being used for washing and drinking.“I know this is bad,
but we are alive” said Siraz Abdullah, a 19-year-old student from a village near Jisra al-
Shughour. “We have nothing left there. We had big guns used [against us] and then there were
helicopters. They were flying low, so they could see they were shooting at people. They shot
people who were not fighting but trying to get away. I saw two men getting hit as they were
running away.”There were repeated claims that fighters from the Shabiha, a militia from the
Alawite community to which the Assad family and country’s élite belong, had taken part in
atrocities. Mohammed Hafiz, a carpenter from a hamlet south of Jisra al-Shughour, said: “They
were not the army, but they came just afterwards. These men were very aggressive: they
enjoyed shooting people.“They went up on rooftops and shot at demonstrations. No one knew
who sent them. We found out that they were this militia everyone was frightened of. It was they
who started the real trouble by firing on a funeral.” Ahmed ibn Abdurrahman was too tired to
carry on. Sitting with his wife and brother on a rug laid on the dust, he sighed, “I need to go
home. I have a house and I want to go back to that.” Mr Abdurrahman’s home was in Maarat al-
Numan. A military spokesman in Damascus announced that city will be “dealt with” in the next
few days.16th June 2011UNDER COVER OF DARKNESS, ASSAD’S ENEMIES TAKE UP
ARMS AS THEIR FOE CLOSES INBy Kim SenguptaTHE KALASHNIKOV was held in nervous,
shaking hands. The face above peering into the gathering darkness was drawn and tense. The
guard for the refugees, barely past his teens, was on anxious alert for the pursuing forces of the
regime.Sitting and lying in huddles behind Fouad Al-Habsi, with only the branches of trees and
clumps of bushes for cover, were the most recently dispossessed in Syria’s bloody conflict.
Exhausted and fearful, uncertain of the future, they were trying to reach the relative safety of the
Turkish border.The Independent had chanced across the group north of Ghassaniye after going
into Syria through a smugglers’ route from Turkey.More than 12,000 people are now camped in a
state of squalor and degradation on this side of the frontier. Another 8,500 had made it across
only to be herded into camps and locked away with no access to the outside world, by the
authorities in Ankara. Yesterday, these inmates held a protest demonstration during a visit by
foreign minister Ahmet Davoutoglu to one of the holding centres.But, for the desperate travellers
on this dusty road, anything was better than the savage retribution they were seeking to escape.
The violence, however, was never very far behind. The journey had been a perilous one with
gunmen of the secret police, the Mukhabarat, and the Alawite militia, the Shabbia, tracking them
and carrying out attacks.“They had looted all they could and they had burnt our homes. But still
they were not satisfied, they want blood,” Issa Abdullah shook his head. “These men like killing,
they are like wild dogs.”Ahmad al-Arabi, 49, came forward, his bandaged right hand thrust out. “I
was shot as I was walking along the road away from our village, the bullet came from far. Other
bullets went over our heads, but one hit Abu Haitham in the back, he had to be carried back to
his home by his sons. We don’t know what has happened to them. We hope Allah will protect
them.”Most of the group of around 40 on the road north of Ghassaniya were children, women



and the elderly, families of farmers from villages around the city of Jisr al-Shughour, which had
been stormed by the troops of Bashar Al-Assad 48 hours earlier. The Syrian regime had
announced that “army units had restored security and tranquillity to the city of Jisr al-Shughour”.
The state-run SANA news agency gave progress reports on “eliminating armed terrorist groups”
who carried out a “massacre” in the city.Suppression of protests, with claims that military action
was only being directed against violent Islamists, has been a common feature of the Arab
Spring. The opposition in Syria, as with protest movements in other countries in the region,
vehemently denies allegations of terrorist links.The families trying to get away could hardly be
called the face of al-Qa’ida. Apart from Fouad Al-Habsi only one other among the dozen men
carried arms - a shotgun used for hunting said the owner. But half an hour later, moving further
on, we came across a band of eight men on a bend in the road with Kalashnikovs and
ammunition belts strung across their shoulders.The watchful man who appeared to be their
leader, denied they were members of the Muslim Brotherhood, the Islamist organisation, which
has strong roots in this region. He said: “We are protecting these routes because the [regime’s]
troops and the Mukhabarat had been carrying out ambushes. They are using snipers. We need
to get our people away safely and that is what we are trying to do.”Two of the men wore green
bandanas with inscriptions from the Koran. Another man pulled open his gray shirt to show an
olive green vest with regimental markings.“I am a soldier. I used to fight for Bashar Assad, now I
fight for the people. There are many of us and more are joining us. But we are soldiers and we
are Syrians, we are not terrorists.“We are prepared to continue fighting, but we all want a
settlement. We want peace.”17th June 2011REFUGEES FEAR A MASSACRE AS SYRIAN
TANKS ADVANCE ON BORDERBy Kim SenguptaFORCES OF the Syrian regime are reported
to have attacked and occupied villages near the Turkish border, just three kilometres from
encampments where 12,000 refugees have fled in a bid to escape President Bashar al-Assad’s
crackdown.Troops supported by tanks and artillery moved into the area as other units closed the
circle around Maarat al-Numan, an opposition town in the north. Human rights groups said that
at least 300 people had been arrested in a sweep of surrounding villages.Families fleeing to the
frontier with Turkey said the villages of Cenudi, Sigir, Badama and Qalaat Al-Shighour had been
damaged by shellfire at dawn, which preceded the arrival of troops, secret police and the feared
Shabbia militia. Local people blame the Mukhabarat secret police and the Shabbia militia -
which is drawn from the Alawaite community, to which President Assad and many of the Syrian
elite belong - for carrying out the worst excesses in the ferocious punitive response to the three-
month uprising.“They’ve really tried to destroy the village,” said Somar Ali, a 20-year-old farmer
who had fled Badama. “Most of my family came out with me, but my grandfather said ‘I am too
old to run away, I’ll die here’. We phoned to make sure he was all right and we could hear
shooting in the background. He said they were burning the fields and pulling down
houses.”About 12,000 people are living in squalid temporary shelters on the Syrian side of the
frontier, while a further 8,500 have made it to Turkey. Amid the chaos of the refugee
encampments, accounts of what is unfolding on the ground are often confused and



contradictory. The outskirts of Badama, seen by a visitor, did not support the claims of
widespread destruction. Most of the population had fled, doors and windows of houses were
shuttered, but the scale of damage was limited.There is, nevertheless, fear among the refugees
that regime forces would hunt them down. Groups seeking a way out to the relative safety of
Turkey have come under sniper fire. Mukhabarat gunmen in civilian cars are said to have carried
out ambushes.Nasr al-Baidi, a farmer from Sigir, said: “We did not think the [regime’s] troops
would move so near to the border. Everyone is now very worried that they will move to the camps
and start arresting people, maybe even killing them. What would the Turks do? They cannot
allow a massacre to take place.”Reports of violence have heightened the sense of trepidation. A
woman was alleged to have been gang raped by soldiers at Jisr Al-Shughour, a town stormed by
regime forces earlier this week. Three women were reportedly paraded naked at the same
place.Ibrahim, who did not want his surname published, said: “The poor woman who was raped
was married and had children. She telephoned my wife and told her what had happened and
told her not to go home. What happened to her and the three other women was a punishment
because their husbands had joined demonstrations.”Thousands of people from Maarat al-
Numan, just east of Jisr Al-Shughour, have left the town and are reportedly heading for the
border. A villager in Maarshamsa, on the outskirts of the town, said indiscriminate shooting by
Damascus forces killed one man, Mohammad al-Abdallah, who had to be buried in his garden
because the intensity of the attack made it impossible to take his body to the cemetery.Yaquub
Abdurrahman, moving his wife and six children from Maarat al-Numan, said: “We have been told
an attack is coming and we do not want to wait around to see what happens. We do not want to
leave Syria and we will return when the fighting finishes.”The regime, which insists the violence
is down to ill-defined “terrorist gangs”, has asked refugees to return home. Hassan Turkmani, a
special envoy of the Syrian president in Ankara for talks with the Turkish government, stated the
refugees would only stay in Turkey for a “short period of time”. “Soon they will be returning,” he
said. “We’ve prepared everything for them.”But at Guvecci, a Turkish town on the Syrian border,
people were fearful of what awaited them. “We have heard that names of people who have gone
back are checked against a list. If a name comes up the person is dragged away. There is a very
good reason for not going back, we will get killed,” said Abdel Yusuf Mohammed, who had fled
from Jisr al-Shighour.The Turkish Foreign Minister, Ahmet Davutoglu, who had visited a refugee
camp in Hatay province adjoining Syria, met Mr Turkmani yesterday. Afterwards he said the
countries remained the “closest friends”, but added: “We want a strong, stable, prosperous
Syria. To achieve this, the violence must stop immediately. I clearly saw the fear in the eyes of
people in the place I visited.”18th June 2011THOUSANDS OF SYRIANS MARCH WHILE
MILITARY CONTINUES TO ATTACKBy Khalid Ali and Kim SenguptaTENS OF thousands of
Syrians took to the streets yesterday for a renewed push to unseat the government, uncowed by
a military assault in the north-west and unconvinced by the latest moves by the regime to quell
the uprising with gestures of reform.At least 16 people were reported killed as fresh protests
were met by machine-gun fire, while troops backed-up by tanks and helicopter gunships



continued their assault - an operation that has sent up to 22,000 people fleeing from their
homes.The protests came despite an unexpected announcement by the tycoon cousin of
President Bashar al-Assad that he would be relinquishing his business interests and donating
some of his massive profits to charity. Rami Makhlouf, who controls Syria’s main telecoms firm,
is reviled by many in Syria for alleged corruption.But the announcement did little to stem the tide
of protest and security forces again responded with force.The United States continued to push
for a UN resolution yesterday, as Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, met with the Russian
Foreign Minister, Sergei Lavrov, to try to forge an agreement between Security Council
members. In a letter circulated yesterday, Syrian Foreign Minister, Walid al-Moualem, said he
hoped the Council would not hastily adopt a resolution he says will help the “extremists and
terrorists” he blames for the country’s violence.Syrian human rights groups say more than 1,400
civilians have been killed since the uprising began. In the north-west, there were stories of
troops and members of the security services carrying out summary executions and torturing
suspected activists. About 22,000 people have fled assaults on towns in the area, with 10,000
now in refugee camps in Turkey and another 12,000 living in squalor on the Syrian side of the
border. Those who made it to the relative safety of Turkey were yesterday treated to a visit by the
American actress, Angelina Jolie, a goodwill ambassador for the UN.Meanwhile, journalists and
groups such as Amnesty International have been refused entry to the camps, with refugees not
allowed to leave.19th June 2011THEY CAME AT DAWN, AND KILLED IN COLD BLOODBy Kim
SenguptaTHE HOUSES looked abandoned, windows and doors locked, a broken shutter
clattering in the wind. Then, one by one, they began to appear from their hiding places, mainly
women and children, a few elderly people. The residents of this village had learned to their cost
that being caught unawares in this violent conflict could have lethal consequences.The raid by
the secret police - the Mukhabarat - and the Shabbiha militia had come at dawn. The killings had
been cold-blooded and quick, three men shot dead as, barely awake, they tried desperately to
get away. A search for others had proved fruitless; they had fled the day before. The damage to
homes vented the frustration of the gunmen at missing their quarries.“They were working from a
list. But they made mistakes. One of them was the wrong person. They did not even have the
right name of the man they killed,” said Qais al-Baidi, gesturing towards the graves on a sloping
hillside. “But none of them deserved this. They were not terrorists. They had just taken part in
some demonstrations. These Assad people are vicious. They have no pity. They like killing.”The
three killings were among the many that had followed the ferocious onslaught launched by
Bashar al-Assad against the uprising. Two centres of opposition in the north of the country had
been taken after bloody clashes, Jisr al-Shughour early in the week, Maaret al-Numan falling on
Friday. This village was among a cluster that had been subjected, according to a regime
commander, to a “cleaning-up” operation.The offensive had led to a terrified exodus of much of
the local population, with 12,000 huddled in squalid conditions on the Syrian side of the border.
Another 10,000 had made it across to Turkey, only to be herded into holding centres, locked
away from the outside world, the government in Ankara making it clear that these people will be



sent back at an opportune time.The locals in the Turkish province of Hatay and the international
media have been kept away from the dispossessed families. The Turkish government insists
they are “guests”, as accepting they are refugees could lead to legal obligations towards them.
But Angelina Jolie, Hollywood actress and UN goodwill ambassador, was taken to see one of
the centres after expressing a wish to help to alleviate the suffering of Syria. A banner put up by
the Turkish authorities at the entrance to the camp read “Goodness Angel of the World,
Welcome”.Away from the focus of celebrity attention, there is little help for those stuck at the
frontier. The vast majority sleep under trees; a few have managed to drive pick-up trucks cross-
country and sleep in the trailer; others have built makeshift tents out of rags and plastic sheeting.
A pond with floating rubbish and water from the river were being used for washing and drinking.
Some of the injured had perished without adequate medical help, and their funerals were held
where they had died.The only “aid” for a humanitarian crisis worsening by the day had been
meagre supplies such as bottles of water and bread smuggled in by groups of young men
travelling on foot across steep ridges, along the same path taken by The IoS. Relief
organisations have not been allowed access by either the Syrians or the Turks. But the border
camp offer relative safety from the savagery of a state waging war on its own people.Hania Um
Jaffar, whose 22-year-old nephew, Khalid Abdullah, was one of those killed, was convinced that
the journey there was the only choice. “We had hidden in the fields the day before when we saw
helicopters flying over us. But they went away and we thought it had passed. But then they came
later on foot. They did not come into our home, but went to others, to the one where Khalid was
staying. He was shot many times.“I don’t want anyone else in my family to die. Surely that is what
will happen if we stay here. My sons have gone to the mountains, and another nephew has done
the same. They cannot come back to take us to Turkey. That is too dangerous for them. We have
to make our own way there.”The tiny community remaining in the dozen houses were running out
of food. Bassem Mohammed Ibrahim, a 68-year-old farmer, spread his hands. “[The regime
forces] did not burn the crops here like they have done in other places. But the only men left here
now are old ones like me. We cannot work the fields by ourselves. Our farms will be ruined. But if
we stay here, I don’t think we will survive.”The journey to the border, however, is fraught with risk.
The secret police and the Shabbiha, drawn from the community to which President Assad and
the Syrian elite belong, had ambushed families, forcing some to turn back. A small group of
opposition fighters provide protection along the route. “But we only have a few of these,” said
Habib Ali Hussein, holding up his Kalashnikov assault rifle. “Assad has tanks, artillery,
helicopters.”Until two weeks ago Mr Hussein was part of those forces as a lieutenant in the army.
He deserted, he said, sickened by the violence meted out to unarmed civilians.“They were
shooting people who were refusing to follow orders. That is what happened at Jisr al-Shughour. I
am from that area, and my people were being attacked. So I got my family away and then I left.
We haven’t got the weapons to go forward. All we are doing is defending.”At the border camp,
Isha al-Diri, a medical assistant from Jisr al-Shughour, had been administering treatment as best
he could. “The seriously injured have been taken to Turkey. But some died before that could



happen. The problem here is that we haven’t got enough medicine.”Rawat Khalifa had come
seeking cough medicine for his six-year-old daughter. “It is the damp; a lot of the young ones are
ill. We shall have to go to Turkey if they get any worse. We cannot take risks with their lives.“We
have not crossed over so far because we are Syrians. We want to stay in our own country. But
we are afraid to go back home. We are afraid that our own leaders will try to kill us.”Yesterday,
Syrian troops arrived with tanks at Bdama, 12 miles from the Turkish border. Dozens were
arrested and houses burned, according to eyewitnesses. The area had been considered key for
passing food and supplies to people who have fled the violence in their villages, but have yet to
cross the border into Turkey.21st June 2011‘NO WONDER THEY WERE RIOTING IN
DAMASCUS. THIS WAS INSULTING BOTH TO THE LIVING AND TO THE DEAD’By Robert
FiskIT WAS sad. It was ridiculous. It was totally out of touch. The thousand Syrian dead (and
counting) were, according to President Bashar al-Assad, victims of that well-known Arab animal:
the plot, the conspiracy, the “foreign hand”, the same dastardly enemy that confronted Mubarak
(before he was chucked out) and Ben Ali (before he was chucked out) and Saleh (before he was
driven out, wounded, like an animal) and which still supposedly confronts Gaddafi and the
Khalifas and, well, Bashar al-Assad.The idea that the thousands of mourners, the tens of
thousands of bereaved Syrians whose sons and brothers and fathers and uncles - and, yes,
wives and daughters and mothers - have been gunned down by Assad’s Alawi armed gangs and
his brother Maher’s special forces, are going to be assuaged with a “national dialogue”,
“consultative meetings” for “a few days”, chats between a hundred “personalities” to discuss
“mechanisms” after which “dialogue will begin immediately”, is not only patronising. It is a sign of
just how far the “sea of quietness” in which all dictators live has cut Assad off from the lives of
the people he claims to rule.Assad tells Syrians to be of good cheer. Trust the army. They are
your brothers, he tells them. Trust the government. Yes, Assad will rid Syria of corruption - as he
and his father promised to do approximately 22 times in their rule. The young Bashar has
already undertaken five anti-corruption campaigns - and only last week did his own outrageous
cousin agree to give up his billion-dollar business dealings and devote himself to charity. Charity!
No wonder the protesters rioted again in Damascus. This wasn’t just incredible - in the literal
sense of the word - it was insulting to the living and to the dead.Then came the threats. Those
who had spilled blood would be chased down - as if the people of Syrian cities and towns and
villages don’t know what that means. They were encouraged by the Caliph Bashar to return to
their homes where those kindly gunmen and torturers would protect them from the “saboteurs
and extremists” who were upsetting their lives by attacking the brave members of the security
forces (when they weren’t torturing civilians, although that is not what Assad said).And then
there was that wonderful line, that the protesters were suckers, taken in by extremists, used as a
“shroud” - a grimly suitable expression, though Assad apparently did not realise it - for the
gunmen and murderers who represented a dark hangover of the Muslim Brotherhood uprising of
1982 (another rebellion met with staggering cruelty by Syrian troops loyal to Assad’s uncle
Rifaat, still happily residing in London of course).Odd, this. For the “gunman” in the crowd, the



“terrorist” using civilians as “human shields” is a myth propagated for decades by the Israeli army
when they kill civilians, by the French army in Algeria, by the British Army in Northern Ireland, by
Nato forces in Afghanistan. By God, our Bashar is in good company!It was the same old game.
The people are the children, innocent, unaware, taken in by the foreign saboteur’s hand while
the worldly-wise Assad wants only to save Syria from its enemies. And we are supposed to be
surprised when the unarmed men and women of Syria march in the streets yet again to reject
this nonsense.6th July 2011THE NEW FOCUS OF SYRIA’S CRACKDOWN HAS SEEN
SIMILAR BLOODSHED BEFOREBy Robert FiskHISTORY COMES full circle in Syria. In
February 1982, President Hafez al-Assad’s army stormed into the ancient cities to end an
Islamist uprising. They killed at least 10,000 men, women and children, possibly 20,000. Some
of the men were members of the armed Muslim Brotherhood.Almost all the dead were Sunni
Muslims, although even senior members of the Baath party were executed if they had the fatal
word Hamwi - a citizen from Hama - on their identity cards. “Death a thousand times to the hired
Muslim Brothers, who linked themselves to the enemies of the homeland,” Assad said after the
slaughter.Years later a retired Dutch diplomat, Nikolaos Van Dam, wrote a detailed study of the
Baath party and its Alawi leadership, The Struggle for Power in Syria, and stated presciently of
the Hama massacre, that “the massive repression... may very well have sown the seeds of future
strife and revenge”. Never a truer word - and if the activists’ estimate that there were 250,000
citizens on the streets of Hama at the weekend to demand the end of the Assad family’s rule is
correct, then the seeds of future strife were indeed planted in the historic city’s soil 29 years
ago.I remember Hama’s first siege, when I managed to enter the city by driving down the
international highway and getting right in among the Syrian tanks - which were shelling the most
beautiful mosque in Hama - because two army officers asked my driver to drop them off beside
the river Orontes, where their units were fighting the brotherhood. The soldiers gave me and my
driver tea as we took in this terrible scene.The fighting had gone on for 16 days; girl suicide
killers were taking military lives by exploding hand grenades next to them when they were taken
prisoner. I only had a few minutes to see all this. Rifaat al-Assad’s defence forces in their drab
pink uniforms sat on their tanks. Some of them had been badly wounded - they had bandages
on their arms. A woman refugee got into my car with her child, but when I tried to give it food, she
snatched it and scoffed the lot. She was starving. These, of course, were the parents of the
weekend’s demonstrators. Perhaps the hungry child was on the streets of Hama three days
ago.The situation was similar yesterday, after 500 troops surged into the city, wounding at least
20 after opening fire. But it’s not an Islamic uprising this time - the insurgents of Hama were
killing the families of Baath party members in 1982 - but the very name of the city sounds like a
tolling bell in the history of the Assads’ rule. In those days, Assad let the press into Damascus -
which is how I drove to see friends in Aleppo and return via Hama - but this time the regime has
simply closed the frontier to almost all reporters.In 1982, there was no YouTube, no Twitter, there
were no mobile phones. Not a single photograph of the dead was ever published. Some of
Syria’s tanks now appear to be brand new imports from Russia. The problem is that the people’s



technology is new too.9th August 2011THIS SLAUGHTER WILL END ONLY WHEN WORDS
OF CONDEMNATION ARE ACTED ONBy Robert FiskWORDS, WORDS, words. Bashar al-
Assad knows his Hamlet, and he is not impressed. Yes, his isolation grows daily. A day after King
Abdullah of Saudi Arabia pulled his ambassador out of Damascus, the Kuwaitis and Bahrainis -
we shall naturally ignore, here, Bahrain’s own bloody internal suppression - have dutifully
followed his example.The Arab League believes that Bashar should “immediately stop” the
violence. The UN has roared, though it managed to smear Syria’s protesters by calling for both
sides “to exercise restraint” - as if the demonstrators had tanks - and Mr Medvedev, the Russian
President, has talked grimly of Bashar’s “fate”. Even Turkey, according to the Prime Minister,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, has “run out of patience”. A Turkish “safe haven” in the north of Syria,
anyone?The trouble is that everyone has been running out of patience with Syria since the
spring, and no one has done more than turn up the rhetoric as the statistics of innocent dead
ticked up from 500 to 1,000, to more than 2,000. And of course the absence of journalists inside
Syria means that the full story is not known. Syrian television has shown gunmen among
demonstrators in Hama, while nightly I watch Syrian state television recording the funerals of
dozens - now perhaps 300 - soldiers. Who killed them? Who are the gunmen? YouTube is a
dodgy witness to history but there can be little doubt that, faced with state violence on such a
scale, civilians have armed themselves to protect their families, to take revenge on the regime, to
keep the Syrian militias out of their cities.And the Assad family, cynical as it is, enacting
legislative reform while killing those who might benefit from the new laws, fully understands the
hypocrisy of the Arab and European reaction to the Syrian bloodbath. Had Messrs Cameron,
Sarkozy and Obama stopped short after they saved Benghazi - had they reined in their juvenile
enthusiasm for destroying Gaddafi - they may have had the spittle (I use Sir Thomas More’s
word for courage) and the munitions to destroy some of Assad’s 8,000 tanks. That massive fleet
of armour, one should add, was paid for by the Syrian people in order to be protect Syria from
Israel - not to protect the regime from the Syrians themselves.William Hague - he who once
childishly believed Gaddafi was en route to Venezuela - has been waffling on about how little the
West can do to stop Assad. This is rubbish. Britain’s RAF bases in Cyprus are infinitely closer to
Syria than to Libya. Had we prevented the bloodbath in Benghazi and left the Libyans to their
civil war, we might have found a public opinion strong enough to stomach an assault on the
Assad legions. But no, Libya has oil, Syria has little and - despite all the roaring from the Arabs -
most of the dictators, in Saudi Arabia, in Bahrain, in the rest of the Middle East, would still prefer
a “reformed” Assad to freedom, dignity and liberty for his people. The Israelis don’t want regime
change in Damascus. Do the Americans?You only have to compare Obama’s reaction to the
massacre in Norway and to the infinitely larger blood-shedding in Syria. Obama described how
the Norwegian killings “broke his heart”. Yet the slaughter of far more innocents in Syria merely
elicits the idea that the United States can live without Assad if he goes. There are plenty of
Breiviks among the Syrian Shabiha murderers in Syria - but no Western leaders to mourn their
handiwork. Bashar Assad knows this. And don’t be fooled by the tears pouring forth from the



Keeper of the Three Holy Places.Any sane Arab, Muslim - “or anyone who knows that this has
nothing to do with religion, ethics or morals”, in the words of King Abdullah - knows that spilling
innocent blood leads to hopelessness. We might be more impressed were it not for the fact the
Saudis and their tame imams remained resolutely silent when a million and a half Muslims were
slaughtered on the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war battlefields. Back then, of course, the Saudis - and the
West - were on the side of that nice Sunni Muslim dictator Saddam Hussein against the horrible
Shia theocrat Khomeini. Now the Sunnis of Syria are fighting the Shia - for which read Alawite -
dictator of Damascus. Having convinced themselves that his survival would only embolden Shia
Iran, however, the monarch of Riyadh has come down on the side of the Syrian people - for now,
at least.Assad is almost certainly doomed. But he’s more like Macbeth, “in blood stepp’d in so far
that, should I wade no more, returning were as tedious as go’er”.19th August 2011IT’S HIS
FAST-DISAPPEARING BILLIONS THAT WILL WORRY ASSAD, NOT WORDS FROM
WASHINGTONBy Robert FiskOBAMA ROARS. World trembles. If only.Obama says Assad must
“step aside”. Do we really think Damascus trembles? Or is going to? Indeed, the titan of the
White House only dared to go this far after condemnation of Bashar al-Assad by Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, Kuwait, Turkey, Jordan, the Palestinian Authority, the EU and Uncle Tom Cobley and all
(except, of course, Israel - another story). The terrible triplets - Cameron, Sarkozy and Merkel -
did their mimicking act a few minutes later.But truly, are new sanctions against Assad “and his
cronies” - I enjoyed the “cronies” bit, a good old 1665 word as I’m sure Madame Clinton realised,
although she was principally referring to Bashar’s businessman cousin Rami Makhlouf -
anything more than the usual Obama hogwash? If “strong economic sanctions” mean a mere
freeze on petroleum products of Syrian origin, the fact remains that Syria can scarcely produce
enough oil for itself, let alone for export. A Swedish government agency recently concluded that
Syria was largely unaffected by the world economic crisis - because it didn’t really have an
economy.Of course, in the fantasy of Damascus - where Bashar appears to live in the same “sea
of quietness” in which the Egyptian writer Mohamed Heikel believes all dictators breathe - the
world goes on as usual. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon - another earth-trembler if ever
there was one - no sooner demands an “immediate” end to “all military operations and mass
arrests”, than dear old Bashar tells him that “military and police action” has stopped.Well, blow
me down, as the Syrian population must now be saying. So what were all those reports coming
in yesterday from Syria, of widespread gunfire in Latakia, of troops looting private property in the
city, of a man arrested in his hospital bed in Zabadani, of snipers still on the rooftops of
government buildings in Deir el-Zour? Crimes against humanity? Needless to say, the Syrian
government knows nothing about this.Besides, hasn’t Gaddafi been accused of “crimes against
humanity”? Wasn’t he supposed to have “stepped aside” six months ago? And isn’t Gaddafi - a
little more fragile now, of course - still in Tripoli? And this is after months of Nato bombardment,
something that Bashar has nothing to worry about. Well, well, well.Bashar will also have noticed
a weird mantra adopted by the Great Roarer of Washington. Repeatedly, Assad was told by
Obama to “step aside” - never “step down” - and to “get out of the way”, whatever that means.



Intriguingly, Madame Clinton used the phrase “step down” yesterday afternoon - and then
immediately corrected herself to “step aside”.The Great and the Good don’t use these phrases
by chance. The implication still seems to be that “step aside” might allow Bashar to stay in Syria
but let others take over, rather go on the run with a war crimes tribunal hanging over his head.
Which is what, I suspect, yesterday’s roaring was all about.The real fear for Bashar is not oil
sanctions but banks - especially the £12bn in foreign reserves that existed in Syria’s Central
Bank in February, a sum which is now being depleted by around £50m a week. In May, Syria’s
foreign minister - the mighty (physically) Walid Moallem - asked Baghdad for cheap Iraqi oil.
Nearly 10 per cent of Syria’s banking deposits disappeared in the first four months of 2011;
£1.8bn was withdrawn, some of it ending up in Lebanese banks.All in all, then, a nasty economic
climate in which to go on bashing your own people. So who cares what Obama says? Certainly
not the Syrians, which is why they are now trying to set up a “High Commission for Leading the
Revolution” to co-ordinate protesters in the country’s provinces.This will indeed also worry
Assad, who will have to send his spooks out to identify members of this “high
commission” (which sounds unhappily like a colonial name) so they can spend some rest-and-
recreation in the Latakia sports stadium under friendly interrogation from the state security
police.26th October 2011‘WE ARE ALL READY TO BE MARTYRED FOR SYRIA AND OUR
PRESIDENT’By Robert FiskSERGEANT JASSEM Abdul-Raheem Shehadi and Private Ahmed
Khalaf Adalli of the Syrian Army were sent to their graves yesterday with the send-off their
families would have wished for; coffins draped with the Syrian flag, trumpets and drums and
wreaths held by their comrades, and the presence of their commanding officer. There was a Last
Post, Chopin’s funeral march - mixed with ululating staff at the Tishreen Hospital to which their
remains had been transferred - and then the nine-hour journey by ambulance to their hometown,
Raka. Shehadi was 19, Adalli was 20. And their uncles swore they had died for President Bashar
al-Assad.They were shot dead in Deraa - by snipers, according to their commanding officer,
Major Walid Hatim. “By terrorists,” he said several times. Assad’s opponents might have no
sympathy with these dead soldiers - nor Amnesty, nor Human Rights Watch, nor the United
Nations, who say 3,000 civilians have been killed by Syrian security forces, nor the Americans,
nor the British et al - but those two coffins suggested that there is more than one story to the
Syrian Revolution. Syrian officers told me yesterday that 1,150 soldiers have been killed in Syria
in the past seven months, an extraordinary death toll for regular Syrian troops if correct. On Zawi
mountain near Idlib, Major Hatim said, 30 Syrian soldiers had been killed in an ambush. Mazjera
was the word he used. A massacre.Shehadi and Adalli were based in Deraa, where the
opposition to Assad began. Shehadi was there for six months, Adalli for four. It was a sign of the
times that Major Hatim arrived at the Damascus funeral in civilian clothes. Why was he not
wearing his uniform, I asked? “It is easier,” he replied. Because of the dangers driving from
Deraa? “Maybe,” he replied. That, too, told its own story. Both the dead soldiers had lost their
fathers years ago and their two uncles had travelled here from Raka to escort the bodies home.
They were from poor families, they said. The boys and their uncles had been looking after their



mothers.Shehadi’s uncle, Salim Abdullah, in a brown abaya and drawing heavily on a cigarette,
was on the edge of tears. “My nephew had three brothers and two sisters, and they are very
poor,” he said. “His mother Arash will now have to be looked after by us. Those killers have killed
the hope of our family. He was the youngest boy.”Behind Salim Shehadi, Syrian troops stood in
full battledress as the coffins were brought from the hospital mortuary. All Syria’s military dead
leave from the gloomy portals of the Tishreen Hospital, a vast concrete building in the suburbs of
Damascus. Even the ambulance driver prostrated himself in tears over his vehicle.Syrian
television had a crew at the hospital, along with the ever loyal Syrian Arab News Agency, but it
was highly unusual for a foreign reporter to be invited to this ceremony, let alone to speak to
Syrian officers. Major Hatim explained to me that the two soldiers were killed in a planned
ambush; the sniper was firing from between two houses. There was a strange confluence in this
description. Opponents of Assad often claim that it is they that are fired on by snipers using the
cover of buildings.But few people in Syria now doubt that, however peaceful - and yet bloody -
the anti-government demonstrations in Homs and Hama are, the Syrian Army has become a
major target. Needless to say, Major Hatim, a 25-year army veteran, was also a supporter of the
President.Hatim talked of Syria’s “resistance” on the part of the Palestinians, that soldiers
sometimes had to die for their country, that their enemy is Israel. There is much talk in Damascus
of a “foreign hand” behind the killings in Syria, although the Major admitted that, in this case,
“unfortunately the killers are Syrian”.But Salim Shehadi wanted to say more. “I hope you will be
honest and tell the truth,” he said. “Tell the truth about the killing of Syrian people. The hand of
terrorists took my nephew. We are all ready to be martyred for Syria and for our President
Assad.” It sounded too pat, this little speech from a grieving man, and a reporter must ask if this
was a set-up. Yet the military had only four minutes before I arrived for the funeral, and I doubt if
they could have coaxed this poor man to say these words.Perhaps, up in distant Raka, they
believe these words of loyalty - Abdullah Hilmi, Adalli’s uncle, an older man in a brown robe, said
much the same - and certainly Major Hatim believed what he said. But what of those YouTube
pictures, of the shooting of demonstrators and mourners at funerals - no danger of that at this
funeral yesterday - and the 3,000 civilian dead of which the UN now talks?I suppose that, until
we Western journalists can investigate without government restrictions, it’s a YouTube picture
against the word of two poor men in peasants’ clothes.27th October 2011SYRIA SLIPS
TOWARDS SECTARIAN WARBy Robert FiskSO THERE was the reporter from Syrian television
asking what I thought of the situation in Syria, and there was I saying that you can no longer
infantilise Arabs, that the uprisings/revolts/revolutions/unrest in the Arab world were all different;
but that dictatorship didn’t work, that if there were - if - a serious new constitution, pluralist
political parties and real and genuine free elections, Syria might just climb out of its tragedy but
that the government was running out of time, fast.We shall see if this gets on air on Saturday
(readers will be kept informed) but outside in the street another pro-Assad demonstration was
starting, 10,000 then 50,000 - it might have reached 200,000 by midday - and there was no
Saddam-style trucking of the people to the Omayad Square, no mukhabarat intelligence



presence and the only soldiers were standing with their families. How does one report a pro-
government demo during the Arab Awakening? There were veiled women, old men, thousands
of children with “Syria” written on their faces. Most held Syrian flags, some held the flags of
Russia and China.Were they coerced? I don’t think so - not by the Assad government, at least.
Some played football games in the parks round the square. Others signed their names - Muslim
and Christian - on a banner decorated with the branches of a massive Syrian tree. But if they
were coerced, it was by stories from further north. I spoke to 12 men and women. Five spoke of
relatives in the army killed in Homs. And the news from Homs was very bad. I had dinner on
Tuesday night with an old friend. His 62-year-old cousin, a retired engineer, had given water to
some soldiers in Homs. Next morning, armed men knocked at his front door and shot him dead.
He was a Christian.Of course, the Assad government had been warning of a sectarian war. Of
course, the Assad government has set itself up as the only sure protector of minorities. Of
course, the Assad government had claimed that Islamists and “terrorists” were behind the street
opposition to the regime. It’s also clear that the brutality of the Syrian security forces in Deraa
and Homs and other cities against unarmed protesters has been a scandal, which those in the
government privately acknowledge.But it’s also transparent that the struggle in Syria now cuts
through the centre of the country and that many armed men now oppose the army. Indeed, I
have been told that Homs slips - for hours at a time - out of government control. Damascenes
travelling to the northern city of Aleppo can take the bus. But now more than ever, they are flying
to avoid the dangerous road between Hama and Aleppo. These are the reasons, I suspect, why
so many thousands came to demonstrate in Damascus yesterday. They are frightened.Foreign
journalists are not allowed to travel to Homs - a serious error by the regime - where Sunnis,
Alawites and Christians live close together amid Armenians, Circassians and other groups. A
sectarian war may well be in the cynical interests of any regime fighting for its life. But unless
everyone I’ve met is lying (which I don’t believe), this is now a growing reality in central Syria.
Against this, no Russian or Chinese vetoes in the United Nations are of any use.A delegation
from the Arab League - that pathetic and most useless of Arab institutions - was due to arrive in
Damascus yesterday afternoon. To what effect? Are they supposed to send a “peace” force?
Two days ago, Mohamed Kadour, the Dean of the Petrochemicals Faculty at Homs University,
was kidnapped in return for the freeing of detainees. He was released a day later. Whether
imprisoned men were released, we don’t know. But it has happened before. In Idlib, so they say,
everyone is armed. And the weapons - so they say - are coming from Lebanon.Ask who the
armed men are in central Syria and you receive a spread of replies: Bedouin who smuggle drugs
to Saudi Arabia, army defectors, “Islamists” from Iraq, “people who just think there is no other
way to get rid of the regime”. Damascus is safe; bright lights and late-night shopping and
restaurants and thousands wandering the streets. But Damascus is not the rest of Syria. It lives
in a kind of bubble.I got up yesterday after only an hour and a half of sleep - because outside my
hotel, government workers were testing the deafening sound system for the demonstration. All
night there were bursts of taped cheering and drums and cheers and trumpets. But did those



crowds yesterday really need this false applause and fraudulent additions to their own
demonstration? Officially, things are getting better in Syria. I doubt it.If the UN figure of more than
3,000 civilian dead is correct and if the Syrian statistic of 1,150 military deaths are correct and if
the deaths of the last three days - perhaps another 50 - are true, then up to 4,200 Syrians have
been killed in seven months. And that’s enough to frighten anyone.28th October 2011‘THE
ARMY WAS TOLD NOT TO FIRE AT PROTESTERS’By Robert FiskBOUTHAINA SHAABAN is
one of only six Syrians on America’s personal sanction list against the Assad regime. She is
political adviser to the President. A middle-aged mother and author who speaks perfect English,
as much at home in Paris as in Cairo. And all those assets of hers, frozen in America. Wow.So I
sit in her Damascus office and ask the obvious question: what does it feel like to be on the
sanctions list of the most powerful nation on earth? “Nothing really,” she says, quick as a flash. “I
have no assets - except the assets of the love for my people. The Americans understand ‘assets’
only as dollars. I don’t have dollars anywhere in the world.”The “assets of my people” is a bit of a
cliche. But touché. She isn’t on a European sanctions list - yet - and thinks she can go to Europe
if she wishes. “It’s a bit ironic, really, to be on an American sanction list when my books are on
sale all over the USA. At present my only travel plan is a possible trip to Saudi Arabia.”It’s one of
those frequent Syrian interviews - Shaaban prefers an off-the-record chat. I insist we are on the
record. Once in full-flow, however, I can’t stop her, and she confirms what every other Syrian in
Damascus says: that the security situation in Homs is terrible, that the army is being attacked all
over the country. Anyone with a military registration plate on their car is a target. Shaaban herself
is from Homs. “Today is the second anniversary of the death of my mother. And you know we like
to go to the grave of our family on the anniversary of their death. But I can’t go to my mother’s
grave - I am afraid of being killed in Homs. Everyone is suffering.“The other day, I went to the
woman who is the best baker in Damascus - she works on the road to the airport, I always buy
my bread from her but she was crying. She told me that some bearded men came to her and
said: ‘You are a Christian and you are putting whiskey in your bread.’ So she had to close her
bakery. These are the kind of people who want to destroy Syria. Now people, for the first time,
are interested in the religion of their neighbours. This has never happened before. You know,
Syria is one of those countries where people have the names of jobs - like Najr (carpenter) and
Haddad (blacksmith). Now people are asking about what their religion is.”The political narrative
is, of course, familiar. Violence is being directed at the army. “It is being directed at our public
buildings and cities. This has nothing to do with peaceful demonstrations. This violence is the
most dangerous thing happening now in Syria. Syrians all want to live in peace, to press ahead
with pluralism and reforms. This violence is not the introduction to democracy. There is obviously
a sector which is interested in conflict and not in reforms. They are all given money to shoot at
demonstrators and the security forces - or they are extremist fundamentalists.”I have been down
this path before. Surely - surely - I said to Shaaban, those original, terrible YouTube pictures of
demonstrators being fired at in Deraa and Homs and Hama were real. One even shows Syrian
soldiers turning and firing on the man filming them with his mobile camera. We all know how



brutal the intelligence services can be. I remember - but do not mention - walking past the
“muhabarrat” headquarters not far from my own hotel and commenting to a friend the same night
that they must be hard at work on “interrogations”. “They are done in the basements,” he replied.
“You wouldn’t want to know what happens there.”“I think you have to know both sides of the
story,” comes the reply. “I would not be able to tell you the other side of the story. There are
always now two sides of the story - I will not be defending anybody. Early in the crisis, our army
and police and security services paid terrible sacrifices but they were told not to shoot at
demonstrators. I really don’t know why people should make things up. The Syrian civilians who
went to Turkey - they returned and said the Turks had promised them passports, all kinds of
things which turned out to be untrue. Why would a person wanting to flee Idlib go to Turkey?
They would go to Aleppo.”I tell Shaaban that I have spent hours talking to Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, poor farming people who told terrible stories of the “shabiha” militia and the brutality of
the intelligence services in their village of Tel Khalak. Surely she doesn’t believe these people
were all making these things up? She talks about the “armed groups “playing with these people”
and about how weapons are coming across the borders. “In Deraa, we found weapons that were
Israeli. I told our people they should show these weapons to the media...”So how come Syria’s
former best friends - Turkey and Qatar - are now among its fiercest critics, I ask? “I find the stand
of Turkey a mystery. When you have a good friend - and it was Syria which opened for the Turks
the front gate of the Arabs, we allowed Turks to come here without visas, Syria was flooded with
Turkish products - we do not expect to have to abide by other people’s policies. I think there are
bigger, larger reasons. There is to be an anti-missile shield in Turkey, Turkey is a member of Nato
- I don’t know what is in the cake for Turkey. When I heard yesterday some statements by a
Turkish official about us, I felt like he was supposed to be the teacher and we the students. We
did not do anything to provoke this stand from Turkey.”There is puzzlement over Qatar’s fierce
condemnation of Syria but apparent relief that Wednesday’s Arab League meeting with the
Syrians went well. “I thought they came with a positive attitude. They said that Syria was a very
important country in the Arab world, that anything that happens to Syria will affect all of the
Arabs. Of course, a lot of their questions were based on the reports of Al Jazeera and Arabia [TV
channels].”I bet they were. Al Jazeera is banned in Syria.29th October 2011WHAT THE KILLING
OF GADDAFI MEANS TO SYRIABy Robert FiskTWO DAYS before Gaddafi was murdered, I
was reading the morning newspapers in Beirut and discovered a remarkable story on most front
pages. At the time, the mad ex-emperor of Libya was still hiding in Sirte, but there was this
quotation by the US Secretary of State, La Clinton, speaking in Tripoli itself. “We hope he can be
captured or killed soon,” she said, “so that you don’t have to fear him any longer.” This was so
extraordinary that I underlined La Clinton’s words and clipped the article from one of the front
pages. (My archives are on paper.) “We hope he can be captured or killed soon.” Then bingo.
Nato bombs his runaway convoy and the old boy is hauled wounded from a sewage pipe and
done away with.Now in an age when America routinely assassinates its enemies, La Clinton’s
words were remarkable because they at last acknowledged the truth. Normally, the State



Department or the White House churned out the usual nonsense about how Gaddafi or Bin
Laden or whoever must be “brought to justice” - and we all know what that means. But this week,
the whole business turned much darker. Asked about his personal reaction, Obama the Good
said that no one wanted to meet such an end, but that Gaddafi’s death should be a lesson “to all
dictators around the world”. And we all knew what that meant. Principally, the message was to
Bashar al-Assad of Syria. Maybe, ran the subtext, they would meet the same sticky end.So now
here I am in Damascus and I’ve been asking Syrians what they made of the whole business.
Whenever I said Gaddafi was a crackpot, they would wholeheartedly agree. But when I spoke to
a very senior government official who works directly for the Syrian leadership, he spoke in
slightly different terms. “We don’t accept any comparisons,” he said. “But the seriousness of
Gaddafi’s killing is that in the West in the future, they are going to say: ‘See how the Libyans
behave? See how the Arabs behave? See how Muslims behave?’ This will be used against
Islam. It was humiliating for the Libyans more than it was for Gaddafi, and that is why I fear it will
be used against all of us. This is my real concern.”On Syrian television this week, I made the
point that Gaddafi was insane and that - whatever else you thought of him - Assad was not. This
was met (naturally) by vigorous agreement from the presenter. But wait. I promised to tell
readers what happened to the programme. Well, two days ago, quite by chance, I bumped into
the journalist who had interviewed me. Alas, he said, he thought the translation and subtitles
wouldn’t be ready for Saturday night’s broadcast. Maybe we could do another interview later.
Back to that old saw, I guess: we shall see.In any event, I was made very much aware by her
own personal assistant how “deeply hurt” Bashar al-Assad’s wife Asma was at a report in The
Independent a couple of weeks ago which suggested that she was indifferent to the plight of
civilian opponents of the regime killed by the security forces. The story - not by me - quoted an
aid official in Damascus who was present at a meeting with the First Lady, saying that - when
asked about the casualties - “there was no reaction”.Needless to say, this report was gobbled up
by the Arab media, including al-Jazeera, Assad’s most hated TV station. Now Asma al-Assad’s
assistant has just given me the Syrian Arab Red Crescent’s own official Arabic-language
account of the meeting. It makes interesting reading. SARC volunteers told the president’s wife
that they received better treatment from the army “which has a clear leadership” than they did
from the intelligence services at the checkpoints across Syria - they said the “muhabarrat”
intelligence “enjoys no leadership or clear principles, at least from our point of view” - and that
vehicles from the Ministry of Health are sometimes misused by “parties without control and this
has created a situation of fear among citizens”. Mrs Assad was told how difficult it was for the
SARC to work in dangerous areas and to move the wounded.“Mrs Asma [sic] showed her
understanding of the difficulties our volunteers are going through,” the SARC report says, “and
expressed her deep admiration for their efforts in serving humanity and individual people... and
promised to convey some of their demands to the authorities.” Mrs Assad’s visit was “informal”
and the discussions “friendly”.In the days that followed, the SARC report continued, the
behaviour of “security checkpoints” towards their volunteers improved. A subsequent report in



the weekly Syria Today quotes Mrs Assad as telling the Red Crescent volunteers that they “must
remain neutral and independent during this time, focusing solely on humanitarian needs”.So
there you have it. Certainly not indifferent - but hardly a ringing condemnation of human rights
abuses. Of course, I can see Asma al-Assad’s problem. Had she spoken out directly against the
killing of protesters, of course, the world’s press and television would not have said that Mrs
Assad stood up for human rights. The headlines would have been political, and would have read:
“Syrian President attacked by wife.” The truth, I fear, is that once war begins, you just can’t win.
Even if you are the wife of the president.16th November 2011ASSAD WILL ONLY GO IF HIS
OWN TANKS TURN AGAINST HIMBy Robert FiskIN DAMASCUS earlier this month, Syrian
state television asked me for an interview on events in Syria. With much trepidation, I accepted,
promising the presenter he would not like all I said, but warning - a bit of Fisk blackmail, this -
that any censored words would be relayed to readers of The Independent. The interview went
ahead and I said that President Bashar al-Assad was “running out of time - fast”. The Arab
people, I added, could no longer be infantilised; there was clearly an armed insurgency under
way in Syria to overthrow the regime - foreign correspondents must be allowed to visit Homs and
other areas where a host of YouTube pictures show protesters being shot down. When I was told
later that the translation had not been finished in time, I smiled with my usual cynicism.But
almost incredibly, the interview duly aired on Syrian state television - and to my utter
astonishment, they ran the lot (they used near-perfect subtitling), including the remarks about
Assad “running out of time - fast”.What happened? Did this have the President’s approval? Or
was the government - or some part of the dictatorship - trying to show that they were in no doubt
about how serious the near-civil war had become? I don’t know. And my Middle Eastern crystal
ball broke many years ago. But I’ll hazard a dangerous prediction: Assad’s time is running out,
fast - but don’t believe the State Department and the Washington “tink thanks” (as I call them)
and the EU or the Arab League. He ain’t going yet.Even the words of Jordan’s King Abdullah this
week were slightly bent by the press and television coverage when he supposedly told the BBC
that Assad should “step down”. What he actually said was that “if I was in his [Assad’s] shoes, I
would step down”. Which is not quite the same thing. Far more important was that section of the
interview - one of his best, by the way, and I’m not his majesty’s fan - in which he said that if
Assad stepped down, only to be replaced by the same “system” (ie the Baath party), the
problem would not be ended. Too true. And running alongside King Abdullah’s words, I thought,
was the faint hope that perhaps Assad could still take the initiative and honour all his fine words
(new constitution, political pluralism, real democracy, etc). Certainly, the West’s pompous
predictions of Assad’s imminent demise - based more on YouTube than the reality on the ground
- are hopelessly optimistic. True, there are deserters from the Syrian army. But you don’t win
revolutions with Kalashnikov AK-47s. Only the desertion of a tank unit or two plus generals -
Libya-style - could have any chance of that. And so far, there is none. Assad is not
Gaddafi.Furthermore, Russia’s military support is not going to end. Only nine days after Russia
and China vetoed a UN Security Council resolution condemning Syria, the joint director-general



of the federal Russian service of military cooperation, Viatcheslav Djirkaln, said that there would
be “no restrictions at all on arms deliveries to Syria”. The Russians talk, of course, of “contractual
obligations”.Nor is that surprising. The truth is that Russia was once Libya’s only arms supplier; it
was selling combat jets, frigates, tanks and anti-aircraft systems to Colonel Gaddafi after the
West’s 1974 arms embargo and had 3,500 advisers in the country. Its ships could refuel at the
Tripoli naval base. Now it is associated with the dead and hated regime. Russia was 73rd on the
list of nations to recognise the Libyan National Transitional Council.So now the Syrian city of
Tartous contains the only 24-hour port open to the Russian navy in the Mediterranean. Without
Tartous, every Russian naval vessel in the sea would have to return through the Bosphorous to
Odessa for every nut, screw and cigarette packet it needs. Friends, as they say, need each
other.Does the Arab League’s threat of suspension really matter? I suspect not - but clearly the
Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Moallem thinks very differently. He said that the league had taken
“an extremely dangerous step” in threatening Syria and that US support for the league’s decision
was “incitement”. Armour had already left Syrian cities, prisoners were being released, armed
insurgents were being offered an amnesty. YouTube bounced back with video of a Russian-
made armoured vehicle firing thousands of rounds down a Homs street and a photograph of a
half-naked murdered Syrian, hands tied behind his back, lying in a Homs street. But murdered
by whom?One thing is now clear. Quite apart from the massive civilian casualties, even
opponents of the regime now admit that Assad faces an armed insurgency. This may originally
have been a myth promoted by the regime, but the monster has now been born. Anti-Assad
activists now openly speak of “armed insurgents”. Sixteen civilians were killed in Deraa three
days ago. But 15 soldiers were killed on the same day in the same city. Who killed them? That’s
what we need to know.16th November 2011AT LEAST 70 DIE IN UPRISING AS VIOLENCE
ESCALATESBy Kim SenguptaMORE THAN 70 people have been killed over the last two days in
some of the most violent scenes seen so far in the Syrian uprising. The deaths come amid
claims that Qatar is supplying money and arms to the opponents of Bashar al-Assad’s
regime.According to activists, many of the latest to die were defectors from the military who had
been targeted in an attack by government forces in the southern province of Daraa. The morgue
in the city of Homs, one of the focal points of the resistance, received 20 corpses of people who
have been shot.Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan responded to the continued
violence yesterday, saying the crackdown threatened to place Assad on a list of leaders who
“feed on blood.” The strong words came as Turkey warned it could cut electricity supplies to the
country after a spate of attacks by Assad supporters on its diplomatic missions.Qatar, with its
tiny population and huge natural resources wealth, was one of the most ardent supporters and
the leading supplier of arms to the rebels in Libya. The Emirate now wields enormous influence
in the country and has been accused of spending vast sums of money to back Islamist factions
in the post-Gaddafi political scene. Qatar has also been a driving force in the Arab League’s
critical stance towards the Assad regime, which has led to Syria’s suspension from the
organisation. Now, however, officials in Damascus as well as Middle-Eastern diplomats say that



it has taken the further step of secretly sending funds and weapons to the rebels.The Qatari
government denies that it is arming the Syrian revolutionaries as well as rejecting charges that it
is interfering with Libyan politics.The opponents of the Damascus regime say they are grateful
for the support received from the Emirate in contrast to some other Arab countries.Bassma
Koudrami, an exiled opposition leader, said: “Qatar played a very important role in the Arab
League decision [to suspend Syria] and expose the atrocities being carried out. They are doing
what other countries should be doing.” Analyst Ramzi al-Ridwani said: “One gets the impression
that Qatar wants to do it all - host Al-Jazeera, get the World Cup, be important in this changing
scene in North Africa and West Asia.”17th November 2011PLEA TO THE WEST: SYRIA NEEDS
LIBYA-STYLE INTERVENTIONBy Patrick CockburnAS VIOLENCE in Syria intensifies with an
attack by anti-government forces on an air defence intelligence complex near Damascus, a
senior Arab diplomat in London says Middle Eastern states opposing the Syrian government
need West European leadership similar to that seen in the Libyan war.He said that what was
needed was “a team captain” to co-ordinate moves to put pressure on Syria, and only the
Europeans could do this. The US is preoccupied by domestic politics and “in the Middle East
everybody is driven by ego. How can you have a regional policy when they [local rulers] can’t talk
to each other?”The diplomat added that a crucial turning point would come in Syria if the anti-
government forces succeeded in establishing an independent enclave like Benghazi in Libya. He
thought this was more likely to happen in the north on the Turkish border rather than around
Deraa, north of the Jordanian frontier, where the protests began. The existence of such an
enclave would raise the possibility of setting up a no-fly zone.The crisis has reached a crucial
stage inside and outside Syria. Inside the country, the Syrian opposition claim that fighting has
escalated with 71 people killed on Monday, including 34 government soldiers and that army
defectors using automatic rifles and rocket propelled grenade launchers attacked an air force
intelligence base near Damascus yesterday. The attack on the Harasta facility is the first such
reported assault on a major security facility in the eight-month uprising against President Bashar
al-Assad.Responsibility for the attack was claimed by the Free Syrian Army (FSA), which
purports to be a band of army deserters set on ending President Assad’s rule. Speaking to Al
Jazeera, Ammar al-Wawi, a commander in the FSA, said: “Our only goal is to liberate Syria from
Bashar Assad’s regime. To put it simply, we carry out military operations against anyone who
targets the peaceful protesters.”Their claims cannot be independently verified because the
government has excluded most foreign journalists.President Assad is increasingly isolated as
the 22-member Arab League yesterday confirmed the suspension of Syria from the organization
and gave its government three days to halt the violence and accept an observer mission or face
economic sanctionsThe protocol agreed upon yesterday calls for an observer mission of 30-50
members under the auspices of the Arab League to ensure that Syria is following the Arab plan,
an end to attacks on protesters, pull tanks and armoured vehicles out of cities, release political
prisoners, and allow journalists and rights groups into the country.The extent of Syria’s isolation
is underlined by the presence at the meeting of the Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu for



a meeting on Arab-Turkish ties. He said: “We denounce the mass murder of the Syrian people. It
is all of our responsibility to end the bloodshed in Syria.”SYRIA: DESCENTINTO THE
ABYSS2011-2014An unforgettable anthology of contemporary reportageSYRIA:
DESCENTINTO THE ABYSS2011-2014An unforgettable anthology of contemporary
reportagePublished by Independent Print LimitedCopyright © Independent Print Limited
2014The Author asserts the moral right to be identified as the author of this workAll rights
reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without the prior permission of the publishers.Published by Independent Print
LimitedCopyright © Independent Print Limited 2014The Author asserts the moral right to be
identified as the author of this workAll rights reserved.No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of the
publishers.ISBN: 978-1-909668-20-1SYRIA: DESCENT INTO THE ABSYSSFEW OBSERVERS
expected the Arab Spring to bring happiness to Syria. Even in 2011, the waves of popular self-
liberation rippling through North Africa and the Middle-East seemed destined to crash uselessly
against the rocks of an immovable Ba'athist regime. When a few brave protesters took to the
streets, the assumption was that they would be crushed by President Assad's security services,
as ruthlessly and decisively as previous dissenters had been crushed under Assad's father.But
the protests gathered momentum. Against the odds, rebels made inroads. There were
desertions in the armed forces. The world condemned the violence of the state's response so
forcefully that the status quo seemed untenable. For a few heady weeks, a Syrian Spring
seemed a possibility.Then reality reasserted itself. The regime was indeed too powerful and too
ruthless to be overthrown by mere popular fervour. This was a struggle that would be decided by
weaponry and brutality.Both were in plentiful supply - and not just from the regime. A popular
uprising became a civil war, which in turn merged bloodily with a wider regional and sectarian
conflict to which no end is in sight.This remarkable anthology of reportage chronicles more than
three years of spiralling violence and despair in Syria: atrocity heaped upon atrocity, misery
upon misery, and all - so far - to no avail. No faction is without blood on its hands; no crime, from
torture to poison gas, has been deemed taboo. The dead are too numerous to count: the UN
mid-2014 figure of 190,000 is one of the more conservative estimates. As for the living, close to
3 million refugees have fled Syria, with millions more internally displaced.How did we come to
this? There is no better way to answer this question than to revisit The Independent's published
accounts of the unfolding tragedy. Spearheaded by peerless and profoundly experienced
correspondents such as Patrick Cockburn, Robert Fisk, Kim Sengupta, our coverage has led the
world in its fearlessness and insight.Syria's tragedy is not yet over. Perhaps it has not even
reached its final act. One day, however, historians will ask themselves how an ancient and proud
civilisation was reduced to ruins, a century-old regional settlement reduced to irrelevance and a
generation of innocent civilians condemned to live in a vicious, desolate war-zone.When they do



so, the testimony and analysis in this volume could provide a valuable starting-point.SYRIA:
DESCENT INTO THE ABSYSSFEW OBSERVERS expected the Arab Spring to bring happiness
to Syria. Even in 2011, the waves of popular self-liberation rippling through North Africa and the
Middle-East seemed destined to crash uselessly against the rocks of an immovable Ba'athist
regime. When a few brave protesters took to the streets, the assumption was that they would be
crushed by President Assad's security services, as ruthlessly and decisively as previous
dissenters had been crushed under Assad's father.But the protests gathered momentum.
Against the odds, rebels made inroads. There were desertions in the armed forces. The world
condemned the violence of the state's response so forcefully that the status quo seemed
untenable. For a few heady weeks, a Syrian Spring seemed a possibility.Then reality reasserted
itself. The regime was indeed too powerful and too ruthless to be overthrown by mere popular
fervour. This was a struggle that would be decided by weaponry and brutality.Both were in
plentiful supply - and not just from the regime. A popular uprising became a civil war, which in
turn merged bloodily with a wider regional and sectarian conflict to which no end is in sight.This
remarkable anthology of reportage chronicles more than three years of spiralling violence and
despair in Syria: atrocity heaped upon atrocity, misery upon misery, and all - so far - to no avail.
No faction is without blood on its hands; no crime, from torture to poison gas, has been deemed
taboo. The dead are too numerous to count: the UN mid-2014 figure of 190,000 is one of the
more conservative estimates. As for the living, close to 3 million refugees have fled Syria, with
millions more internally displaced.How did we come to this? There is no better way to answer
this question than to revisit The Independent's published accounts of the unfolding tragedy.
Spearheaded by peerless and profoundly experienced correspondents such as Patrick
Cockburn, Robert Fisk, Kim Sengupta, our coverage has led the world in its fearlessness and
insight.Syria's tragedy is not yet over. Perhaps it has not even reached its final act. One day,
however, historians will ask themselves how an ancient and proud civilisation was reduced to
ruins, a century-old regional settlement reduced to irrelevance and a generation of innocent
civilians condemned to live in a vicious, desolate war-zone.When they do so, the testimony and
analysis in this volume could provide a valuable starting-point.2011201126th March
2011PROTESTS SWEEP THROUGH SYRIA AS TROOPS OPEN FIREBy Patrick
CockburnSYRIAN TROOPS opened fire on demonstrators yesterday as protests swept the
country on an unprecedented scale with tens of thousands challenging the rule of the Assad
family. In the southern city of Deraa, where the protest movement started a week ago, troops
shot at demonstrators who set fire to a statue of the late President Hafez al-Assad, whose son
Bashar has ruled Syria since 2000. Demonstrators first demanded reform of the regime, but
increasingly call for a revolution.In the town of Sanamein, near Deraa, security forces are
reported to have killed 20 people after Friday prayers yesterday as they protested against the
regime and killings by the security services.In Hama, north of Damascus, people ran through the
streets shouting “freedom is ringing out!” - a slogan used in popular uprisings in the Arab world
over the past three months.Police with batons reacted harshly and swiftly in breaking up small



demonstrations in the capital Damascus including one in the ancient Umayyad Mosque. Dozens
of people who chanted slogans in support of the people of Deraa were dragged away by police.
In Tel, near Damascus, a thousand people rallied, calling the Assad family “thieves” and there
were rallies in most other Syrian cities.The focus of the Arab uprising has switched to Syria over
the past week after police arrested a dozen children in Deraa for writing anti-government graffiti
on a wall.Security services have tried to crush the protesters by force, killing 37 of them in a
mosque on Wednesday. State television made the unlikely claim that the mosque was the
headquarters of a kidnap gang and showed machine guns leaning against a wall and a table
with neat bundles of bank notes on it.The protests are the biggest domestic challenge to the
Assad family since the early 1980s, when President Hafez al-Assad crushed a Sunni revolt
centred on Hama where some 10,000 people were reputedly killed in 1982. The current protests
are secular in tone, but Deraa and Hama are Sunni strongholds resentful of the influence of the
Alawites, a Shia sect, to which many members of the ruling elite belong.The government
showed some restraint early yesterday during the funerals in Deraa of those killed by the
security forces, but later there was the sound of gunfire. The police had dismantled many
checkpoints and were at first trying to keep a low profile. Journalists were escorted out of the
city.Witnesses said that 50,000 people had rallied in Assad Square in Deraa chanting “Freedom!
Freedom!” as they waved Syrian flags and olive branches.Bashar al-Assad has offered
concessions to the protesters such as ending the state of emergency that has existed since
1963, greater press freedom and promising a pay rise to public employees. Previously he had
expressed confidence that the protests would not spread to Syria from Tunisia and Egypt,
apparently believing that his family’s nationalist credentials and confrontations with Israel and
the US would immunise Syria from unrest. The Baath party has held power in Syria since 1963.
The government said that all those arrested in Deraa since the start of the protests had been
released, but at the same time a human rights agitator, Mazen Darwish, was arrested.26th
March 2011PROTESTS SWEEP THROUGH SYRIA AS TROOPS OPEN FIREBy Patrick
CockburnSYRIAN TROOPS opened fire on demonstrators yesterday as protests swept the
country on an unprecedented scale with tens of thousands challenging the rule of the Assad
family. In the southern city of Deraa, where the protest movement started a week ago, troops
shot at demonstrators who set fire to a statue of the late President Hafez al-Assad, whose son
Bashar has ruled Syria since 2000. Demonstrators first demanded reform of the regime, but
increasingly call for a revolution.In the town of Sanamein, near Deraa, security forces are
reported to have killed 20 people after Friday prayers yesterday as they protested against the
regime and killings by the security services.In Hama, north of Damascus, people ran through the
streets shouting “freedom is ringing out!” - a slogan used in popular uprisings in the Arab world
over the past three months.Police with batons reacted harshly and swiftly in breaking up small
demonstrations in the capital Damascus including one in the ancient Umayyad Mosque. Dozens
of people who chanted slogans in support of the people of Deraa were dragged away by police.
In Tel, near Damascus, a thousand people rallied, calling the Assad family “thieves” and there



were rallies in most other Syrian cities.The focus of the Arab uprising has switched to Syria over
the past week after police arrested a dozen children in Deraa for writing anti-government graffiti
on a wall.Security services have tried to crush the protesters by force, killing 37 of them in a
mosque on Wednesday. State television made the unlikely claim that the mosque was the
headquarters of a kidnap gang and showed machine guns leaning against a wall and a table
with neat bundles of bank notes on it.The protests are the biggest domestic challenge to the
Assad family since the early 1980s, when President Hafez al-Assad crushed a Sunni revolt
centred on Hama where some 10,000 people were reputedly killed in 1982. The current protests
are secular in tone, but Deraa and Hama are Sunni strongholds resentful of the influence of the
Alawites, a Shia sect, to which many members of the ruling elite belong.The government
showed some restraint early yesterday during the funerals in Deraa of those killed by the
security forces, but later there was the sound of gunfire. The police had dismantled many
checkpoints and were at first trying to keep a low profile. Journalists were escorted out of the
city.Witnesses said that 50,000 people had rallied in Assad Square in Deraa chanting “Freedom!
Freedom!” as they waved Syrian flags and olive branches.Bashar al-Assad has offered
concessions to the protesters such as ending the state of emergency that has existed since
1963, greater press freedom and promising a pay rise to public employees. Previously he had
expressed confidence that the protests would not spread to Syria from Tunisia and Egypt,
apparently believing that his family’s nationalist credentials and confrontations with Israel and
the US would immunise Syria from unrest. The Baath party has held power in Syria since 1963.
The government said that all those arrested in Deraa since the start of the protests had been
released, but at the same time a human rights agitator, Mazen Darwish, was arrested.28th
March 2011DESPERATE ASSAD TRIES TO BLUNT UPRISING WITH NEW PROMISES OF
REFORMBy Patrick CockburnPRESIDENT BASHAR al-Assad is facing the greatest challenge
to his family’s rule over Syria since his father took power 40 years ago, as protests sweep
through the country.Yesterday the government deployed the army for the first time, in the main
port of Latakia. Authorities admitted that 12 people had been killed and 200 wounded over a two-
day period in the north-western city, but said all who died had been members of the security
forces or their attackers.Speculation was growing last night that President Assad would
announce widespread political reforms in a bid to bring the disturbances under control. His
adviser, Bouthaina Shaaban, told Al Jazeera that the emergency law in existence since 1963
and hated by Syrian reformists for the far-reaching powers it gives to security services would be
lifted, but did not give a timetable.In another bid to placate protesters, authorities released the
political activist Diana Jawabra and 15 others. They had been arrested for taking part in a silent
protest demanding the release of a dozen schoolchildren, detained for writing anti-regime
graffiti.While Mr Assad may offer concessions such as ending emergency law, releasing
prisoners, giving the press greater freedom and legalising political parties other than the ruling
Baath party, such changes are unlikely to be seen as credible as long as the same people run
the army and the security forces. And the ever-creeping death toll is increasing calls for an end



to the regime.The crisis that is threatening to overturn the Syrian government has erupted
suddenly over the past week, initially provoked by the security forces in the southern city of
Deraa arresting the graffiti-scrawling children. Their detention provoked demonstrations that
were met with live fire, and the funerals of the dead turned into vast political rallies.Human
Rights Watch says 61 people have been killed in Deraa and surrounding towns and villages.The
threat to Mr Assad is the greatest the Baathist regime has ever experienced, and it has in the
past always responded to dissent with repression. During the Muslim Brotherhood guerrilla war
in 1976-82 Mr Assad’s father, Hafez al-Assad, crushed the rebellion in the city of Hama by killing
an estimated 10,000 people.Baath party veterans may consider their best hope of staying in
power at this time is to avoid making concessions, which, they believe, will only be interpreted as
weakness and lead to additional demands.Mr Assad, a British-educated eye doctor, is widely
respected in Syria but his popularity is likely to slump as he fails to speak or respond adequately
to the present crisis.His spokesmen have made contradictory statements on the release of
prisoners and other issues, putting in doubt the regime’s seriousness in making reforms.They
have also released unlikely explanations of the killing of protesters, claiming that demonstrators
opened fire first or were foreign infiltrators. These are often directly contradicted by videos taken
by mobile phone and shown on YouTube or by satellite television stations such as al-Jazeera
whose correspondents entered Deraa.In the capital, Damascus, pro-government rallies, with
supporters waving Syrian flags and posters of Mr Assad, have taken over main squares and
threatened to storm the al-Jazeera offices.The anti-government protests are fuelled by the
demand for political and civil liberty but Syrians, who spend half their income on food according
to UN figures, are also suffering from high prices, unemployment and corruption.Some 30 per
cent of the 22 million population are below the poverty line. The government is short of money
because of declining oil revenues but has tried to reduce economic discontent by cutting duties
and taxes on food and other staples.The US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, yesterday drew a
clear distinction between Syria and Libya, ruling out involvement in Damascus’ affairs.“Each of
these situations is unique,” she told CBS News. “Certainly we deplore the violence in Syria...
What’s been happening there the last few weeks is deeply concerning, but there’s a difference
between calling out aircraft and indiscriminately strafing and bombing your own cities [as in
Libya], than police actions which frankly have exceeded the use of force that any of us would
want to see.”In Latakia, the state news agency said “armed elements roamed the streets,
occupied the rooftops of some buildings and opened fire randomly, terrorising people”. Troops
have now moved into the city, which is majority Sunni Muslim but its hinterland is largely
populated by Allawites, the Shia Muslim sect to which much of Syria’s ruling elite belongs.28th
March 2011DESPERATE ASSAD TRIES TO BLUNT UPRISING WITH NEW PROMISES OF
REFORMBy Patrick CockburnPRESIDENT BASHAR al-Assad is facing the greatest challenge
to his family’s rule over Syria since his father took power 40 years ago, as protests sweep
through the country.Yesterday the government deployed the army for the first time, in the main
port of Latakia. Authorities admitted that 12 people had been killed and 200 wounded over a two-



day period in the north-western city, but said all who died had been members of the security
forces or their attackers.Speculation was growing last night that President Assad would
announce widespread political reforms in a bid to bring the disturbances under control. His
adviser, Bouthaina Shaaban, told Al Jazeera that the emergency law in existence since 1963
and hated by Syrian reformists for the far-reaching powers it gives to security services would be
lifted, but did not give a timetable.In another bid to placate protesters, authorities released the
political activist Diana Jawabra and 15 others. They had been arrested for taking part in a silent
protest demanding the release of a dozen schoolchildren, detained for writing anti-regime
graffiti.While Mr Assad may offer concessions such as ending emergency law, releasing
prisoners, giving the press greater freedom and legalising political parties other than the ruling
Baath party, such changes are unlikely to be seen as credible as long as the same people run
the army and the security forces. And the ever-creeping death toll is increasing calls for an end
to the regime.The crisis that is threatening to overturn the Syrian government has erupted
suddenly over the past week, initially provoked by the security forces in the southern city of
Deraa arresting the graffiti-scrawling children. Their detention provoked demonstrations that
were met with live fire, and the funerals of the dead turned into vast political rallies.Human
Rights Watch says 61 people have been killed in Deraa and surrounding towns and villages.The
threat to Mr Assad is the greatest the Baathist regime has ever experienced, and it has in the
past always responded to dissent with repression. During the Muslim Brotherhood guerrilla war
in 1976-82 Mr Assad’s father, Hafez al-Assad, crushed the rebellion in the city of Hama by killing
an estimated 10,000 people.Baath party veterans may consider their best hope of staying in
power at this time is to avoid making concessions, which, they believe, will only be interpreted as
weakness and lead to additional demands.Mr Assad, a British-educated eye doctor, is widely
respected in Syria but his popularity is likely to slump as he fails to speak or respond adequately
to the present crisis.His spokesmen have made contradictory statements on the release of
prisoners and other issues, putting in doubt the regime’s seriousness in making reforms.They
have also released unlikely explanations of the killing of protesters, claiming that demonstrators
opened fire first or were foreign infiltrators. These are often directly contradicted by videos taken
by mobile phone and shown on YouTube or by satellite television stations such as al-Jazeera
whose correspondents entered Deraa.In the capital, Damascus, pro-government rallies, with
supporters waving Syrian flags and posters of Mr Assad, have taken over main squares and
threatened to storm the al-Jazeera offices.The anti-government protests are fuelled by the
demand for political and civil liberty but Syrians, who spend half their income on food according
to UN figures, are also suffering from high prices, unemployment and corruption.Some 30 per
cent of the 22 million population are below the poverty line. The government is short of money
because of declining oil revenues but has tried to reduce economic discontent by cutting duties
and taxes on food and other staples.The US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, yesterday drew a
clear distinction between Syria and Libya, ruling out involvement in Damascus’ affairs.“Each of
these situations is unique,” she told CBS News. “Certainly we deplore the violence in Syria...



What’s been happening there the last few weeks is deeply concerning, but there’s a difference
between calling out aircraft and indiscriminately strafing and bombing your own cities [as in
Libya], than police actions which frankly have exceeded the use of force that any of us would
want to see.”In Latakia, the state news agency said “armed elements roamed the streets,
occupied the rooftops of some buildings and opened fire randomly, terrorising people”. Troops
have now moved into the city, which is majority Sunni Muslim but its hinterland is largely
populated by Allawites, the Shia Muslim sect to which much of Syria’s ruling elite belongs.29th
March 2011PRESIDENT OFFERS OLIVE BRANCH TO PROTESTERS AS VIOLENCE
ESCALATESBy Patrick CockburnTHE PRESIDENT of Syria, Bashar al-Assad, is expected to
announce reforms today including the end of the 50-year-old state of emergency, to try to defuse
protests as thousands of people continue to confront troops.President Assad needs to convince
Syrians that he is sincere in promising to dismantle the arbitrary powers of the ruling Ba’ath
party, the security services and his own family. In the week since the demonstrations first started,
the government has spoken of reforms, but has allowed its forces to open fire repeatedly on
marches and rallies, killing at least 61 people. The crisis in Syria affects the politics of all the
Middle East since the country is the predominant power in Lebanon, Iran’s most important
foreign ally, a significant player in Iraq, and a backer of Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas in
Gaza.The violence of the security forces in the southern city of Deraa, which turned initial calls
for reform into demands for a change of regime, have so far failed to intimidate local
people.Witnesses, quoted by news agencies, said that 4,000 demonstrators refused to disperse
as security forces fired tear gas at them and shot live rounds into the air. Tanks and army
vehicles surrounded the city, while as many as 1,200 people held a sit-in the al-Omari mosque,
the focus of the protests in Deraa.Demonstrators chanted “We want dignity and freedom” and
“No to emergency laws”, as soldiers and security forces occupied the ground in front of the
mosque and pointed their weapons at any gathering of civilians. Snipers took up positions on
tops of buildings.In Syria, there is always a danger that any attack on the regime will take a
sectarian form since the Assad family and many of the ruling elite are members of the Shia/
Alawite sect, though they make up only 12 per cent of the population in this Sunni-majority
nation.The biggest revolt against the Ba’athist regime was by the Sunni fundamentalist Muslim
Brotherhood from 1976 to 1982, which led to as many as 10,000 people being killed by the
security forces during an uprising in the city of Hama.President Assad, who is seen as retaining
some credibility, has so far remained silent. Vice-President Farouk al-Sharaa said the President
will give an important speech in the next two days that would “assure the people”.His aides have
suggested that he would end emergency laws imposed since 1963, free thousands of political
prisoners, allow freedom of expression in the media, and curb the powers of the security
services. Even then, people will doubt if he and the ruling elite are really going to give up so
much power.Human Rights Watch called on the government “to hold to account those
responsible for any unlawful shooting on demonstrators”.“The government should understand
that these demonstrations won’t end until it stops shooting at protesters and begins to change



its repressive laws and practices,” said Sarah Leah Whitson, the group’s Middle East
director.Demonstrations spread last Friday to other Syrian cities, though there were also many
pro-regime rallies.There was fighting in the port of Latakia, a Sunni-majority city in a province in
which most people belong to the Alawite sect. In outlying areas, armed residents manned their
own checkpoints as the government claimed that foreign gunmen roamed the backstreets.
Troops in the centre were deployed to guard the Ba’ath party headquarters and the Central
Bank.29th March 2011PRESIDENT OFFERS OLIVE BRANCH TO PROTESTERS AS
VIOLENCE ESCALATESBy Patrick CockburnTHE PRESIDENT of Syria, Bashar al-Assad, is
expected to announce reforms today including the end of the 50-year-old state of emergency, to
try to defuse protests as thousands of people continue to confront troops.President Assad
needs to convince Syrians that he is sincere in promising to dismantle the arbitrary powers of
the ruling Ba’ath party, the security services and his own family. In the week since the
demonstrations first started, the government has spoken of reforms, but has allowed its forces to
open fire repeatedly on marches and rallies, killing at least 61 people. The crisis in Syria affects
the politics of all the Middle East since the country is the predominant power in Lebanon, Iran’s
most important foreign ally, a significant player in Iraq, and a backer of Hezbollah in Lebanon
and Hamas in Gaza.The violence of the security forces in the southern city of Deraa, which
turned initial calls for reform into demands for a change of regime, have so far failed to intimidate
local people.Witnesses, quoted by news agencies, said that 4,000 demonstrators refused to
disperse as security forces fired tear gas at them and shot live rounds into the air. Tanks and
army vehicles surrounded the city, while as many as 1,200 people held a sit-in the al-Omari
mosque, the focus of the protests in Deraa.Demonstrators chanted “We want dignity and
freedom” and “No to emergency laws”, as soldiers and security forces occupied the ground in
front of the mosque and pointed their weapons at any gathering of civilians. Snipers took up
positions on tops of buildings.In Syria, there is always a danger that any attack on the regime will
take a sectarian form since the Assad family and many of the ruling elite are members of the
Shia/Alawite sect, though they make up only 12 per cent of the population in this Sunni-majority
nation.The biggest revolt against the Ba’athist regime was by the Sunni fundamentalist Muslim
Brotherhood from 1976 to 1982, which led to as many as 10,000 people being killed by the
security forces during an uprising in the city of Hama.President Assad, who is seen as retaining
some credibility, has so far remained silent. Vice-President Farouk al-Sharaa said the President
will give an important speech in the next two days that would “assure the people”.His aides have
suggested that he would end emergency laws imposed since 1963, free thousands of political
prisoners, allow freedom of expression in the media, and curb the powers of the security
services. Even then, people will doubt if he and the ruling elite are really going to give up so
much power.Human Rights Watch called on the government “to hold to account those
responsible for any unlawful shooting on demonstrators”.“The government should understand
that these demonstrations won’t end until it stops shooting at protesters and begins to change
its repressive laws and practices,” said Sarah Leah Whitson, the group’s Middle East



director.Demonstrations spread last Friday to other Syrian cities, though there were also many
pro-regime rallies.There was fighting in the port of Latakia, a Sunni-majority city in a province in
which most people belong to the Alawite sect. In outlying areas, armed residents manned their
own checkpoints as the government claimed that foreign gunmen roamed the backstreets.
Troops in the centre were deployed to guard the Ba’ath party headquarters and the Central
Bank.30th March 2011ASSAD HOPES SYRIAN CABINET’S RESIGNATION WILL DEFUSE
PROTESTSBy Patrick CockburnPRESIDENT BASHAR al-Assad yesterday accepted the
resignation of the Syrian cabinet in an attempt to defuse protests against his rule as hundreds of
thousands of people attended pro-government rallies in most of the country’s cities.Syrians were
awaiting a speech by President Assad, who has remained silent during the 11-day crisis, laying
out reforms including the lifting of the 50-year-old state of emergency. Protesters will want to see
a real reduction in the arbitrary power of the security forces and guarantees of greater political
and civil rights.The president has a core of support and many Syrians are fearful of sectarian
divisions turning to violence. But the turnout for yesterday’s demonstrations, dubbed “loyalty to
the nation marches” where marchers chanted “the people want Bashar Assad” was enhanced by
schools and other state institutions being closed for the day.The resignation of the cabinet is
largely symbolic since it holds little power, which remains in the hands of the president, his
relatives and senior officials in the intelligence apparatus. Naji al-Otari, the prime minister since
2003, is to remain caretaker until a new government is formed.The government still appears
divided on how it is going to respond to the unprecedented unrest which has so far led to at least
61 protesters being killed, mostly in and around the southern city of Deraa.There has also been
violence in the port city of Latakia on the Mediterranean coast, where the population is divided
between the Sunni and the Alawites, the minority Shia sect to which the Assad family and other
members of the ruling elite belong. Troops are patrolling streets in the centre of the city while
unofficial vigilantes have set up barricades in the outskirts.In Deraa people are increasingly
calling for a change of regime, but it is highly unlikely that the state security apparatus will allow
its power to be diluted significantly. President Assad, a 45-year-old British-educated doctor, was
seen as a possible reformer when he succeeded his father, President Hafez al-Assad on his
death in 2000. But the changes he introduced were largely cosmetic and those who took
advantage of the more liberal atmosphere to criticise the regime later found themselves
targeted.The Syrian authorities have a long tradition of refusing to make concessions and
fighting back vigorously against all opponents. So far this strategy has enabled them to
withstand pressure from the US and Israel in Lebanon and to crush domestic opposition
movements, such as guerrilla war by Sunni fundamentalists in the early 1980s and serious
unrest among the Kurdish community in 2004.In trying to seize the initiative from the protesters
the regime is emphasising Syrian nationalism and a plot against the unity of the country.
“Breaking News: the conspiracy has failed!” declared one banner waved by a demonstrator at a
vast rally in Damascus. In addition there were the more traditional chants of “God, Syria and
Bashar.” In Deraa protesters changed this to a chant of “God, Syria and freedom.”The



government is also clamping down on the foreign media, expelling three Reuters journalists. In
all Arab countries affected by the pro-democracy protests governments have struggled to gain
control of information and modern communications.30th March 2011ASSAD HOPES SYRIAN
CABINET’S RESIGNATION WILL DEFUSE PROTESTSBy Patrick CockburnPRESIDENT
BASHAR al-Assad yesterday accepted the resignation of the Syrian cabinet in an attempt to
defuse protests against his rule as hundreds of thousands of people attended pro-government
rallies in most of the country’s cities.Syrians were awaiting a speech by President Assad, who
has remained silent during the 11-day crisis, laying out reforms including the lifting of the 50-
year-old state of emergency. Protesters will want to see a real reduction in the arbitrary power of
the security forces and guarantees of greater political and civil rights.The president has a core of
support and many Syrians are fearful of sectarian divisions turning to violence. But the turnout
for yesterday’s demonstrations, dubbed “loyalty to the nation marches” where marchers chanted
“the people want Bashar Assad” was enhanced by schools and other state institutions being
closed for the day.The resignation of the cabinet is largely symbolic since it holds little power,
which remains in the hands of the president, his relatives and senior officials in the intelligence
apparatus. Naji al-Otari, the prime minister since 2003, is to remain caretaker until a new
government is formed.The government still appears divided on how it is going to respond to the
unprecedented unrest which has so far led to at least 61 protesters being killed, mostly in and
around the southern city of Deraa.There has also been violence in the port city of Latakia on the
Mediterranean coast, where the population is divided between the Sunni and the Alawites, the
minority Shia sect to which the Assad family and other members of the ruling elite belong.
Troops are patrolling streets in the centre of the city while unofficial vigilantes have set up
barricades in the outskirts.In Deraa people are increasingly calling for a change of regime, but it
is highly unlikely that the state security apparatus will allow its power to be diluted significantly.
President Assad, a 45-year-old British-educated doctor, was seen as a possible reformer when
he succeeded his father, President Hafez al-Assad on his death in 2000. But the changes he
introduced were largely cosmetic and those who took advantage of the more liberal atmosphere
to criticise the regime later found themselves targeted.The Syrian authorities have a long
tradition of refusing to make concessions and fighting back vigorously against all opponents. So
far this strategy has enabled them to withstand pressure from the US and Israel in Lebanon and
to crush domestic opposition movements, such as guerrilla war by Sunni fundamentalists in the
early 1980s and serious unrest among the Kurdish community in 2004.In trying to seize the
initiative from the protesters the regime is emphasising Syrian nationalism and a plot against the
unity of the country. “Breaking News: the conspiracy has failed!” declared one banner waved by
a demonstrator at a vast rally in Damascus. In addition there were the more traditional chants of
“God, Syria and Bashar.” In Deraa protesters changed this to a chant of “God, Syria and
freedom.”The government is also clamping down on the foreign media, expelling three Reuters
journalists. In all Arab countries affected by the pro-democracy protests governments have
struggled to gain control of information and modern communications.31st March 2011SHOTS



FIRED AS PROTESTERS TAKE TO THE STREETS AGAINBy Patrick CockburnWITHIN
HOURS of President Bashar al-Assad’s speech yesterday, 100 or more people went out on to
the streets of the port city of Latakia in protest, shouting “Freedom!” Residents said they heard
shots fired in the old al-Sleibeh district of the city as security forces confronted the
demonstrators.Opposition groups are calling for more protests after Friday prayers tomorrow,
while the government will intensify security measures to stop further demonstrations.Mr Assad’s
speech offered few concessions. He has not satisfied the protesters’ demands or given the
impression that the grip on power he and his family hold of himself and his family is
weakening.In his first response to the crisis, Mr Assad said there was “a major conspiracy”
against Syria directed from outside the country, though he did not spell out who he believed was
behind the plot. The opposition had expected him to introduce reforms, such as ending the state
of emergency that has existed since 1963. “We don’t seek battles but, if a battle is imposed on
us today, we welcome it,” the President said in a televised speech. Among those he blamed for
provoking the violence were satellite television channels.It may be that there are serious
divisions in the leadership about how to respond to the protests. Mr Assad’s adviser, Bouthaina
Shaaban, said last week that a committee had been formed to study a series of reforms,
including lifting emergency laws. Even so, the security apparatus is unlikely to be restrained by
the exact letter of the law.If the Syrian regime is seriously weakened by the present turmoil, and
unable to bring it under control, there will be a radical change in the balance of power in the
Middle East. The losers will be Iran, since Syria is its one reliable ally in the Arab world;
Hezbollah in Lebanon, which relies on Syrian backing; and Hamas in Gaza, which has been
able to use Damascus as a headquarters. Israel and the US, at least in the short term, will be the
winners.Mr Assad did concede that the Syrian people “have demands that have not been met”,
adding: “If we stay without reform we are on the course of destruction.” But he appears to be
thinking of incremental change to the way the regime operates and not to any reduction in its
authority. He claimed that some protesters had been “duped” into the streets, while others’
legitimate demands would be met.31st March 2011SHOTS FIRED AS PROTESTERS TAKE TO
THE STREETS AGAINBy Patrick CockburnWITHIN HOURS of President Bashar al-Assad’s
speech yesterday, 100 or more people went out on to the streets of the port city of Latakia in
protest, shouting “Freedom!” Residents said they heard shots fired in the old al-Sleibeh district
of the city as security forces confronted the demonstrators.Opposition groups are calling for
more protests after Friday prayers tomorrow, while the government will intensify security
measures to stop further demonstrations.Mr Assad’s speech offered few concessions. He has
not satisfied the protesters’ demands or given the impression that the grip on power he and his
family hold of himself and his family is weakening.In his first response to the crisis, Mr Assad
said there was “a major conspiracy” against Syria directed from outside the country, though he
did not spell out who he believed was behind the plot. The opposition had expected him to
introduce reforms, such as ending the state of emergency that has existed since 1963. “We don’t
seek battles but, if a battle is imposed on us today, we welcome it,” the President said in a



televised speech. Among those he blamed for provoking the violence were satellite television
channels.It may be that there are serious divisions in the leadership about how to respond to the
protests. Mr Assad’s adviser, Bouthaina Shaaban, said last week that a committee had been
formed to study a series of reforms, including lifting emergency laws. Even so, the security
apparatus is unlikely to be restrained by the exact letter of the law.If the Syrian regime is
seriously weakened by the present turmoil, and unable to bring it under control, there will be a
radical change in the balance of power in the Middle East. The losers will be Iran, since Syria is
its one reliable ally in the Arab world; Hezbollah in Lebanon, which relies on Syrian backing; and
Hamas in Gaza, which has been able to use Damascus as a headquarters. Israel and the US, at
least in the short term, will be the winners.Mr Assad did concede that the Syrian people “have
demands that have not been met”, adding: “If we stay without reform we are on the course of
destruction.” But he appears to be thinking of incremental change to the way the regime
operates and not to any reduction in its authority. He claimed that some protesters had been
“duped” into the streets, while others’ legitimate demands would be met.31st March
2011ASSAD VOWS TO OVERCOME THE ‘FOREIGN CONSPIRACIES’By Robert FiskHE WAS
not a humble President. He did not give way. There were hints, of course - an end to emergency
legislation, “reforms” - but when he spoke yesterday, trying to calm a crisis that has seen more
than 60 people killed in a fortnight and threatens his very office, President Bashar al-Assad of
Syria did not give the impression of a man on the run.Was it Libya that gave him the “oomph” to
go on, the encouragement to stand up and say that “reform is not a seasonable issue” - an
accurate translation of his belief that Syria does not have to conform to the Middle East
revolution? Either way, the Ba’ath party is going to fight on. Assad remains the President of
Syria. No change.Well, of course, we shall see. Muammar Gaddafi of Libya is not a wise
example to follow in time of need. Friday is another day, the traditional day of memorial and trial
and questioning. If he can get through tomorrow without further killing in Deraa and Latakia,
Assad may make it. He is young, his wife - wrongly derided by those who hate Syria - is a great
asset to him, and his rule has banished the worst excesses of his father, Hafez. But - and it is a
big “but” - torture does continue, the iniquities of the mukhabarat security services continue,
freedom in Syria is as hard to find as an oasis in the desert, and the Syrian parliament remains,
in the words of Al Jazeera’s analyst Marwan Beshara, “a circus of support”.Yet there are more
“buts” in Syria. It is a hard, tough country, without the avenues to free speech which were
available in Egypt, to be sure, but a centre of Arab nationalism. Not for nothing do Syrians shout
Um al Arabiya Wahida (“mother of one Arab nation”). Not for nothing do Syrians remember that
they and they alone opposed the Sykes-Picot agreement that divided the region between
France and Britain in 1916 with force of arms, their horse-riding army mown down by French
tanks at the Battle of Maysalun, their king given the monarchy of Iraq as a consolation prize by
Winston Churchill.This does not justify Assad’s autocratic rule. But it says something about it.
Syrians do not obey the rules. Syrians do not follow the other Arabs like sheep. They fought
harder than any others for a Palestinian-Israeli peace - which Assad described as “stagnant”



yesterday, the unrest a “test for the nation” rather than a test for the President. In truth, the
Hauran region - Deraa is in the Hauran, the scene of a fearsome series of government killings
last week - has always been rebellious, even under French rule. But can Bashar al-Assad hold
his country together?He has managed, with a minority Alawite power (for which read Shia), to
bring the Sunni Muslim majority of Syria into the economic establishment. Indeed, the Sunnis
are the economy of Syria, a powerful elite who have no interest in unrest, disunity or foreign
plots. It was odd that Assad talked about foreign “conspiracies” yesterday. It’s an old adage that
does him no credit; foreign “conspiracies” have always been discovered when dictators feel
unsafe. Yet Damascus has been attacked by Israeli agents and Saddamist agents and Turkish
right-wing agents over the past 40 years. It has a resonance, this talk of the moamarer - the “plot”
- which makes Syrians into patriots rather than freedom fighters.There is a lot wrong with Syria -
and Assad may have pushed his luck yesterday, failing to announce the “reforms” and freedoms
that Syrians expected of him. Instead of “God, Syria and Bashar”, it was “God, Syria and my
People” - but was that enough? He would not make reforms under pressure - “reforms”, by the
way, means democracy - but he surely is under pressure when government snipers have shot
down the innocent in the streets of Syria’s cities. He may not be in a mood for concessions. But
is Syria not in need of these?Its economy floats near bankruptcy - it was judged by the Swedish
diplomatic corps to be unaffected by the West’s economic catastrophe on the grounds that it did
not really exist - and its Kurdish minority in the north are in a state of semi-revolt. But Assad has
two friends who give him power: the Hezbollah in Lebanon and the Islamic Republic of Iran. If
the Israelis need peace in Lebanon, they need Assad, and if Assad wants to maintain his
regional power, he needs Iran. Syria is the Arab gate through which Iran can walk. Iran is the
Muslim gate through which Assad - and remember, he is an Alawite and therefore a Shia - can
walk.It is all too easy for Madame Clinton to berate Syria for killing its own people - a phrase she
does not use for Bahrain - but the Americans need Syria to extract their last troops from Iraq. It is
also easy to turn Syria’s problems into sectarianism. Nikolaos Van Dam, a brilliant Dutch
diplomat, wrote a fine book emphasising that the struggle for power in Syria lay with the Alawites
and that this minority effectively governed the country.Yet Syria has always remained a unitary
state, and it has complied with the West’s demands for security co-operation - until the
Americans came into Syria and shot up a Syrian security agent’s house. So compliant has it
been that the US sent a poor Canadian to Damascus - “renditioned”, in the popular phrase - to
be atrociously tortured and kept in a sewer until the Americans realised he was innocent and
sheepishly allowed him to return to Toronto.These are not issues which are going to be
discussed on the television news shows or by the US Secretary of State - who is so concerned
about the innocents of Libya that her air force is bombing Gaddafi but is so little concerned
about the innocents of Syria that her air force will definitely not be bombing Syria.Syria needs to
be renewed. It does need an end to emergency laws, a free media and a fair judiciary and the
release of political prisoners and - herewith let it be said - an end to meddling in Lebanon. That
figure of 60 dead, a Human Rights Watch estimate, may in fact be much higher. Tomorrow,



President Bashar al-Assad will supposedly tell us his future for Syria. It had better be good.31st
March 2011ASSAD VOWS TO OVERCOME THE ‘FOREIGN CONSPIRACIES’By Robert
FiskHE WAS not a humble President. He did not give way. There were hints, of course - an end
to emergency legislation, “reforms” - but when he spoke yesterday, trying to calm a crisis that
has seen more than 60 people killed in a fortnight and threatens his very office, President
Bashar al-Assad of Syria did not give the impression of a man on the run.Was it Libya that gave
him the “oomph” to go on, the encouragement to stand up and say that “reform is not a
seasonable issue” - an accurate translation of his belief that Syria does not have to conform to
the Middle East revolution? Either way, the Ba’ath party is going to fight on. Assad remains the
President of Syria. No change.Well, of course, we shall see. Muammar Gaddafi of Libya is not a
wise example to follow in time of need. Friday is another day, the traditional day of memorial and
trial and questioning. If he can get through tomorrow without further killing in Deraa and Latakia,
Assad may make it. He is young, his wife - wrongly derided by those who hate Syria - is a great
asset to him, and his rule has banished the worst excesses of his father, Hafez. But - and it is a
big “but” - torture does continue, the iniquities of the mukhabarat security services continue,
freedom in Syria is as hard to find as an oasis in the desert, and the Syrian parliament remains,
in the words of Al Jazeera’s analyst Marwan Beshara, “a circus of support”.Yet there are more
“buts” in Syria. It is a hard, tough country, without the avenues to free speech which were
available in Egypt, to be sure, but a centre of Arab nationalism. Not for nothing do Syrians shout
Um al Arabiya Wahida (“mother of one Arab nation”). Not for nothing do Syrians remember that
they and they alone opposed the Sykes-Picot agreement that divided the region between
France and Britain in 1916 with force of arms, their horse-riding army mown down by French
tanks at the Battle of Maysalun, their king given the monarchy of Iraq as a consolation prize by
Winston Churchill.This does not justify Assad’s autocratic rule. But it says something about it.
Syrians do not obey the rules. Syrians do not follow the other Arabs like sheep. They fought
harder than any others for a Palestinian-Israeli peace - which Assad described as “stagnant”
yesterday, the unrest a “test for the nation” rather than a test for the President. In truth, the
Hauran region - Deraa is in the Hauran, the scene of a fearsome series of government killings
last week - has always been rebellious, even under French rule. But can Bashar al-Assad hold
his country together?He has managed, with a minority Alawite power (for which read Shia), to
bring the Sunni Muslim majority of Syria into the economic establishment. Indeed, the Sunnis
are the economy of Syria, a powerful elite who have no interest in unrest, disunity or foreign
plots. It was odd that Assad talked about foreign “conspiracies” yesterday. It’s an old adage that
does him no credit; foreign “conspiracies” have always been discovered when dictators feel
unsafe. Yet Damascus has been attacked by Israeli agents and Saddamist agents and Turkish
right-wing agents over the past 40 years. It has a resonance, this talk of the moamarer - the “plot”
- which makes Syrians into patriots rather than freedom fighters.There is a lot wrong with Syria -
and Assad may have pushed his luck yesterday, failing to announce the “reforms” and freedoms
that Syrians expected of him. Instead of “God, Syria and Bashar”, it was “God, Syria and my



People” - but was that enough? He would not make reforms under pressure - “reforms”, by the
way, means democracy - but he surely is under pressure when government snipers have shot
down the innocent in the streets of Syria’s cities. He may not be in a mood for concessions. But
is Syria not in need of these?Its economy floats near bankruptcy - it was judged by the Swedish
diplomatic corps to be unaffected by the West’s economic catastrophe on the grounds that it did
not really exist - and its Kurdish minority in the north are in a state of semi-revolt. But Assad has
two friends who give him power: the Hezbollah in Lebanon and the Islamic Republic of Iran. If
the Israelis need peace in Lebanon, they need Assad, and if Assad wants to maintain his
regional power, he needs Iran. Syria is the Arab gate through which Iran can walk. Iran is the
Muslim gate through which Assad - and remember, he is an Alawite and therefore a Shia - can
walk.It is all too easy for Madame Clinton to berate Syria for killing its own people - a phrase she
does not use for Bahrain - but the Americans need Syria to extract their last troops from Iraq. It is
also easy to turn Syria’s problems into sectarianism. Nikolaos Van Dam, a brilliant Dutch
diplomat, wrote a fine book emphasising that the struggle for power in Syria lay with the Alawites
and that this minority effectively governed the country.Yet Syria has always remained a unitary
state, and it has complied with the West’s demands for security co-operation - until the
Americans came into Syria and shot up a Syrian security agent’s house. So compliant has it
been that the US sent a poor Canadian to Damascus - “renditioned”, in the popular phrase - to
be atrociously tortured and kept in a sewer until the Americans realised he was innocent and
sheepishly allowed him to return to Toronto.These are not issues which are going to be
discussed on the television news shows or by the US Secretary of State - who is so concerned
about the innocents of Libya that her air force is bombing Gaddafi but is so little concerned
about the innocents of Syria that her air force will definitely not be bombing Syria.Syria needs to
be renewed. It does need an end to emergency laws, a free media and a fair judiciary and the
release of political prisoners and - herewith let it be said - an end to meddling in Lebanon. That
figure of 60 dead, a Human Rights Watch estimate, may in fact be much higher. Tomorrow,
President Bashar al-Assad will supposedly tell us his future for Syria. It had better be good.20th
April 2011CAN PRESIDENT ASSAD DO WHAT IT TAKES TO CLEANSE HIS CORRUPT
REGIME?By Robert Fisk“PEOPLE ARE looking for security forces who will not treat the people
like animals.” So said Daeiri el-Eiti last night, a Syrian activist, summing up the thoughts of his
country. He was right. In Banias, in Latakia, in Homs, in Aleppo, in Deraa, even in Damascus
itself, it is the same thing. As a friend of Bashar al-Assad, the President, said last night, “Bashar
is like Fukushima. He is irradiated.”Is this true? Can this be the end for the Ba’ath party of Syria,
the very end of the “Renaissance Party” of the country which Bashar’s father Hafez supported?
Is this the end of the Syrian security forces? It seems incredible, but it looks as if all Bashar’s
dutiful offers of generosity - an end to the state of emergency, for example - have failed. There
are those in Syria who say it is over, that there is nothing Bashar al-Assad can do to save his
regime. We shall see.The security forces - and we shall use the word “security” in quotation
marks from here on - are fearful. There are long histories of torture and executions behind them



and there are many within the military security apparatus inside Syria who are fearful of a
riposte. For many years, the torture regime has imposed the most terrible revenge upon
opponents of both the President and his father. There was the “German chair” which broke the
back of opponents and there was the “Syrian chair” which broke their backs more slowly.The
current President knows all this and has tried to bring it to a halt. Largely, he has been
successful. His regime has largely proved to be humanitarian. But he has not been a successful
leader. In his desperate attempts to persuade Syrians that he can control his country, he has
accused America, France and Lebanon of being responsible for the violence of demonstrators in
his country.Nobody in Syria believes this. The idea that Lebanon - let alone America and France
- can cause demonstrations is ridiculous.The problem lies, as Mr Eiti says, in that Syria remains
a dictatorship and that Assad remains a dictator. His failure to rid his own family of the corrupt
men within it (I am speaking of his uncle in particular) is the main problem for the regime. This is
not a Gaddafi-corrupted government. This is not a Mubarak government. This is an Alawi regime
- and essentially a Shia regime - which has been corrupted by its own family. The Assad family
knows what it must do to cleanse the family name. Can Bashar do it? Does he have the power to
do it? This is all that matters now if he is going to save his regime.20th April 2011CAN
PRESIDENT ASSAD DO WHAT IT TAKES TO CLEANSE HIS CORRUPT REGIME?By Robert
Fisk“PEOPLE ARE looking for security forces who will not treat the people like animals.” So said
Daeiri el-Eiti last night, a Syrian activist, summing up the thoughts of his country. He was right. In
Banias, in Latakia, in Homs, in Aleppo, in Deraa, even in Damascus itself, it is the same thing. As
a friend of Bashar al-Assad, the President, said last night, “Bashar is like Fukushima. He is
irradiated.”Is this true? Can this be the end for the Ba’ath party of Syria, the very end of the
“Renaissance Party” of the country which Bashar’s father Hafez supported? Is this the end of the
Syrian security forces? It seems incredible, but it looks as if all Bashar’s dutiful offers of
generosity - an end to the state of emergency, for example - have failed. There are those in Syria
who say it is over, that there is nothing Bashar al-Assad can do to save his regime. We shall
see.The security forces - and we shall use the word “security” in quotation marks from here on -
are fearful. There are long histories of torture and executions behind them and there are many
within the military security apparatus inside Syria who are fearful of a riposte. For many years,
the torture regime has imposed the most terrible revenge upon opponents of both the President
and his father. There was the “German chair” which broke the back of opponents and there was
the “Syrian chair” which broke their backs more slowly.The current President knows all this and
has tried to bring it to a halt. Largely, he has been successful. His regime has largely proved to
be humanitarian. But he has not been a successful leader. In his desperate attempts to
persuade Syrians that he can control his country, he has accused America, France and Lebanon
of being responsible for the violence of demonstrators in his country.Nobody in Syria believes
this. The idea that Lebanon - let alone America and France - can cause demonstrations is
ridiculous.The problem lies, as Mr Eiti says, in that Syria remains a dictatorship and that Assad
remains a dictator. His failure to rid his own family of the corrupt men within it (I am speaking of



his uncle in particular) is the main problem for the regime. This is not a Gaddafi-corrupted
government. This is not a Mubarak government. This is an Alawi regime - and essentially a Shia
regime - which has been corrupted by its own family. The Assad family knows what it must do to
cleanse the family name. Can Bashar do it? Does he have the power to do it? This is all that
matters now if he is going to save his regime.23rd April 2011EVERY CONCESSION MAKES
THE PRESIDENT MORE VULNERABLEBy Robert FiskEVERY DICTATOR knows that, when he
starts making concessions, he is at his most vulnerable. It is an exquisite torture for the regime in
power. Each gesture, each freeing of political prisoners, each concession - and the crowds
demand more. Yesterday, it was President Bashar al-Assad who was under torture.Had he not
lifted the state of emergency for Syrians? Had he not allowed them permission to protest
peacefully - albeit with permission to be obtained 24 hours in advance - and released a token
number of prisoners? Had he not scrapped the hated state security court? But no such luck.In
Damascus, in Hama - that ancient city that tried to destroy Bashar’s father Hafez with an Islamic
uprising in the February of 1982 - and in Banias and Latakia and Deraa, they came out in their
tens of thousands yesterday. They wanted 6,000 more political prisoners freed, they wanted an
end to torture, an end to the security police. And they wanted Bashar al-Assad to go.Syria is a
proud country, but Tunisia and Egypt were studied by the Syrians (if not by Bashar himself - a big
mistake). If the Arabs of north Africa could have their dignity, why couldn’t the Syrians? And an
end to the monopoly of the Ba’ath Party, while they were at it. And free newspapers; all the
demands that they thought would be met 11 years ago, when Bashar walked behind his father’s
coffin and friends of the President told us that things were going to change. This was a confident
new state under Bashar, they insisted.But they didn’t change. Bashar found that family and party
and the massive security apparatus were too strong for him, too necessary for him. He failed.
And now that failure is self-evident: in the tear gas fired at the crowds in Damascus; in the live
rounds reportedly fired into the crowds in Hama, that dangerous, frightening city wherein there is
not a man or woman over 30 who did not lose a relative or friend 29 years ago.Bashar al-Assad
is a tough guy. He stood up to Israel and American pressure. He supported Hezbollah and Iran
and Hamas. But Syrians had other demands. They cared more about their domestic freedom
than battles in Lebanon, more about torture in Tadmor prison than fighting for the Palestinians.
And now they have marched with that ultimate demand: the end of the regime.I’m not sure they’ll
get it yet. The Syrian Ministry of the Interior was playing the sectarian card again yesterday; the
protesters were sectarian, they claimed. There may be some truth in this; but it is a small truth.
The people on the streets of Syria want change. They were not, to be sure, in the vast numbers
that Egypt produced to rid themselves of Mubarak; nor even the numbers of Tunisians. But it has
begun.23rd April 2011EVERY CONCESSION MAKES THE PRESIDENT MORE
VULNERABLEBy Robert FiskEVERY DICTATOR knows that, when he starts making
concessions, he is at his most vulnerable. It is an exquisite torture for the regime in power. Each
gesture, each freeing of political prisoners, each concession - and the crowds demand more.
Yesterday, it was President Bashar al-Assad who was under torture.Had he not lifted the state of



emergency for Syrians? Had he not allowed them permission to protest peacefully - albeit with
permission to be obtained 24 hours in advance - and released a token number of prisoners?
Had he not scrapped the hated state security court? But no such luck.In Damascus, in Hama -
that ancient city that tried to destroy Bashar’s father Hafez with an Islamic uprising in the
February of 1982 - and in Banias and Latakia and Deraa, they came out in their tens of
thousands yesterday. They wanted 6,000 more political prisoners freed, they wanted an end to
torture, an end to the security police. And they wanted Bashar al-Assad to go.Syria is a proud
country, but Tunisia and Egypt were studied by the Syrians (if not by Bashar himself - a big
mistake). If the Arabs of north Africa could have their dignity, why couldn’t the Syrians? And an
end to the monopoly of the Ba’ath Party, while they were at it. And free newspapers; all the
demands that they thought would be met 11 years ago, when Bashar walked behind his father’s
coffin and friends of the President told us that things were going to change. This was a confident
new state under Bashar, they insisted.But they didn’t change. Bashar found that family and party
and the massive security apparatus were too strong for him, too necessary for him. He failed.
And now that failure is self-evident: in the tear gas fired at the crowds in Damascus; in the live
rounds reportedly fired into the crowds in Hama, that dangerous, frightening city wherein there is
not a man or woman over 30 who did not lose a relative or friend 29 years ago.Bashar al-Assad
is a tough guy. He stood up to Israel and American pressure. He supported Hezbollah and Iran
and Hamas. But Syrians had other demands. They cared more about their domestic freedom
than battles in Lebanon, more about torture in Tadmor prison than fighting for the Palestinians.
And now they have marched with that ultimate demand: the end of the regime.I’m not sure they’ll
get it yet. The Syrian Ministry of the Interior was playing the sectarian card again yesterday; the
protesters were sectarian, they claimed. There may be some truth in this; but it is a small truth.
The people on the streets of Syria want change. They were not, to be sure, in the vast numbers
that Egypt produced to rid themselves of Mubarak; nor even the numbers of Tunisians. But it has
begun.27th April 2011IF THE RUMOURS AND CONSPIRACIES ARE TRUE, THEN
PRESIDENT ASSAD’S REGIME IS ON THE ROAD TO CIVIL WARBy Robert FiskEVERY
NIGHT, Syrian state television is a horror show. Naked corpses with multiple bullet wounds,
backs of heads sliced off. All Syrian soldiers, the television insists, murdered by “the treacherous
armed criminal gangs” near Deraa.One of the bodies - of a young officer in his twenties - has
had his eyes gouged out. “Knives and sharp tools” appear to have been used on the soldiers, the
commentary tells us. There seems no doubt that the bodies are real and little doubt that they are
indeed members of the Syrian “security” forces - the word security needs to be placed in
inverted commas these days - nor that the weeping, distraught parents in the background are
indeed their families.Pictures show the bodies, newly washed for burial, taken from the Tishrin
Military Hospital in Damascus. Their names are known. Mohamed Ali, Ibrahim Hoss, Ahmed
Abdullah, Nida al-Hoshi, Basil Ali, Hazem Mohamed Ali, Mohamed Alla are all carried in flag-
draped coffins from the army’s mortuary by military police. They are from Tartous, Banias,
Aleppo, Damascus. When al-Hoshi’s funeral cortege was passing up the Mediterranean coast



road to the north, they were ambushed by “an armed gang”.It’s easy to be cynical about these
dreadful pictures and the gloss put on their deaths. Shooting at funerals, after all, has hitherto
been the prerogative of the government’s armed cops rather than “armed gangs”. And Syrian
television has shown not a single dead civilian or civilian funeral after the death of perhaps 320
demonstrators in more than a month. Another 20 were reported killed around Deraa
yesterday.But these reports are important. For if the dead soldiers are victims of revenge killings
by outraged families who have lost their loved ones at the hands of the secret police, it means
that the opposition is prepared to use force against their aggressors. But if there really are armed
groups roaming Syria, then President Bashar al-Assad’s Baathist regime is on the road to civil
war.Hitherto, the demonstrators - pro-democracy or anti-Bashar or both - have been giving us
the story line; their YouTube footage, internet descriptions, the stunning pictures of Syrian T-72
tanks powering through the streets of Deraa - not to mention the pathetic attempt to attack one
with an empty glass bottle - have dominated our perception of the all-powerful dictatorship
crushing its people in blood. And truth lies behind what they say. After the 1982 slaughter in
Hama, no one is in any doubt that Syrian Baathists play by Hama rules. But their explanation for
the daily series of macabre pictures on state television also lacks conviction. According to those
bravely trying to telephone news out of Syria - although not from Deraa, where the telephones
and internet have been completely shut down - the mutilated bodies are those of troops who
refused to shoot at their own people and who were immediately punished by execution and
mutilation by the shabiha, the “hoodlums” of Alawi fighters, and then cynically displayed on
television to back up false government claims it is fighting an armed insurgency and that the
people of Deraa themselves had invited the army into their city to save them from
“terrorists”.Which sounds a little like the flip-side of the government’s own propaganda. Of
course, the Syrian authorities have only themselves to blame for their lack of credibility. Having
cited “foreign plots” - the explanation of all the region’s potentates when their backs are to the
wall - the authorities have studiously banned all foreign journalists from entering Syria to prove or
disprove these claims. The ministry of tourism has even been sent a list of Middle East
correspondents by the ministry of interior to ensure that no reporters slip into Syria with a
sudden desire to study the Roman ruins of Palmyra.Thus history is written in rumours which
begin, I suppose, with the last words displayed on Syrian television’s evening news: “Martyrs
Never Die.” Clearly they do expire, but which martyrs are we talking about? A good tale from
Deraa - one without a shred of evidence so far - is that after tanks of the Fourth Army Brigade of
Maher Assad (little brother of the President) stormed into the city, elements of the regular army’s
Fifth Brigade near Deraa - supposedly commanded by an officer called Rifai, although even this
is in dispute - turned their guns on Maher’s invaders. But the Fifth, so the story goes, has no
tanks and includes air force personnel who are not allowed to fly their jets.So are there now
armed civilians - an oxymoron that seems lost on the regime - now fighting back in a systematic
fashion? In Lebanon, whose capital is closer to Damascus that Deraa, there is growing fear that
this bloodshed is only two hours away by road. Syria’s friends in Lebanon are now claiming that



the Saudis - allies of the outgoing government in Beirut - have been subventing the revolution in
Syria.One former minister produced on television copies of cheques for $300,000 (£180,000)
supposedly carrying the signature of Prince Turki bin Abdul Aziz, the former Saudi intelligence
head - and in that capacity once on good terms with a certain Osama bin Laden - and brother of
King Abdullah, and given to Lebanese political figures to instil unrest in Syria. One of those
accused of involvement by Syria is the former Lebanese minister Mohamed Beydoun. The latter
has said that his accusers are guilty of “incitement to murder” and Prince Turki has indignantly
called the cheques “false”. But the Syrian-supported Hezbollah has now endorsed the claim and
at least one Lebanese MP, Ahmed Fatfat, has at last uttered the fateful words. By these
accusations against the “Future Movement” - the largest grouping in the outgoing government -
he said, “the Hezbollah and its crew are preparing the way for civil war in Lebanon”.Now the
Syrian media have pointed the finger at Lebanese MP Okab Sadr, stating that he had been
arrested - along with “Israeli officers” - in the Syrian city of Banias. In fact, Mr Sadr is safe in
Lebanon where he has emerged to say that the only reason he would go to Banias would be to
give blood at the hospital to its inhabitants.In the northern Lebanese city of Tripoli this Friday, pro
and anti-Assad supporters plan to hold further and larger demonstrations after morning prayers.
Many Lebanese in the north fear that in the event of a civil conflict inside Syria, Tripoli will
become a “capital” of northern Syria, though whether it would be a rebel or an Assad stronghold
is open to question.Somewhat more disturbing right now - and much nearer the truth - is that Ali
Aid, a rather tough character from the Jebel Mohsen area of the Alawi mountains of Syria, has
left his son Rifaat in charge of his proto-militia movement. He has instead built himself a fine villa
next to the Syrian-Lebanese border. The problem is that Major Ali Aid is living in his new home -
which lies on the Lebanese side of the frontier.27th April 2011IF THE RUMOURS AND
CONSPIRACIES ARE TRUE, THEN PRESIDENT ASSAD’S REGIME IS ON THE ROAD TO
CIVIL WARBy Robert FiskEVERY NIGHT, Syrian state television is a horror show. Naked
corpses with multiple bullet wounds, backs of heads sliced off. All Syrian soldiers, the television
insists, murdered by “the treacherous armed criminal gangs” near Deraa.One of the bodies - of a
young officer in his twenties - has had his eyes gouged out. “Knives and sharp tools” appear to
have been used on the soldiers, the commentary tells us. There seems no doubt that the bodies
are real and little doubt that they are indeed members of the Syrian “security” forces - the word
security needs to be placed in inverted commas these days - nor that the weeping, distraught
parents in the background are indeed their families.Pictures show the bodies, newly washed for
burial, taken from the Tishrin Military Hospital in Damascus. Their names are known. Mohamed
Ali, Ibrahim Hoss, Ahmed Abdullah, Nida al-Hoshi, Basil Ali, Hazem Mohamed Ali, Mohamed
Alla are all carried in flag-draped coffins from the army’s mortuary by military police. They are
from Tartous, Banias, Aleppo, Damascus. When al-Hoshi’s funeral cortege was passing up the
Mediterranean coast road to the north, they were ambushed by “an armed gang”.It’s easy to be
cynical about these dreadful pictures and the gloss put on their deaths. Shooting at funerals,
after all, has hitherto been the prerogative of the government’s armed cops rather than “armed



gangs”. And Syrian television has shown not a single dead civilian or civilian funeral after the
death of perhaps 320 demonstrators in more than a month. Another 20 were reported killed
around Deraa yesterday.But these reports are important. For if the dead soldiers are victims of
revenge killings by outraged families who have lost their loved ones at the hands of the secret
police, it means that the opposition is prepared to use force against their aggressors. But if there
really are armed groups roaming Syria, then President Bashar al-Assad’s Baathist regime is on
the road to civil war.Hitherto, the demonstrators - pro-democracy or anti-Bashar or both - have
been giving us the story line; their YouTube footage, internet descriptions, the stunning pictures
of Syrian T-72 tanks powering through the streets of Deraa - not to mention the pathetic attempt
to attack one with an empty glass bottle - have dominated our perception of the all-powerful
dictatorship crushing its people in blood. And truth lies behind what they say. After the 1982
slaughter in Hama, no one is in any doubt that Syrian Baathists play by Hama rules. But their
explanation for the daily series of macabre pictures on state television also lacks conviction.
According to those bravely trying to telephone news out of Syria - although not from Deraa,
where the telephones and internet have been completely shut down - the mutilated bodies are
those of troops who refused to shoot at their own people and who were immediately punished
by execution and mutilation by the shabiha, the “hoodlums” of Alawi fighters, and then cynically
displayed on television to back up false government claims it is fighting an armed insurgency
and that the people of Deraa themselves had invited the army into their city to save them from
“terrorists”.Which sounds a little like the flip-side of the government’s own propaganda. Of
course, the Syrian authorities have only themselves to blame for their lack of credibility. Having
cited “foreign plots” - the explanation of all the region’s potentates when their backs are to the
wall - the authorities have studiously banned all foreign journalists from entering Syria to prove or
disprove these claims. The ministry of tourism has even been sent a list of Middle East
correspondents by the ministry of interior to ensure that no reporters slip into Syria with a
sudden desire to study the Roman ruins of Palmyra.Thus history is written in rumours which
begin, I suppose, with the last words displayed on Syrian television’s evening news: “Martyrs
Never Die.” Clearly they do expire, but which martyrs are we talking about? A good tale from
Deraa - one without a shred of evidence so far - is that after tanks of the Fourth Army Brigade of
Maher Assad (little brother of the President) stormed into the city, elements of the regular army’s
Fifth Brigade near Deraa - supposedly commanded by an officer called Rifai, although even this
is in dispute - turned their guns on Maher’s invaders. But the Fifth, so the story goes, has no
tanks and includes air force personnel who are not allowed to fly their jets.So are there now
armed civilians - an oxymoron that seems lost on the regime - now fighting back in a systematic
fashion? In Lebanon, whose capital is closer to Damascus that Deraa, there is growing fear that
this bloodshed is only two hours away by road. Syria’s friends in Lebanon are now claiming that
the Saudis - allies of the outgoing government in Beirut - have been subventing the revolution in
Syria.One former minister produced on television copies of cheques for $300,000 (£180,000)
supposedly carrying the signature of Prince Turki bin Abdul Aziz, the former Saudi intelligence



head - and in that capacity once on good terms with a certain Osama bin Laden - and brother of
King Abdullah, and given to Lebanese political figures to instil unrest in Syria. One of those
accused of involvement by Syria is the former Lebanese minister Mohamed Beydoun. The latter
has said that his accusers are guilty of “incitement to murder” and Prince Turki has indignantly
called the cheques “false”. But the Syrian-supported Hezbollah has now endorsed the claim and
at least one Lebanese MP, Ahmed Fatfat, has at last uttered the fateful words. By these
accusations against the “Future Movement” - the largest grouping in the outgoing government -
he said, “the Hezbollah and its crew are preparing the way for civil war in Lebanon”.Now the
Syrian media have pointed the finger at Lebanese MP Okab Sadr, stating that he had been
arrested - along with “Israeli officers” - in the Syrian city of Banias. In fact, Mr Sadr is safe in
Lebanon where he has emerged to say that the only reason he would go to Banias would be to
give blood at the hospital to its inhabitants.In the northern Lebanese city of Tripoli this Friday, pro
and anti-Assad supporters plan to hold further and larger demonstrations after morning prayers.
Many Lebanese in the north fear that in the event of a civil conflict inside Syria, Tripoli will
become a “capital” of northern Syria, though whether it would be a rebel or an Assad stronghold
is open to question.Somewhat more disturbing right now - and much nearer the truth - is that Ali
Aid, a rather tough character from the Jebel Mohsen area of the Alawi mountains of Syria, has
left his son Rifaat in charge of his proto-militia movement. He has instead built himself a fine villa
next to the Syrian-Lebanese border. The problem is that Major Ali Aid is living in his new home -
which lies on the Lebanese side of the frontier.27th April 2011WESTERN INTERVENTION IN
SYRIA WOULD MAKE MATTERS WORSEBy Patrick CockburnTHE SYRIAN army is moving to
crush in blood the protesters calling for democracy and the overthrow of President Bashar al-
Assad and his regime. Unburied bodies lie in the streets of Deraa, the city in the south which has
been at the centre of the popular revolt.Will the government succeed? The chances for the
moment look evenly balanced, with almost everything depending on whether or not
demonstrators continue to march and rally all over Syria despite the savage repression. There is
also the possibility of divisions in the army, though less so than in many other Arab countries.The
uprising against police states, both republican and monarchical, in the Arab world is entering its
fifth month without a decisive victory by either the powers-that-be or the protesters. In Tunisia
and Egypt the political and military elite felt that, if they got rid of their geriatric leaders along with
their families and cronies, they might prevent radical changes in the political and social status
quo. In Bahrain the monarchy, aided by Saudi Arabia and other Sunni Gulf states, destroyed the
pro-democracy movement and is terrorising its supporters.Syria is going down the same road as
Bahrain. At the end of last week President Assad and his inner circle appear to have decided
that such limited concessions as they were willing to make were only being interpreted as
weakness. They gave orders to their security forces to shoot unarmed demonstrators and stamp
out all signs of dissent on the streets.Repression in Syria may work for the moment. The
government has a core of support based on the Alawite minority, to which the Assad family and
top military and political members of the regime belong. There are others who work for the state



and fear change, as well as Christian and Druze minorities who do not believe opposition claims
to be non-sectarian.Overall, however, the police states in the Arab world, which have seemed so
immovable for the past 35 years, are fighting to survive. Before about 1975 there was an era of
army coups d’etat, but these stopped as ferocious multi-layered security agencies turned
military dictatorships into police states. East European intelligence agencies gave fraternal
advice on how this could be done.There was more to total state control than just keeping the
army in its barracks. Censorship of all forms of media was pervasive, as was control of all non-
state agencies such as trade unions and political parties. Only the mosque retained some
autonomy, which explains why opposition to autocracy so often took an Islamic form.By this year
the old ingredients of repression had lost something of their potency. Torturers and executioners
still retained their ability to frighten. But regimes had lost their control over information and
communications thanks to the internet, satellite television and even the humble mobile phone.
One member of the Syrian opposition points out that when 20,000 people in Hama were
slaughtered by the forces of President Hafez al-Assad in 1982 there was not a single picture of
even one of the bodies. Today pictures of the dead and wounded in Deraa and elsewhere in
Syria are transmitted to the rest of the world within seconds of being taken.Of course
governments can counter-attack and close down mobile-phone networks and ban journalists
from operating in Syria. But 100 satellite phones distributed by an opposition Syrian
businessman make total control of information almost impossible to establish. The role of the
internet in the Arab awakening has been well-publicised, but that of satellite stations, notably Al
Jazeera, is underplayed. The US has every reason to be embarrassed by this since Washington
spent years claiming that Al Jazeera’s criticism of US policy in Iraq after the invasion showed it
must be linked to al-Qa’ida. An Al Jazeera cameraman was held in Guantanamo for six years so
that US interrogators could find out more about the television station.Britain, France and Italy
have called for sanctions against Syria. But they should not do more because intrusive foreign
intervention is likely to prove counter-productive. There are already signs of this in Libya.
Justifiable action against impending massacre turns into imperial intervention. Nato air strikes
against Colonel Gaddafi’s tanks advancing on Benghazi have escalated into an air war, aided by
foreign advisers on the ground, with the purpose of overthrowing the regime. In such an
offensive the Libyan rebels, whatever their popular support and skill in media relations, may play
only a walk-on part.It is worth recalling that most Afghans were pleased when the Taliban
collapsed in 2001 and most Iraqis were glad to see the back of Saddam Hussein in 2003. But it
did not follow that the opponents of autocracy were united, had real support or were less corrupt
or more competent than their predecessors. Nor were Afghans or Iraqis prepared to see foreign
armies determine who should hold power in their countries.People whom Western states claim
they are trying to aid for humanitarian reasons are understandably sceptical about how altruistic
their motives really are. Their suspicions will only be confirmed by documents published by The
Independent giving details of talks between the British government and BP and Royal Dutch
Shell in 2002 on how to avoid US companies excluding them from exploiting Iraqi oil



reserves.There is a further reason why Britain and other foreign states should limit their
involvement in the conflicts now raging in the Arab world. It is true that the struggle is primarily
between popular protests or uprisings against vicious autocracies. But these crises have at least
some aspects of a civil war: there are tribes which support Colonel Gaddafi and there are
Syrians who believe that the opposition is more sectarian and Sunni-dominated than is evident
from their human-rights agenda.It is right for Britain and its allies to protest at the butchery in
Syria, though their criticism might carry more weight had they been equally vocal about torture,
disappearances and killings in Bahrain. But this humanitarian zeal easily becomes a cover for
wider intervention, because retreat is humiliating and therefore politically impossible, and the
field cannot be left open to other competing interventionist powers. The outside world can
mitigate, but should not try to change, what is happening in Syria.27th April 2011WESTERN
INTERVENTION IN SYRIA WOULD MAKE MATTERS WORSEBy Patrick CockburnTHE
SYRIAN army is moving to crush in blood the protesters calling for democracy and the overthrow
of President Bashar al-Assad and his regime. Unburied bodies lie in the streets of Deraa, the city
in the south which has been at the centre of the popular revolt.Will the government succeed?
The chances for the moment look evenly balanced, with almost everything depending on
whether or not demonstrators continue to march and rally all over Syria despite the savage
repression. There is also the possibility of divisions in the army, though less so than in many
other Arab countries.The uprising against police states, both republican and monarchical, in the
Arab world is entering its fifth month without a decisive victory by either the powers-that-be or
the protesters. In Tunisia and Egypt the political and military elite felt that, if they got rid of their
geriatric leaders along with their families and cronies, they might prevent radical changes in the
political and social status quo. In Bahrain the monarchy, aided by Saudi Arabia and other Sunni
Gulf states, destroyed the pro-democracy movement and is terrorising its supporters.Syria is
going down the same road as Bahrain. At the end of last week President Assad and his inner
circle appear to have decided that such limited concessions as they were willing to make were
only being interpreted as weakness. They gave orders to their security forces to shoot unarmed
demonstrators and stamp out all signs of dissent on the streets.Repression in Syria may work for
the moment. The government has a core of support based on the Alawite minority, to which the
Assad family and top military and political members of the regime belong. There are others who
work for the state and fear change, as well as Christian and Druze minorities who do not believe
opposition claims to be non-sectarian.Overall, however, the police states in the Arab world,
which have seemed so immovable for the past 35 years, are fighting to survive. Before about
1975 there was an era of army coups d’etat, but these stopped as ferocious multi-layered
security agencies turned military dictatorships into police states. East European intelligence
agencies gave fraternal advice on how this could be done.There was more to total state control
than just keeping the army in its barracks. Censorship of all forms of media was pervasive, as
was control of all non-state agencies such as trade unions and political parties. Only the mosque
retained some autonomy, which explains why opposition to autocracy so often took an Islamic



form.By this year the old ingredients of repression had lost something of their potency. Torturers
and executioners still retained their ability to frighten. But regimes had lost their control over
information and communications thanks to the internet, satellite television and even the humble
mobile phone. One member of the Syrian opposition points out that when 20,000 people in
Hama were slaughtered by the forces of President Hafez al-Assad in 1982 there was not a
single picture of even one of the bodies. Today pictures of the dead and wounded in Deraa and
elsewhere in Syria are transmitted to the rest of the world within seconds of being taken.Of
course governments can counter-attack and close down mobile-phone networks and ban
journalists from operating in Syria. But 100 satellite phones distributed by an opposition Syrian
businessman make total control of information almost impossible to establish. The role of the
internet in the Arab awakening has been well-publicised, but that of satellite stations, notably Al
Jazeera, is underplayed. The US has every reason to be embarrassed by this since Washington
spent years claiming that Al Jazeera’s criticism of US policy in Iraq after the invasion showed it
must be linked to al-Qa’ida. An Al Jazeera cameraman was held in Guantanamo for six years so
that US interrogators could find out more about the television station.Britain, France and Italy
have called for sanctions against Syria. But they should not do more because intrusive foreign
intervention is likely to prove counter-productive. There are already signs of this in Libya.
Justifiable action against impending massacre turns into imperial intervention. Nato air strikes
against Colonel Gaddafi’s tanks advancing on Benghazi have escalated into an air war, aided by
foreign advisers on the ground, with the purpose of overthrowing the regime. In such an
offensive the Libyan rebels, whatever their popular support and skill in media relations, may play
only a walk-on part.It is worth recalling that most Afghans were pleased when the Taliban
collapsed in 2001 and most Iraqis were glad to see the back of Saddam Hussein in 2003. But it
did not follow that the opponents of autocracy were united, had real support or were less corrupt
or more competent than their predecessors. Nor were Afghans or Iraqis prepared to see foreign
armies determine who should hold power in their countries.People whom Western states claim
they are trying to aid for humanitarian reasons are understandably sceptical about how altruistic
their motives really are. Their suspicions will only be confirmed by documents published by The
Independent giving details of talks between the British government and BP and Royal Dutch
Shell in 2002 on how to avoid US companies excluding them from exploiting Iraqi oil
reserves.There is a further reason why Britain and other foreign states should limit their
involvement in the conflicts now raging in the Arab world. It is true that the struggle is primarily
between popular protests or uprisings against vicious autocracies. But these crises have at least
some aspects of a civil war: there are tribes which support Colonel Gaddafi and there are
Syrians who believe that the opposition is more sectarian and Sunni-dominated than is evident
from their human-rights agenda.It is right for Britain and its allies to protest at the butchery in
Syria, though their criticism might carry more weight had they been equally vocal about torture,
disappearances and killings in Bahrain. But this humanitarian zeal easily becomes a cover for
wider intervention, because retreat is humiliating and therefore politically impossible, and the



field cannot be left open to other competing interventionist powers. The outside world can
mitigate, but should not try to change, what is happening in Syria.29th April 2011OUT OF
SYRIA’S DARKNESS COME TALES OF TERRORBy Robert FiskIN DAMASCUS, the posters -
in their tens of thousands around the streets - read: “Anxious or calm, you must obey the law.”
But pictures of President Bashar al-Assad and his father Hafez have been taken down, by the
security police no less, in case they inflame Syrians.There are thieves with steel-tipped rubber
coshes on the Damascus airport road at night, and in the terminal the cops ask arriving
passengers to declare iPods and laptops. In the village of Hala outside Deraa, Muslim
inhabitants told their Christian neighbours to join the demonstrations against the regime - or
leave.Out of the darkness of Syria come such tales.And they are true. Syrians arriving in
Lebanon are bringing the most specific details of what is going on inside their country, of Fifth
Brigade soldiers fighting the armed units of Maher Assad’s Fourth Brigade outside Deraa, of
random killings around Damascus by the ever-growing armed bands of Shabiha (“the mafia”)
from the Alawite mountains, of massive stocking up of food. One woman has just left her mother
in the capital with 10 kilos of pasta, 10 kilos of rice, five kilos of sugar, box after box of drinking
water.In Deraa - surrounded, without electricity or water or supplies - the price of bread has risen
500 per cent and men are smuggling food into the city over the fields at night.But it is the killings
which terrify the people. Are they committed by the Shabiha from the port city of Lattakia -
created by the Assad family in the 70s to control smuggling and protection rackets - or by the
secret police to sow a fear that might break the uprising against Assad? Or by the murderers
who thrive amid anarchy and lawlessness? Three men carrying sacks of vegetables outside
Damascus at night were confronted by armed men last week. They refused to stop. So they were
executed.The Syrian government is appealing to the minorities - to the Christians and the Kurds
- to stay loyal to the authorities; minorities have always been safe in Syria, and many have stayed
away from protests against the regime. But in the village of Hala, Christian shops are shut as
their owners contemplate what are clearly sectarian demands to join in the uprising against
Assad. In an attempt to rid Syria of “foreign” influence, the ministry of education has ordered a
number of schools to end all English teaching - even banning the names of schools in French
and English from school uniforms. Even the kindergarten where the President’s two young
children are educated has been subject to the prohibitions.There are bright lights, of course, not
least among the brave men and women who are using the internet and Facebook to keep open
the flow of information from Syria. The Independent can reveal that a system of committees has
been set up across the cities of Syria, usually comprising only 10 or 12 friends who have known
and trusted each other for years. Each of them enlists 10 of their own friends - and they
persuade 10 more each - to furnish information and pictures. Many were put in touch with each
other via the cyber kings of Beirut - many of them also Syrian - and thus “circles of trust” have
spread at the cost of the secret police snooping that has been part of Syrian life for four
decades.Thus there now exist - in Damascus alone - “The Co-ordination of Douma”, “The Co-
ordination of al-Maydan” (in the centre of the city), “The Co-ordination of Daraya”, “The Co-



ordination of Harasta” and others. Some of them are trying to penetrate the mukhabarat secret
police, to get the brutal cops to work for them on the grounds that - come the end of the Assad
regime, if that end ever comes - they will be spared the trials and revenge punishments to come.
One Beirut blogger says that several of the cops have already declared themselves for the
uprising - but are unwilling to trust them in case it is a trap to discover the identity of those behind
the committees.Yet Syrians in Lebanon say that the Syrian security police - often appointed
through graft rather than any technical or detective abilities - simply do not understand the
technology that is being used against them. One Syrian security official sent three Facebook
posts. The first said: “God, Syria and Bashar al-Assad or nothing.” The second read: “It’s the time
to declare war for Allah.” The third announced: “The legacy of God on earth is an Islamic
Republic.”“The fool was obviously supporting Bashar - but then wanted to frighten people by
suggesting Islamists would take over a post-Assad Syria,” one of the Syrian bloggers in Beirut
says. “But he didn’t realise that we could tell at once that they all came from the same Facebook
page!” The same man in Beirut found himself under interrogation by Syrian state security police
several weeks ago. “He was a senior officer - but he didn’t even know what Google was.” Many of
the Syrians sending information out of their country are anxious that exaggerations and rumours
will damage the credibility of their reports. For this reason, they are trying to avoid dispatches
which cannot be verified; that two Iranian snipers, for example, have arrived to help the security
police; that one man was actually interrogated by two Iranians - a friend suspects that the cops
were from the north and spoke in the Kurdish language, which the detainee misidentified as
Iranian.More serious - and true - is the report that Khaled Sid Mohand, an Algerian journalist
working for France Culture and Le Monde, was arrested in Damascus on 9 April and has
disappeared into a security prison. A released detainee says that he saw Mohand in Security
Section 255 in Baghdad Street in the capital some days later. But this story may not be correct.
Diplomats have been unable to see the missing journalist.There are also reports that two young
European women working for a Western embassy were arrested and gagged when they left a
party at 3am several days ago, and only released several hours later after interrogation. “It
means that there is no longer any immunity for foreigners,” a Syrian citizen said yesterday. “We
heard that a North American had also been taken from his home and questioned by armed
men.”Especially intriguing - because there are many apparent witnesses of this episode - is a
report that Syrian Fourth Brigade troops in Deraa dumped dozens of weapons in the main
square of the city in front of the Omari mosque, telling civilians that they could take them to
defend themselves. Suspecting that they were supposed to carry them in demonstrations and
then be shot as “terrorists”, the people took the weapons to the nearest military base and gave
them back to the soldiers.The rumours of army defections continue, however, including splits in
the Fifth Brigade at Deraa, whose commander’s name can now be confirmed as General
Mohamed Saleh al-Rifai. According to Syrians arriving in Lebanon, the highways are used by
hundreds of packed military trucks although the streets of most cities - including Damascus - are
virtually empty at night. Shops are closing early, gunfire is often heard, checkpoints at night are



often manned by armed men in civilian clothes. Darkness indeed.29th April 2011OUT OF
SYRIA’S DARKNESS COME TALES OF TERRORBy Robert FiskIN DAMASCUS, the posters -
in their tens of thousands around the streets - read: “Anxious or calm, you must obey the law.”
But pictures of President Bashar al-Assad and his father Hafez have been taken down, by the
security police no less, in case they inflame Syrians.There are thieves with steel-tipped rubber
coshes on the Damascus airport road at night, and in the terminal the cops ask arriving
passengers to declare iPods and laptops. In the village of Hala outside Deraa, Muslim
inhabitants told their Christian neighbours to join the demonstrations against the regime - or
leave.Out of the darkness of Syria come such tales.And they are true. Syrians arriving in
Lebanon are bringing the most specific details of what is going on inside their country, of Fifth
Brigade soldiers fighting the armed units of Maher Assad’s Fourth Brigade outside Deraa, of
random killings around Damascus by the ever-growing armed bands of Shabiha (“the mafia”)
from the Alawite mountains, of massive stocking up of food. One woman has just left her mother
in the capital with 10 kilos of pasta, 10 kilos of rice, five kilos of sugar, box after box of drinking
water.In Deraa - surrounded, without electricity or water or supplies - the price of bread has risen
500 per cent and men are smuggling food into the city over the fields at night.But it is the killings
which terrify the people. Are they committed by the Shabiha from the port city of Lattakia -
created by the Assad family in the 70s to control smuggling and protection rackets - or by the
secret police to sow a fear that might break the uprising against Assad? Or by the murderers
who thrive amid anarchy and lawlessness? Three men carrying sacks of vegetables outside
Damascus at night were confronted by armed men last week. They refused to stop. So they were
executed.The Syrian government is appealing to the minorities - to the Christians and the Kurds
- to stay loyal to the authorities; minorities have always been safe in Syria, and many have stayed
away from protests against the regime. But in the village of Hala, Christian shops are shut as
their owners contemplate what are clearly sectarian demands to join in the uprising against
Assad. In an attempt to rid Syria of “foreign” influence, the ministry of education has ordered a
number of schools to end all English teaching - even banning the names of schools in French
and English from school uniforms. Even the kindergarten where the President’s two young
children are educated has been subject to the prohibitions.There are bright lights, of course, not
least among the brave men and women who are using the internet and Facebook to keep open
the flow of information from Syria. The Independent can reveal that a system of committees has
been set up across the cities of Syria, usually comprising only 10 or 12 friends who have known
and trusted each other for years. Each of them enlists 10 of their own friends - and they
persuade 10 more each - to furnish information and pictures. Many were put in touch with each
other via the cyber kings of Beirut - many of them also Syrian - and thus “circles of trust” have
spread at the cost of the secret police snooping that has been part of Syrian life for four
decades.Thus there now exist - in Damascus alone - “The Co-ordination of Douma”, “The Co-
ordination of al-Maydan” (in the centre of the city), “The Co-ordination of Daraya”, “The Co-
ordination of Harasta” and others. Some of them are trying to penetrate the mukhabarat secret



police, to get the brutal cops to work for them on the grounds that - come the end of the Assad
regime, if that end ever comes - they will be spared the trials and revenge punishments to come.
One Beirut blogger says that several of the cops have already declared themselves for the
uprising - but are unwilling to trust them in case it is a trap to discover the identity of those behind
the committees.Yet Syrians in Lebanon say that the Syrian security police - often appointed
through graft rather than any technical or detective abilities - simply do not understand the
technology that is being used against them. One Syrian security official sent three Facebook
posts. The first said: “God, Syria and Bashar al-Assad or nothing.” The second read: “It’s the time
to declare war for Allah.” The third announced: “The legacy of God on earth is an Islamic
Republic.”“The fool was obviously supporting Bashar - but then wanted to frighten people by
suggesting Islamists would take over a post-Assad Syria,” one of the Syrian bloggers in Beirut
says. “But he didn’t realise that we could tell at once that they all came from the same Facebook
page!” The same man in Beirut found himself under interrogation by Syrian state security police
several weeks ago. “He was a senior officer - but he didn’t even know what Google was.” Many of
the Syrians sending information out of their country are anxious that exaggerations and rumours
will damage the credibility of their reports. For this reason, they are trying to avoid dispatches
which cannot be verified; that two Iranian snipers, for example, have arrived to help the security
police; that one man was actually interrogated by two Iranians - a friend suspects that the cops
were from the north and spoke in the Kurdish language, which the detainee misidentified as
Iranian.More serious - and true - is the report that Khaled Sid Mohand, an Algerian journalist
working for France Culture and Le Monde, was arrested in Damascus on 9 April and has
disappeared into a security prison. A released detainee says that he saw Mohand in Security
Section 255 in Baghdad Street in the capital some days later. But this story may not be correct.
Diplomats have been unable to see the missing journalist.There are also reports that two young
European women working for a Western embassy were arrested and gagged when they left a
party at 3am several days ago, and only released several hours later after interrogation. “It
means that there is no longer any immunity for foreigners,” a Syrian citizen said yesterday. “We
heard that a North American had also been taken from his home and questioned by armed
men.”Especially intriguing - because there are many apparent witnesses of this episode - is a
report that Syrian Fourth Brigade troops in Deraa dumped dozens of weapons in the main
square of the city in front of the Omari mosque, telling civilians that they could take them to
defend themselves. Suspecting that they were supposed to carry them in demonstrations and
then be shot as “terrorists”, the people took the weapons to the nearest military base and gave
them back to the soldiers.The rumours of army defections continue, however, including splits in
the Fifth Brigade at Deraa, whose commander’s name can now be confirmed as General
Mohamed Saleh al-Rifai. According to Syrians arriving in Lebanon, the highways are used by
hundreds of packed military trucks although the streets of most cities - including Damascus - are
virtually empty at night. Shops are closing early, gunfire is often heard, checkpoints at night are
often manned by armed men in civilian clothes. Darkness indeed.2nd May 2011‘WE WILL



NEVER CEASE OUR STRUGGLE UNTIL WE BRING DOWN ASSAD’By Robert
FiskSOMETHING TERRIBLE happened in the small Syrian town of Tel Kalakh. At the most it
was a massacre of 40 civilians; at the least a day of live-firing into unarmed protesters, torture,
arrests and panic. Almost half the Sunni Muslim population fled over the river frontier into
Lebanon, babes in arms, old people in wheelchairs, pushed through the shallow waters of the
Nahr el-Kbir.Perhaps 4,000 of the Syrian Sunnis made it to the safety of Lebanon to be given
food, shelter and blankets by relatives and by strangers and they were there yesterday - 80 living
in one house alone scarcely 20m from Syria, desperate to praise the kindness of the Lebanese,
fearful of the things they had seen, ferocious in their anger against their president.One man,
having described detainees from the town who had returned home with their nails ripped out and
their beards burned off, broke down in tears. “We will never cease our struggle until we bring
Assad down,” he cried. “For 40 years, we have not been able to breathe.”The men responsible
for the killings in Tel Kalakh were members of the Syrian army’s 4th Brigade - the same unit,
commanded by President Bashar al-Assad’s little brother Maher, that is besieging the southern
city of Deraa - along with government snipers and “shabiha” thugs from the Alawi mountains.
Dressed in black, the latter spent some time, according to Syrian refugee women, tearing the
veils off girls and trying to kidnap them.Tel Kalakh, which lies 20 miles due west of the rebellious
city of Homs, had a population of 28,000 - 10,000 of them Muslims, the majority Alawi Shia, the
same group to which the Assad family belongs. Even before the shooting started on Wednesday,
the military and the plain-clothes gunmen spent some time separating Sunni Muslims from the
Alawi inhabitants, telling the latter to stay in their houses - as good a way of starting a local civil
war as you could find in Syria. Then they shot into the crowds, firing also with tank-mounted
machine guns into homes on both sides of the main streets.None of the Syrian adults would give
their names or have their photographs taken but they spoke with fury of what had happened to
them six days ago. Several claimed that their protests against the Assad government started two
months ago - an intriguing assertion which suggests the first rural protests in Syria may have
begun weeks before the world knew what was happening - but that the protesters, all Sunnis,
had been protected because of the intercession of the respected Sheikh of the town’s mosque,
Osama Akeri.But last Wednesday morning, armed men seized the sheikh from his home and the
Sunni Muslims of the city poured on to the streets. “We were shouting ‘independence - give us
freedom and independence’ and they came in tanks and opened fire, the shabiha shooting at
the men at the front; everyone started running but they went on shooting at us from the tanks
and people fell everywhere,” one man said.“The tanks completely surrounded the town. People
were running away into the fields, the babies screaming, trying to get to Lebanon.”In sight of the
village of Arida Sharquia - on the Lebanese side of the border and linked to Syria by a stone
bridge - many women and children were stopped by a military checkpoint, but it appears that
men from Tel Kalakh set the roadblock on fire.For three days, the Sunni Muslims fled their town,
many creeping from their homes at night as shooting continued across the streets - the entire
military operation a miniature version of exactly the same siege that is crippling Deraa - and



some men had the courage to return from Lebanon with food for their families. Others did not
dare. Tel Kalakh - just like Deraa - is not only surrounded, but all electricity and water supplies
have been cut.So fearful were those who had avoided the killings that they hid in their homes for
more than 24 hours, too frightened to attend the funerals of the dead. “We didn’t want to risk
being killed again,” another man said, apologising for not being able to give me even his first
name. “The close families of the dead went to the cemetery and some old people. That was
all.”One of the 40 dead was Muntaser Akeri, he said, a cousin of the arrested sheikh. Villagers
tell different stories of the events. Shooting apparently went on for more than 24 hours and it was
only on Thursday that some of the men dragged away in buses and cars by the “mukhabarat”
secret police came back.“Some had had their fingernails torn out and the ones with beards had
had them burnt off,” another man said. “There were so many soldiers and plain-clothes police
and thugs that we couldn’t escape. The Alawis didn’t join our protest. We were alone.”Arida lies
on both sides of the border of Lebanon - Sharquia means “east” and the western side of the
town - Arida Gharbia - stands scarcely 20m away across the river, inside Syria.Along with the
refugees, it is also a smuggling centre - indeed,children were bringing barrels of Syrian propane
gas across the river yesterday - and it was possible to talk to Syrians on the other side of the
water. So close to Syria are the refugees that while I was talking to them, my Lebanese mobile
phone kept switching to the “Syriatel” mobile system in Damascus, the message “ping”
constantly - and ominously - drawing my attention to the words “Welcome to Syria... for tourist
guide, dial 1555. Enjoy your stay.”But the men and women - and the hundreds of children - from
Tel Kalakh have torn the lid off any such fantasy. Here at last were Syrians who had just fled their
town, talking for the first time of their suffering, free of the mukhabarat, abusing the Assad family.
A few had tried to return. One woman I spoke to walked back to Tel Kalakh yesterday morning
and returned in the afternoon, shouting that it was a “hostile” town in which it was impossible for
the Sunni Muslims to live. Many of the men said that all government jobs were given to Alawi
citizens of Tel Kalakh, never to them.There is, of course, room for exaggeration. No one could
explain to me why so many soldiers were being killed in Syria although they said their own
protests had been totally unarmed. Shooting is still heard at night on the Syrian side of the
frontier, a phenomenon that has persuaded the Lebanese army to send night patrols through the
orchards and olive groves on the Lebanese side. Just in case the Syrian military is tempted to
chase in hot pursuit of their own refugees.2nd May 2011‘WE WILL NEVER CEASE OUR
STRUGGLE UNTIL WE BRING DOWN ASSAD’By Robert FiskSOMETHING TERRIBLE
happened in the small Syrian town of Tel Kalakh. At the most it was a massacre of 40 civilians; at
the least a day of live-firing into unarmed protesters, torture, arrests and panic. Almost half the
Sunni Muslim population fled over the river frontier into Lebanon, babes in arms, old people in
wheelchairs, pushed through the shallow waters of the Nahr el-Kbir.Perhaps 4,000 of the Syrian
Sunnis made it to the safety of Lebanon to be given food, shelter and blankets by relatives and
by strangers and they were there yesterday - 80 living in one house alone scarcely 20m from
Syria, desperate to praise the kindness of the Lebanese, fearful of the things they had seen,



ferocious in their anger against their president.One man, having described detainees from the
town who had returned home with their nails ripped out and their beards burned off, broke down
in tears. “We will never cease our struggle until we bring Assad down,” he cried. “For 40 years,
we have not been able to breathe.”The men responsible for the killings in Tel Kalakh were
members of the Syrian army’s 4th Brigade - the same unit, commanded by President Bashar al-
Assad’s little brother Maher, that is besieging the southern city of Deraa - along with government
snipers and “shabiha” thugs from the Alawi mountains. Dressed in black, the latter spent some
time, according to Syrian refugee women, tearing the veils off girls and trying to kidnap them.Tel
Kalakh, which lies 20 miles due west of the rebellious city of Homs, had a population of 28,000 -
10,000 of them Muslims, the majority Alawi Shia, the same group to which the Assad family
belongs. Even before the shooting started on Wednesday, the military and the plain-clothes
gunmen spent some time separating Sunni Muslims from the Alawi inhabitants, telling the latter
to stay in their houses - as good a way of starting a local civil war as you could find in Syria. Then
they shot into the crowds, firing also with tank-mounted machine guns into homes on both sides
of the main streets.None of the Syrian adults would give their names or have their photographs
taken but they spoke with fury of what had happened to them six days ago. Several claimed that
their protests against the Assad government started two months ago - an intriguing assertion
which suggests the first rural protests in Syria may have begun weeks before the world knew
what was happening - but that the protesters, all Sunnis, had been protected because of the
intercession of the respected Sheikh of the town’s mosque, Osama Akeri.But last Wednesday
morning, armed men seized the sheikh from his home and the Sunni Muslims of the city poured
on to the streets. “We were shouting ‘independence - give us freedom and independence’ and
they came in tanks and opened fire, the shabiha shooting at the men at the front; everyone
started running but they went on shooting at us from the tanks and people fell everywhere,” one
man said.“The tanks completely surrounded the town. People were running away into the fields,
the babies screaming, trying to get to Lebanon.”In sight of the village of Arida Sharquia - on the
Lebanese side of the border and linked to Syria by a stone bridge - many women and children
were stopped by a military checkpoint, but it appears that men from Tel Kalakh set the roadblock
on fire.For three days, the Sunni Muslims fled their town, many creeping from their homes at
night as shooting continued across the streets - the entire military operation a miniature version
of exactly the same siege that is crippling Deraa - and some men had the courage to return from
Lebanon with food for their families. Others did not dare. Tel Kalakh - just like Deraa - is not only
surrounded, but all electricity and water supplies have been cut.So fearful were those who had
avoided the killings that they hid in their homes for more than 24 hours, too frightened to attend
the funerals of the dead. “We didn’t want to risk being killed again,” another man said,
apologising for not being able to give me even his first name. “The close families of the dead
went to the cemetery and some old people. That was all.”One of the 40 dead was Muntaser
Akeri, he said, a cousin of the arrested sheikh. Villagers tell different stories of the events.
Shooting apparently went on for more than 24 hours and it was only on Thursday that some of



the men dragged away in buses and cars by the “mukhabarat” secret police came back.“Some
had had their fingernails torn out and the ones with beards had had them burnt off,” another man
said. “There were so many soldiers and plain-clothes police and thugs that we couldn’t escape.
The Alawis didn’t join our protest. We were alone.”Arida lies on both sides of the border of
Lebanon - Sharquia means “east” and the western side of the town - Arida Gharbia - stands
scarcely 20m away across the river, inside Syria.Along with the refugees, it is also a smuggling
centre - indeed,children were bringing barrels of Syrian propane gas across the river yesterday -
and it was possible to talk to Syrians on the other side of the water. So close to Syria are the
refugees that while I was talking to them, my Lebanese mobile phone kept switching to the
“Syriatel” mobile system in Damascus, the message “ping” constantly - and ominously - drawing
my attention to the words “Welcome to Syria... for tourist guide, dial 1555. Enjoy your stay.”But
the men and women - and the hundreds of children - from Tel Kalakh have torn the lid off any
such fantasy. Here at last were Syrians who had just fled their town, talking for the first time of
their suffering, free of the mukhabarat, abusing the Assad family. A few had tried to return. One
woman I spoke to walked back to Tel Kalakh yesterday morning and returned in the afternoon,
shouting that it was a “hostile” town in which it was impossible for the Sunni Muslims to live.
Many of the men said that all government jobs were given to Alawi citizens of Tel Kalakh, never
to them.There is, of course, room for exaggeration. No one could explain to me why so many
soldiers were being killed in Syria although they said their own protests had been totally
unarmed. Shooting is still heard at night on the Syrian side of the frontier, a phenomenon that
has persuaded the Lebanese army to send night patrols through the orchards and olive groves
on the Lebanese side. Just in case the Syrian military is tempted to chase in hot pursuit of their
own refugees.7th May 2011TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION? IT WON’T HAPPEN IN SYRIABy
Robert FiskIF YOU want to understand the cruel tragedy of Syria, there are two books you must
read: Nikolaos van Dam’s The Struggle for Power in Syria and, of course, Patrick Seale’s
biography Assad. Van Dam was an ambassador in Damascus and his study of the Baath party
was so accurate - albeit deeply critical - that all party members in Syria were urged to read it. But
this week, for the first time, Lebanese journalist Ziad Majed brought together three of Syria’s
finest academics-in-exile to discuss the uprising in their native country, and their insight is as
frightening as it is undoubtedly true.According to historian Farouk Mardam-Bey, for example,
Syria is “a tribal regime, which by being a kind of mafia clan and by exercising the cult of
personality, can be compared to the Libyan regime”, which can never reform itself because
reform will bring about the collapse of the Baath party which will always ferociously defend itself.
“It has placed itself - politically and juridically - upon a war footing,” Mardam-Bey says of its
struggle with Israel, “without the slightest intention of actually going to war.”Burhan Ghalioun
makes the point that “the existence of the regime is like an invasion of the state, a colonisation of
society” where “hundreds of intellectuals are forbidden to travel, 150,000 have gone into exile
and 17,000 have either disappeared or been imprisoned for expressing their opinion... It is
impossible (for President Bashar al-Assad) to say (like Mubarak and Ben Ali) ‘I will not prolong



or renew my mandate’ like other presidents have pretended to do - because Syria is, for Assad,
his private family property, the word ‘country’ is not part of the vocabulary.”Assad has opened
Koranic schools and “Bashar’s recent proposal to create a religious Islamist satellite television
channel as a ‘gift’ to Sheikh Mohamed Said Ramadan Buti (who supports the regime) shows
very clearly his support for an obscurantist Islam which is loyal to the regime” as part of a plan,
according to Ghalioun, since “the regime is gambling on sectarian discord to raise the spectre of
war and chaos if the protests continue”. In Aleppo and Damascus, Mardam-Bey insists very
convincingly, the Assad regime wants to persuade the large Christian communities that “if the
regime falls, it will be replaced by an extremist Islamist regime and that their fate will be the same
as that as the Christians of Iraq”.In holding on to power, literary critic Subhi Hadidi said rather
archly, the Assad regime has divided Syrians into three categories: “The first belongs to those
who are too preoccupied in earning their daily bread to involve themselves in any political
activity. The second group are the greedy whose loyalty is easy to buy and who can be brought
on board and corrupted in a huge network of ‘clientelism’. The third are intellectuals and activist
opponents of the regime who are regarded as ‘imbeciles who believe in principles’.”Yet none of
these men reflect upon the frightfulness of the killings in Syria and the immense difficulties of
reuniting a post-Assad country after civil war. By chance, the anniversary of the start of
Lebanon’s own 15-year civil war, which killed up to 200,000 people, was marked last month with
an Amnesty report which estimated that 17,000 men, women and children had simply
disappeared in the conflict, recalling repeated promises by the post-war Lebanese authorities to
investigate their fate, none of which were honoured.A 1991 Lebanese police report did in fact
give an exact figure for those who must surely be in their graves - 17,415 - but this has been
disputed. Most of these people were kidnapped by Muslim and Christian militias, but some
families have related how their relatives were taken by Israeli soldiers in 1982 and by armed men
who transferred them to Syria, never to be seen again. This was the Syria of Bashar’s father
Hafez, and Bashar did himself permit the setting up of a joint Lebanese-Syrian committee in
2005 to investigate what happened to those Lebanese who were abducted to Damascus. It has
met 30 times. Needless to say, its conclusions - if any - have never been made public.Even
today, in the centre of Beirut, relatives of the disappeared camp out next to photographs of sons
and husbands and fathers who vanished more than 35 years ago, clinging to a frayed thread of
hope, permanent victims of the civil war. Neil Sammonds, who conducted the research for
Amnesty, told me Lebanon “doesn’t carry out its obligations properly and it hasn’t done for years.
The judicial authorities are unable or unwilling to do their job. Only when they do will we be able
to find out the truth”.But I fear they never will do their job. Opening mass graves in a sectarian
society is a very dangerous act - the Yugoslavs did this in a search for Second World War
massacre victims, and within months the Balkan wars flamed back into life with mass killing,
concentration camp atrocities and ethnic cleansing. Truth and reconciliation committees do not
exist in Lebanon - nor will they, I fear, in Syria - and 20 years after the Lebanese authorities
agreed to produce a national school history book to include the civil war, it does not exist. An



extraordinary 67 per cent of Lebanese students go to private schools (D Cameron, please note),
yet they prefer to teach “safe history” like the French revolution. If Lebanese children want to
read of their fathers’ and mothers’ 1975-1990 golgotha, they often have to buy British and
French books about the civil war.The Syrian academics also warned that Syria’s conflict could
cross into northern Lebanon where Sunnis live next to Alawites, the Shia sect to which the
Assads belong. Touring northern Lebanon this week, I saw posters outside Sunni Muslim
homes, saying “Assad - you won’t escape us”. Not something their Alawite neighbours are likely
to enjoy reading. But I will end by returning to a bloody if ultimately hopeful prediction of Subhi
Hadidi. “ The oppression of the (Assad) regime will be terrible. But the courage of the people in
the street and the overall struggle - despite the difficulties they encounter - along with the very
youth of the protesters, will lead the Syrian people to follow them all the way to freedom.”I’m not
so sure. In the wreckage of post-Assad Syria - if this time come to pass - it will be difficult to
reunite Syrians amid the dried blood of their mass graves. Try writing their new history books for
them.7th May 2011TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION? IT WON’T HAPPEN IN SYRIABy Robert
FiskIF YOU want to understand the cruel tragedy of Syria, there are two books you must read:
Nikolaos van Dam’s The Struggle for Power in Syria and, of course, Patrick Seale’s biography
Assad. Van Dam was an ambassador in Damascus and his study of the Baath party was so
accurate - albeit deeply critical - that all party members in Syria were urged to read it. But this
week, for the first time, Lebanese journalist Ziad Majed brought together three of Syria’s finest
academics-in-exile to discuss the uprising in their native country, and their insight is as
frightening as it is undoubtedly true.According to historian Farouk Mardam-Bey, for example,
Syria is “a tribal regime, which by being a kind of mafia clan and by exercising the cult of
personality, can be compared to the Libyan regime”, which can never reform itself because
reform will bring about the collapse of the Baath party which will always ferociously defend itself.
“It has placed itself - politically and juridically - upon a war footing,” Mardam-Bey says of its
struggle with Israel, “without the slightest intention of actually going to war.”Burhan Ghalioun
makes the point that “the existence of the regime is like an invasion of the state, a colonisation of
society” where “hundreds of intellectuals are forbidden to travel, 150,000 have gone into exile
and 17,000 have either disappeared or been imprisoned for expressing their opinion... It is
impossible (for President Bashar al-Assad) to say (like Mubarak and Ben Ali) ‘I will not prolong
or renew my mandate’ like other presidents have pretended to do - because Syria is, for Assad,
his private family property, the word ‘country’ is not part of the vocabulary.”Assad has opened
Koranic schools and “Bashar’s recent proposal to create a religious Islamist satellite television
channel as a ‘gift’ to Sheikh Mohamed Said Ramadan Buti (who supports the regime) shows
very clearly his support for an obscurantist Islam which is loyal to the regime” as part of a plan,
according to Ghalioun, since “the regime is gambling on sectarian discord to raise the spectre of
war and chaos if the protests continue”. In Aleppo and Damascus, Mardam-Bey insists very
convincingly, the Assad regime wants to persuade the large Christian communities that “if the
regime falls, it will be replaced by an extremist Islamist regime and that their fate will be the same



as that as the Christians of Iraq”.In holding on to power, literary critic Subhi Hadidi said rather
archly, the Assad regime has divided Syrians into three categories: “The first belongs to those
who are too preoccupied in earning their daily bread to involve themselves in any political
activity. The second group are the greedy whose loyalty is easy to buy and who can be brought
on board and corrupted in a huge network of ‘clientelism’. The third are intellectuals and activist
opponents of the regime who are regarded as ‘imbeciles who believe in principles’.”Yet none of
these men reflect upon the frightfulness of the killings in Syria and the immense difficulties of
reuniting a post-Assad country after civil war. By chance, the anniversary of the start of
Lebanon’s own 15-year civil war, which killed up to 200,000 people, was marked last month with
an Amnesty report which estimated that 17,000 men, women and children had simply
disappeared in the conflict, recalling repeated promises by the post-war Lebanese authorities to
investigate their fate, none of which were honoured.A 1991 Lebanese police report did in fact
give an exact figure for those who must surely be in their graves - 17,415 - but this has been
disputed. Most of these people were kidnapped by Muslim and Christian militias, but some
families have related how their relatives were taken by Israeli soldiers in 1982 and by armed men
who transferred them to Syria, never to be seen again. This was the Syria of Bashar’s father
Hafez, and Bashar did himself permit the setting up of a joint Lebanese-Syrian committee in
2005 to investigate what happened to those Lebanese who were abducted to Damascus. It has
met 30 times. Needless to say, its conclusions - if any - have never been made public.Even
today, in the centre of Beirut, relatives of the disappeared camp out next to photographs of sons
and husbands and fathers who vanished more than 35 years ago, clinging to a frayed thread of
hope, permanent victims of the civil war. Neil Sammonds, who conducted the research for
Amnesty, told me Lebanon “doesn’t carry out its obligations properly and it hasn’t done for years.
The judicial authorities are unable or unwilling to do their job. Only when they do will we be able
to find out the truth”.But I fear they never will do their job. Opening mass graves in a sectarian
society is a very dangerous act - the Yugoslavs did this in a search for Second World War
massacre victims, and within months the Balkan wars flamed back into life with mass killing,
concentration camp atrocities and ethnic cleansing. Truth and reconciliation committees do not
exist in Lebanon - nor will they, I fear, in Syria - and 20 years after the Lebanese authorities
agreed to produce a national school history book to include the civil war, it does not exist. An
extraordinary 67 per cent of Lebanese students go to private schools (D Cameron, please note),
yet they prefer to teach “safe history” like the French revolution. If Lebanese children want to
read of their fathers’ and mothers’ 1975-1990 golgotha, they often have to buy British and
French books about the civil war.The Syrian academics also warned that Syria’s conflict could
cross into northern Lebanon where Sunnis live next to Alawites, the Shia sect to which the
Assads belong. Touring northern Lebanon this week, I saw posters outside Sunni Muslim
homes, saying “Assad - you won’t escape us”. Not something their Alawite neighbours are likely
to enjoy reading. But I will end by returning to a bloody if ultimately hopeful prediction of Subhi
Hadidi. “ The oppression of the (Assad) regime will be terrible. But the courage of the people in



the street and the overall struggle - despite the difficulties they encounter - along with the very
youth of the protesters, will lead the Syrian people to follow them all the way to freedom.”I’m not
so sure. In the wreckage of post-Assad Syria - if this time come to pass - it will be difficult to
reunite Syrians amid the dried blood of their mass graves. Try writing their new history books for
them.7th May 2011AS TANKS LINE THE STREETS, SYRIANS STAND FIRM TO DEFY
BRUTAL REGIMEBy Khalid Ali and Kim SenguptaTHOUSANDS OF protesters faced the guns
of the Syrian regime yesterday undeterred by a ferocious crackdown and a campaign of
intimidation that has failed to quell popular discontent against the rule of President Bashar al-
Assad.Security forces opened fire on marches in several cities killing at least 21 protesters,
according to rights activists, continuing the brutal crackdown that has left more than 550 people
dead since widespread civil unrest began in March.The Syrian regime has arrested up to 500
people a day in a new drive to crackdown on the protest movement, according to diplomatic
sources, with more than 7,000 being held in a network of secret prisons. The upsurge in
detentions, taking place across the country, has been going on for the last week and is seen as
an attempt to prevent the organising or co-ordinating of demonstrations.Tanks ringed the
southern city of Deraa yesterday, where the protests began and has been the scene of a major
military offensive by the regime to try to prevent any major shows of defiance. The city has been
the scene of a wave of arrests with local residents claiming that virtually all males over the age of
15 had been taken away in raids by security forces.Despite the crackdown, protests were held in
dozens of cities and towns across the country, with many of the protests broken up by regime
forces. Video downloaded to YouTube purported to show a demonstration in Hama with
protesters running down a main street and hurling stones. Loud screams could be heard as the
sound of machine-gun fire started and people fled for cover.A second video, supposedly from
the central city of Homs and filmed from behind a curtain inside a home, showed two army
snipers on a rooftop taking aim at unseen targets below. Neither of the videos could be
verified.“We were chanting, peaceful, peaceful, and we didn’t even throw a stone at the security
forces,” a witness told The Associated Press and claimed that there were 10,000 people on the
streets in the city. “But they waited for us to reach the main square and then they opened fire on
us.”Security forces yesterday targeted leaders of the opposition. They dragged off Riad Seif, a
prominent figure from a rally in the Midan district of Damascus. Mr Seif, 64, and suffering from
cancer, has spent a total of eight years on charges of “weakening national morale” for
demanding democratic reforms and freedom of expression in his homeland, and came out of jail
following his latest sentence last year. His daughter, Jumana Seif, said “My father was shoved
into a bus with other protestors who were detained during the demonstration near the al-Hassan
mosque.”Elsewhere in Damascus there were reports of shootings in two eastern suburbs while
demonstrators also reportedly took to the streets in Moadamiyah and Daraya - two towns close
to the capital which have seen brutal army crackdowns in recent weeks. Security forces
cordoned off Douma, to the east of Damascus, and allowed nobody to enter or leave. Another
witness said that he had seen tanks being transported by train to Homs, while in the north-



western city of Baniyas thousands of people, many carrying olive branches and Syrian flags,
chanted for the fall of the regime.“The protests have spread more than any we have seen in the
past seven weeks,” said Wissam Tarif, executive director of Middle East human rights
organisation Insan. “We had counted uprisings in 108 towns and villages across the country. We
have seen intimidation. There have been snipers, and a strategy of building a wall of fear. A lot of
people are scared, so it’s amazing that people are coming out.”A spokesman for the National
Initiative for Change, an umbrella group for opposition figures inside Syria, claimed that
yesterday’s protests indicate that the pro-reform movement was becoming too big for the
government to cope with. The protests have escalated steadily since they were triggered by the
arrests of 15 schoolchildren for spraying anti-regime graffiti in Deraa.7th May 2011AS TANKS
LINE THE STREETS, SYRIANS STAND FIRM TO DEFY BRUTAL REGIMEBy Khalid Ali and
Kim SenguptaTHOUSANDS OF protesters faced the guns of the Syrian regime yesterday
undeterred by a ferocious crackdown and a campaign of intimidation that has failed to quell
popular discontent against the rule of President Bashar al-Assad.Security forces opened fire on
marches in several cities killing at least 21 protesters, according to rights activists, continuing the
brutal crackdown that has left more than 550 people dead since widespread civil unrest began in
March.The Syrian regime has arrested up to 500 people a day in a new drive to crackdown on
the protest movement, according to diplomatic sources, with more than 7,000 being held in a
network of secret prisons. The upsurge in detentions, taking place across the country, has been
going on for the last week and is seen as an attempt to prevent the organising or co-ordinating of
demonstrations.Tanks ringed the southern city of Deraa yesterday, where the protests began
and has been the scene of a major military offensive by the regime to try to prevent any major
shows of defiance. The city has been the scene of a wave of arrests with local residents claiming
that virtually all males over the age of 15 had been taken away in raids by security forces.Despite
the crackdown, protests were held in dozens of cities and towns across the country, with many
of the protests broken up by regime forces. Video downloaded to YouTube purported to show a
demonstration in Hama with protesters running down a main street and hurling stones. Loud
screams could be heard as the sound of machine-gun fire started and people fled for cover.A
second video, supposedly from the central city of Homs and filmed from behind a curtain inside
a home, showed two army snipers on a rooftop taking aim at unseen targets below. Neither of
the videos could be verified.“We were chanting, peaceful, peaceful, and we didn’t even throw a
stone at the security forces,” a witness told The Associated Press and claimed that there were
10,000 people on the streets in the city. “But they waited for us to reach the main square and
then they opened fire on us.”Security forces yesterday targeted leaders of the opposition. They
dragged off Riad Seif, a prominent figure from a rally in the Midan district of Damascus. Mr Seif,
64, and suffering from cancer, has spent a total of eight years on charges of “weakening national
morale” for demanding democratic reforms and freedom of expression in his homeland, and
came out of jail following his latest sentence last year. His daughter, Jumana Seif, said “My
father was shoved into a bus with other protestors who were detained during the demonstration



near the al-Hassan mosque.”Elsewhere in Damascus there were reports of shootings in two
eastern suburbs while demonstrators also reportedly took to the streets in Moadamiyah and
Daraya - two towns close to the capital which have seen brutal army crackdowns in recent
weeks. Security forces cordoned off Douma, to the east of Damascus, and allowed nobody to
enter or leave. Another witness said that he had seen tanks being transported by train to Homs,
while in the north-western city of Baniyas thousands of people, many carrying olive branches
and Syrian flags, chanted for the fall of the regime.“The protests have spread more than any we
have seen in the past seven weeks,” said Wissam Tarif, executive director of Middle East human
rights organisation Insan. “We had counted uprisings in 108 towns and villages across the
country. We have seen intimidation. There have been snipers, and a strategy of building a wall of
fear. A lot of people are scared, so it’s amazing that people are coming out.”A spokesman for the
National Initiative for Change, an umbrella group for opposition figures inside Syria, claimed that
yesterday’s protests indicate that the pro-reform movement was becoming too big for the
government to cope with. The protests have escalated steadily since they were triggered by the
arrests of 15 schoolchildren for spraying anti-regime graffiti in Deraa.8th June 2011THE
PEOPLE vs THE PRESIDENTBy Robert FiskSYRIA’S REVOLT against the rule of President
Bashar al-Assad is turning into an armed insurrection, with previously peaceful demonstrators
taking up arms to fight their own army and the “shabiha” - meaning “the ghosts”, in English - of
Alawi militiamen who have been killing and torturing those resisting the regime’s rule.Even more
serious for Assad’s still-powerful supporters, there is growing evidence that individual Syrian
soldiers are revolting against his forces. The whole edifice of Assad’s Alawi dictatorship is now in
the gravest of danger.In 1980, Assad’s father, Hafez, faced an armed uprising in the central city
of Hama, which was put down by the Special Forces of Hafez’s brother Rifaat - who is currently
living, for the benefit of war crimes investigators, in central London - at a cost of up to 20,000
lives. But the armed revolt today is now spreading across all of Syria, a far-mightier crisis and
one infinitely more difficult to suppress. No wonder Syrian state television has been showing the
funerals of up to 120 members of the security services from just one location, the northern town
of Jisr al-Shughour.The first evidence of civilians turning to weapons to defend their families
came from Deraa, the city where the bloody story of the Syrian uprising first began after
intelligence officers arrested and tortured to death a 13-year-old boy. Syrians arriving in Beirut
told me the male citizens of Deraa had grown tired of following the example of peaceful Tunisian
and Egyptian protesters - an understandable emotion since people in those countries suffered
nothing like the brutal suppression meted out by Assad’s soldiers and militiamen - and were now
sometimes “shooting back” for the sake of “dignity” and to protect their wives and
children.Bashar and his cynical brother Maher - the present-day equivalent of the outrageous
Rifaat - may now be gambling on the old dictator’s saw that their regime must be defended
against armed Islamists supported by al-Qa’ida, a lie which was perpetrated by Muammar
Gaddafi and the now-exiled leaders Ali Abdullah Saleh of Yemen and Ben Ali of Tunisia and
Hosni Mubarak of Egypt and the still-on-the-throne al-Khalifas of Bahrain.The few al-Qa’ida cells



in the Arab world may wish this to be true, but the Arab revolt is about the one phenomenon in
the Middle East uncontaminated by “Islamism”. Only the Israelis and the Americans may be
tempted to believe otherwise.Al Jazeera television yesterday aired extraordinary footage of a
junior Syrian officer calling upon his comrades to refuse to continue massacring civilians in
Syria. Identified as Lt Abdul-Razak Tlas, from the town of Rastan, he said he had joined the
army “to fight the Israeli enemy”, but found himself witnessing a massacre of his own people in
the town of Sanamein. “After what we’ve seen from crimes in Deraa and all over Syria, I am
unable to continue with the Syrian Arab army,” he announced. “I urge the army, and I say: ‘Is the
army here to steal and protect the Assad family?’ I call upon all honourable officers to tell their
soldiers about the real picture, use your conscience... if you are not honourable, stay with
Assad.”Differentiating rumour from fact in Syria is getting easier by the week. More Syrians are
reaching the safety of Lebanon and Turkey to tell their individual stories of torture and cruelty in
security police barracks and in plain-clothes police cells. Some are still using the telephone from
Syria itself - one to describe explosions in Jisr al-Shughour and of bodies being tossed into the
river from which the town takes its name.For well over a month, I have been watching Syrian
television’s nightly news and at least half the broadcasts have included funerals of dead soldiers.
Now Syria itself declares that 120 have been killed in one incident, an incredible loss for an army
that was supposed to instill horror into the minds of the country’s protesters. But then the
supposedly invincible Syrian army often showed itself woefully unable to suppress Lebanese
militias during the country’s 1975-90 civil war. An entire battalion of Syrian Special Forces troops
was driven out of east Beirut, for example, by a ragtag group of Christian militias who would have
been crushed by any serious professional army.If you wish to destroy unarmed civilians, you
shoot them down in the street and then shoot down the funeral mourners and then shoot down
the mourners of the dead mourners - which is exactly what Assad’s gunmen have been doing -
but when the resistors shoot back, the Syrian army has shown a quite different response: torture
for their prisoners and fear in the face of the enemy.But if the armed insurrection takes hold, then
it is also the 11 per cent Alawi community - once the frontier force of the French mandate against
the Sunnis and now the prop of Assad against the poorer Sunnis - which is at threat. So appalled
is the Assad regime at its enemies that it has been encouraging Palestinians to try to cross the
frontier wire on Israeli-occupied Golan. The Israelis say this is to divert world attention from the
massacres in Syria - and they are absolutely right.The Damascus government’s Tishrin
newspaper has been suggesting that 600,000 Palestinians may soon try to “go home” to the
lands of Palestine from which the Israelis drove them in 1948, a nightmare the Israelis would
prefer not to think about - but not as great a nightmare as that now facing the people and their
oppressors in Syria itself.8th June 2011THE PEOPLE vs THE PRESIDENTBy Robert
FiskSYRIA’S REVOLT against the rule of President Bashar al-Assad is turning into an armed
insurrection, with previously peaceful demonstrators taking up arms to fight their own army and
the “shabiha” - meaning “the ghosts”, in English - of Alawi militiamen who have been killing and
torturing those resisting the regime’s rule.Even more serious for Assad’s still-powerful



supporters, there is growing evidence that individual Syrian soldiers are revolting against his
forces. The whole edifice of Assad’s Alawi dictatorship is now in the gravest of danger.In 1980,
Assad’s father, Hafez, faced an armed uprising in the central city of Hama, which was put down
by the Special Forces of Hafez’s brother Rifaat - who is currently living, for the benefit of war
crimes investigators, in central London - at a cost of up to 20,000 lives. But the armed revolt
today is now spreading across all of Syria, a far-mightier crisis and one infinitely more difficult to
suppress. No wonder Syrian state television has been showing the funerals of up to 120
members of the security services from just one location, the northern town of Jisr al-
Shughour.The first evidence of civilians turning to weapons to defend their families came from
Deraa, the city where the bloody story of the Syrian uprising first began after intelligence officers
arrested and tortured to death a 13-year-old boy. Syrians arriving in Beirut told me the male
citizens of Deraa had grown tired of following the example of peaceful Tunisian and Egyptian
protesters - an understandable emotion since people in those countries suffered nothing like the
brutal suppression meted out by Assad’s soldiers and militiamen - and were now sometimes
“shooting back” for the sake of “dignity” and to protect their wives and children.Bashar and his
cynical brother Maher - the present-day equivalent of the outrageous Rifaat - may now be
gambling on the old dictator’s saw that their regime must be defended against armed Islamists
supported by al-Qa’ida, a lie which was perpetrated by Muammar Gaddafi and the now-exiled
leaders Ali Abdullah Saleh of Yemen and Ben Ali of Tunisia and Hosni Mubarak of Egypt and the
still-on-the-throne al-Khalifas of Bahrain.The few al-Qa’ida cells in the Arab world may wish this
to be true, but the Arab revolt is about the one phenomenon in the Middle East uncontaminated
by “Islamism”. Only the Israelis and the Americans may be tempted to believe otherwise.Al
Jazeera television yesterday aired extraordinary footage of a junior Syrian officer calling upon his
comrades to refuse to continue massacring civilians in Syria. Identified as Lt Abdul-Razak Tlas,
from the town of Rastan, he said he had joined the army “to fight the Israeli enemy”, but found
himself witnessing a massacre of his own people in the town of Sanamein. “After what we’ve
seen from crimes in Deraa and all over Syria, I am unable to continue with the Syrian Arab army,”
he announced. “I urge the army, and I say: ‘Is the army here to steal and protect the Assad
family?’ I call upon all honourable officers to tell their soldiers about the real picture, use your
conscience... if you are not honourable, stay with Assad.”Differentiating rumour from fact in Syria
is getting easier by the week. More Syrians are reaching the safety of Lebanon and Turkey to tell
their individual stories of torture and cruelty in security police barracks and in plain-clothes
police cells. Some are still using the telephone from Syria itself - one to describe explosions in
Jisr al-Shughour and of bodies being tossed into the river from which the town takes its
name.For well over a month, I have been watching Syrian television’s nightly news and at least
half the broadcasts have included funerals of dead soldiers. Now Syria itself declares that 120
have been killed in one incident, an incredible loss for an army that was supposed to instill horror
into the minds of the country’s protesters. But then the supposedly invincible Syrian army often
showed itself woefully unable to suppress Lebanese militias during the country’s 1975-90 civil



war. An entire battalion of Syrian Special Forces troops was driven out of east Beirut, for
example, by a ragtag group of Christian militias who would have been crushed by any serious
professional army.If you wish to destroy unarmed civilians, you shoot them down in the street
and then shoot down the funeral mourners and then shoot down the mourners of the dead
mourners - which is exactly what Assad’s gunmen have been doing - but when the resistors
shoot back, the Syrian army has shown a quite different response: torture for their prisoners and
fear in the face of the enemy.But if the armed insurrection takes hold, then it is also the 11 per
cent Alawi community - once the frontier force of the French mandate against the Sunnis and
now the prop of Assad against the poorer Sunnis - which is at threat. So appalled is the Assad
regime at its enemies that it has been encouraging Palestinians to try to cross the frontier wire
on Israeli-occupied Golan. The Israelis say this is to divert world attention from the massacres in
Syria - and they are absolutely right.The Damascus government’s Tishrin newspaper has been
suggesting that 600,000 Palestinians may soon try to “go home” to the lands of Palestine from
which the Israelis drove them in 1948, a nightmare the Israelis would prefer not to think about -
but not as great a nightmare as that now facing the people and their oppressors in Syria
itself.13th June 2011REFUGEES TAKE FLIGHT AS TROOPS LAUNCH ATTACKS ON REBEL
STRONGHOLDBy Kim Sengupta and Justin VelaSYRIAN FORCES stormed a city yesterday
which had become a symbol of militant opposition after an intense artillery and tank
bombardment. But defiant protests, and the regime’s violent response to them, continued with
helicopter gunships opening fire on demonstrators and troops setting homes on fire in a string of
towns.The spreading strife led to a fresh exodus of terrified families seeking sanctuary. More
than 5,000 were in rapidly filling camps in neighbouring Turkey, including babies, the elderly and
the ill.Another 10,000 were stranded on the Syrian side of the border with little food and water
and no shelter. Some who had been carried injured to the border, and with no access to medical
treatment, did not survive. Funerals were held for a dozen of the dead in the “no man’s land”
yesterday.By nightfall regime forces were in control of Jisr al-Shughour. The streets were
deserted, the vast majority of the 40,000 residents had fled and around 200 who had stayed
behind had either been killed or taken away under arrest. Many of the buildings had been
destroyed by shell fire, the troops parked their tanks and armoured cars beside burnt-out
cars.Four decapitated and uniformed bodies were found in the ruins of the military police head-
quarters, the grim aftermath of a mutiny by security forces in the city and evidence of the
greatest threat to Bashar al-Assad’s rule since the start of the uprising. The regime had claimed
that “armed gangs” had killed 120 members of the security forces at Jisr al-Shughour,
necessitating the assault. Yesterday state-controlled TV stated that forces had uncovered mass
graves of security men and the corpses bore marks of atrocities carried out by extremist
groups.Residents and human rights groups give a different account, saying the dead were
victims of loyalist forces who had executed those who had refused to shoot civilians. “We were
not involved in any fighting, it was the soldiers who had been killing people for simply going out
to demand justice,” said Abu Hatin, who had fled the city three days ago. “They had been



shooting at us from rooftops and windows. I saw a young man dragged out of his home, they
shot him as they were putting him in their car.“The fighting was between the soldiers, some were
for the people and some against,” he said. “Some of the police and soldiers tried to protect
us.”There were fierce clashes at Jisr al-Shughour yesterday following the two-pronged attack.
Locals claimed the fighting was due to former security force members turning their guns on
forces still loyal to Assad. About 60 policemen had stayed behind to defend the city.There had
been previous instances of defections since the start of the three-month long uprising. But the
current offensive, in Idlib province in the north-west, appeared to have been a catalyst for
defections by discontented military in a region with a long history of dissent. Many policemen
and conscript soldiers from the area had taken up arms to defend their communities.The
operations in Jisr al-Shughour, Mirat al-Numan and villages surrounding the Jabl al-Zawiya
mountains are said to have been led by an unit commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Maher al-
Assad, a brother of the President.They were supported by detachments of the Mukhabarat - the
secret police - and the Shabbiha, a militia from the Alawite community from which the country’s
ruling elite are drawn.Mustafa Osso, a senior human rights activist, said advancing troops were
meeting resistance from former members of the military. “This is the biggest and most
dangerous wave of defections. They are having to fight hundreds of army defectors,” he said.
Some who had left the military were attempting to leave the country. “We cannot stay. If they
capture some protesters, they will go to prison. If they capture us, we shall be shot,” said Ibrahim
Hassan as he made his way to the Turkish border with a comrade. “A lot of us, even some
officers, did not want to have anything to do with what was going on.”Others who have managed
to escape came with tales of brutalities committed by Lt Col Maher al-Assad’s troops. Bassam, a
roofer, had mobile telephone footage of a young man, dead with bullet wounds to his stomach
and legs; another young man had been killed with a shot to the head. Both had died, he said,
just outside Jisr al-Shughour. “There are only a few people left. I escaped on my motorcycle
through dirt tracks in the hills,” he said.Mehmoud, a 39-year-old farm labourer, said: “The
problem really started because one of the soldiers killed, Basil el Masri, was very popular. Ten
thousand people turned up at his funeral.“They like killing. I shall stay in Turkey until things get
better. My family will join me here.”But there is apprehension that the upheavals in Syria may
lead to destabilisation in Turkey, where parliamentary elections took place yesterday in a
fractious political landscape. The area adjacent to the Syrian border has a mixed population of
Sunnis, Alavis who are a Shia offshoot, and Christians. Most of the Syrian refugees are
Sunnis.The Turkish Prime Minister, Tayyip Erdogan, who had established cordial links in the past
with President Assad, had called the actions of the Syrian forces “barbaric”. Ankara is said to be
considering establishing a buffer zone inside Syrian territory if refugee numbers exceed
10,000.The Syrian regime had said that 500 members of the security forces have died since the
start of the uprising, including 120 last week in Jisr al-Shughour. The opposition estimates that
1,400 have died and 10,000 have been detained.Last night there was growing international calls
for the violence to end. The United States called on the Syrian regime to halt its offensive and



allow immediate access for the International Committee of the Red Cross to help refugees,
detainees and the wounded.The UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-Moon, said “I’m deeply
concerned and saddened (that) so many people have been killed in the course of peaceful
demonstrations.”In Damascus, however, a regime spokesman insisted that the action at Jisr al-
Shughour, to “protect the population from armed groups which had been intimidating them”, and
similar military operations would continue.The opposition too maintain that they have no
intention of backing down.13th June 2011REFUGEES TAKE FLIGHT AS TROOPS LAUNCH
ATTACKS ON REBEL STRONGHOLDBy Kim Sengupta and Justin VelaSYRIAN FORCES
stormed a city yesterday which had become a symbol of militant opposition after an intense
artillery and tank bombardment. But defiant protests, and the regime’s violent response to them,
continued with helicopter gunships opening fire on demonstrators and troops setting homes on
fire in a string of towns.The spreading strife led to a fresh exodus of terrified families seeking
sanctuary. More than 5,000 were in rapidly filling camps in neighbouring Turkey, including
babies, the elderly and the ill.Another 10,000 were stranded on the Syrian side of the border with
little food and water and no shelter. Some who had been carried injured to the border, and with
no access to medical treatment, did not survive. Funerals were held for a dozen of the dead in
the “no man’s land” yesterday.By nightfall regime forces were in control of Jisr al-Shughour. The
streets were deserted, the vast majority of the 40,000 residents had fled and around 200 who
had stayed behind had either been killed or taken away under arrest. Many of the buildings had
been destroyed by shell fire, the troops parked their tanks and armoured cars beside burnt-out
cars.Four decapitated and uniformed bodies were found in the ruins of the military police head-
quarters, the grim aftermath of a mutiny by security forces in the city and evidence of the
greatest threat to Bashar al-Assad’s rule since the start of the uprising. The regime had claimed
that “armed gangs” had killed 120 members of the security forces at Jisr al-Shughour,
necessitating the assault. Yesterday state-controlled TV stated that forces had uncovered mass
graves of security men and the corpses bore marks of atrocities carried out by extremist
groups.Residents and human rights groups give a different account, saying the dead were
victims of loyalist forces who had executed those who had refused to shoot civilians. “We were
not involved in any fighting, it was the soldiers who had been killing people for simply going out
to demand justice,” said Abu Hatin, who had fled the city three days ago. “They had been
shooting at us from rooftops and windows. I saw a young man dragged out of his home, they
shot him as they were putting him in their car.“The fighting was between the soldiers, some were
for the people and some against,” he said. “Some of the police and soldiers tried to protect
us.”There were fierce clashes at Jisr al-Shughour yesterday following the two-pronged attack.
Locals claimed the fighting was due to former security force members turning their guns on
forces still loyal to Assad. About 60 policemen had stayed behind to defend the city.There had
been previous instances of defections since the start of the three-month long uprising. But the
current offensive, in Idlib province in the north-west, appeared to have been a catalyst for
defections by discontented military in a region with a long history of dissent. Many policemen



and conscript soldiers from the area had taken up arms to defend their communities.The
operations in Jisr al-Shughour, Mirat al-Numan and villages surrounding the Jabl al-Zawiya
mountains are said to have been led by an unit commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Maher al-
Assad, a brother of the President.They were supported by detachments of the Mukhabarat - the
secret police - and the Shabbiha, a militia from the Alawite community from which the country’s
ruling elite are drawn.Mustafa Osso, a senior human rights activist, said advancing troops were
meeting resistance from former members of the military. “This is the biggest and most
dangerous wave of defections. They are having to fight hundreds of army defectors,” he said.
Some who had left the military were attempting to leave the country. “We cannot stay. If they
capture some protesters, they will go to prison. If they capture us, we shall be shot,” said Ibrahim
Hassan as he made his way to the Turkish border with a comrade. “A lot of us, even some
officers, did not want to have anything to do with what was going on.”Others who have managed
to escape came with tales of brutalities committed by Lt Col Maher al-Assad’s troops. Bassam, a
roofer, had mobile telephone footage of a young man, dead with bullet wounds to his stomach
and legs; another young man had been killed with a shot to the head. Both had died, he said,
just outside Jisr al-Shughour. “There are only a few people left. I escaped on my motorcycle
through dirt tracks in the hills,” he said.Mehmoud, a 39-year-old farm labourer, said: “The
problem really started because one of the soldiers killed, Basil el Masri, was very popular. Ten
thousand people turned up at his funeral.“They like killing. I shall stay in Turkey until things get
better. My family will join me here.”But there is apprehension that the upheavals in Syria may
lead to destabilisation in Turkey, where parliamentary elections took place yesterday in a
fractious political landscape. The area adjacent to the Syrian border has a mixed population of
Sunnis, Alavis who are a Shia offshoot, and Christians. Most of the Syrian refugees are
Sunnis.The Turkish Prime Minister, Tayyip Erdogan, who had established cordial links in the past
with President Assad, had called the actions of the Syrian forces “barbaric”. Ankara is said to be
considering establishing a buffer zone inside Syrian territory if refugee numbers exceed
10,000.The Syrian regime had said that 500 members of the security forces have died since the
start of the uprising, including 120 last week in Jisr al-Shughour. The opposition estimates that
1,400 have died and 10,000 have been detained.Last night there was growing international calls
for the violence to end. The United States called on the Syrian regime to halt its offensive and
allow immediate access for the International Committee of the Red Cross to help refugees,
detainees and the wounded.The UN Secretary-General, Ban Ki-Moon, said “I’m deeply
concerned and saddened (that) so many people have been killed in the course of peaceful
demonstrations.”In Damascus, however, a regime spokesman insisted that the action at Jisr al-
Shughour, to “protect the population from armed groups which had been intimidating them”, and
similar military operations would continue.The opposition too maintain that they have no
intention of backing down.14th June 2011‘THEY SHOT PEOPLE WHO WERE TRYING TO GET
AWAY’By Kim Sengupta and Justin VelaTHE HAUNTING memories of savage violence and loss
are fresh in their minds. Now, with the vengeful forces of the regime closing in, the terrified and



exhausted stream of the dispossessed fleeing Syria’s strife await an uncertain fate. More than
10,000 people have headed for the Turkish border in an attempt to escape the onslaught
unleashed by Bashar al-Assad. They were living in squalor with little food and water and no
shelter. But they were prepared to suffer that to reach a place of relative safety away from the
tanks, artillery and helicopter gunships, and the death they bring.It is not known just how long
this respite will last. The regime’s forces are less than 15km away, and yesterday Damascus
announced that the current offensive in Idlib province, which saw the storming of Jisr al-
Shughour - a city which had become a symbol of militant opposition - will continue to roll on until
the “criminal gangs” are crushed.The Independent met some of these victims of a war waged on
them by their own state by crossing over from Turkey across valleys and ridges on a smugglers’
route. Our guides were young men carrying in meagre supplies by hand: bottles of water and
loaves of bread. This is the only aid of any kind getting through to a humanitarian crisis which
worsens by the day.The tales we heard were harrowing - of indiscriminate shootings and casual
killings, of hurried burials and burning houses. One needs to be cautious of these accounts
because they can be embellished. But there was a sense of bewilderment among those huddled
together about what has happened. There was also the sight of the very young and elderly
swathed in bandages. On a sloping hillside were a series of graves of those who, lacking
medical help, had succumbed to their injuries.Among the crowd were soldiers who had changed
sides. They acknowledged serving a repressive regime without question. But they had stopped
doing so, they insisted, because of the vicious nature of the current military operations.
Surrounded by people who have suffered at the hands of their fellow troops, the soldiers were
nervous. Ismail Sher Saleh, a 25-year-old former sergeant of infantry, had deserted just before
troops of the 4th Armoured Division led by the President’s brother, Lt-Colonel Maher al-Assad,
had launched their attack on Jisr al-Shughour.“They could kill me if they caught me,” he said,
twisting a black-and-white checked keffiyeh [scarf] in his fingers. “It could be the Mukhabarat
[secret police] or even people I had served with. Some terrible things are being done: I have
seen people getting shot for no reason. They would kill me because they would consider me a
traitor and because I know what they had done.”Cradling three-year-old Sabia in her arms,
Halima Um Qais traced her finger along the three sticking plasters on her daughter’s forehead.
“Something large exploded near our house and she was cut by metal which came through the
air. We are poor people, farmers - I do not know why they wanted to bomb us,” she said. “We are
going to try to take her to a hospital. We are worried because it is in the head and it could be
serious.”The family is among the hundreds who are crossing into Turkey every day. Officials have
put the figure so far at around 6,000, although many more have slipped in. The wounded are
taken for treatment, but the rest are sent immediately to holding centres. The number of these
camps has increased from one to three in seven days, with a fourth one under construction,
away from contact with local people and, more specifically, the media.Turkey’s Prime Minister,
Recep Tayyip Erdogan, whose party won national elections held two days ago, has watched the
chaos in Syria with growing alarm. He has called on President Assad, with whom he had built up



strong links, to rein in his troops, and has denounced the “barbaric” actions still being taken.On
Sunday evening, while receiving a congratulatory telephone call from David Cameron, he gave
his backing to a proposed Anglo-French resolution at the United Nations condemning the
actions of the Syrian regime.Meanwhile, Turkish troops at the border have stopped the media
from venturing into Syria - The Independent had to take a detour to avoid patrols and reach
families strung out along a river valley. There was suspicion in the camp, rumours of intelligence
agents sent to collect information and seek out targets for future reckoning. A tall man with a
bulge under his blue jacket scrutinised the identity card of our Turkish guide and questioned me
about our journey. “Please excuse us,” he said. “We have to be careful about spies. The
[regime’s] soldiers are not very far back. They may come this way; I am looking after
security.”There had been reports that some of the “refugees” had come armed with Kalashnikov
rifles and rocket-propelled grenade launchers, which would give credence to claims from
Damascus of armed groups moving among the protesters. “No, we are just ordinary people,”
said the security man. Was he carrying a pistol? “No absolutely not,” he shook his head.The vast
majority of those present were sleeping under trees offering scant cover from the rain; a few
have managed to drive pick-up trucks cross-country and use the trailer to sleep; others have
built makeshift tents out of rags and plastic sheeting. A small well could not cope with the
demands of the growing numbers. A pond with floating rubbish and the waters of the river, with
animals wallowing in the shallows, was being used for washing and drinking.“I know this is bad,
but we are alive” said Siraz Abdullah, a 19-year-old student from a village near Jisra al-
Shughour. “We have nothing left there. We had big guns used [against us] and then there were
helicopters. They were flying low, so they could see they were shooting at people. They shot
people who were not fighting but trying to get away. I saw two men getting hit as they were
running away.”There were repeated claims that fighters from the Shabiha, a militia from the
Alawite community to which the Assad family and country’s élite belong, had taken part in
atrocities. Mohammed Hafiz, a carpenter from a hamlet south of Jisra al-Shughour, said: “They
were not the army, but they came just afterwards. These men were very aggressive: they
enjoyed shooting people.“They went up on rooftops and shot at demonstrations. No one knew
who sent them. We found out that they were this militia everyone was frightened of. It was they
who started the real trouble by firing on a funeral.” Ahmed ibn Abdurrahman was too tired to
carry on. Sitting with his wife and brother on a rug laid on the dust, he sighed, “I need to go
home. I have a house and I want to go back to that.” Mr Abdurrahman’s home was in Maarat al-
Numan. A military spokesman in Damascus announced that city will be “dealt with” in the next
few days.14th June 2011‘THEY SHOT PEOPLE WHO WERE TRYING TO GET AWAY’By Kim
Sengupta and Justin VelaTHE HAUNTING memories of savage violence and loss are fresh in
their minds. Now, with the vengeful forces of the regime closing in, the terrified and exhausted
stream of the dispossessed fleeing Syria’s strife await an uncertain fate. More than 10,000
people have headed for the Turkish border in an attempt to escape the onslaught unleashed by
Bashar al-Assad. They were living in squalor with little food and water and no shelter. But they



were prepared to suffer that to reach a place of relative safety away from the tanks, artillery and
helicopter gunships, and the death they bring.It is not known just how long this respite will last.
The regime’s forces are less than 15km away, and yesterday Damascus announced that the
current offensive in Idlib province, which saw the storming of Jisr al-Shughour - a city which had
become a symbol of militant opposition - will continue to roll on until the “criminal gangs” are
crushed.The Independent met some of these victims of a war waged on them by their own state
by crossing over from Turkey across valleys and ridges on a smugglers’ route. Our guides were
young men carrying in meagre supplies by hand: bottles of water and loaves of bread. This is the
only aid of any kind getting through to a humanitarian crisis which worsens by the day.The tales
we heard were harrowing - of indiscriminate shootings and casual killings, of hurried burials and
burning houses. One needs to be cautious of these accounts because they can be embellished.
But there was a sense of bewilderment among those huddled together about what has
happened. There was also the sight of the very young and elderly swathed in bandages. On a
sloping hillside were a series of graves of those who, lacking medical help, had succumbed to
their injuries.Among the crowd were soldiers who had changed sides. They acknowledged
serving a repressive regime without question. But they had stopped doing so, they insisted,
because of the vicious nature of the current military operations. Surrounded by people who have
suffered at the hands of their fellow troops, the soldiers were nervous. Ismail Sher Saleh, a 25-
year-old former sergeant of infantry, had deserted just before troops of the 4th Armoured
Division led by the President’s brother, Lt-Colonel Maher al-Assad, had launched their attack on
Jisr al-Shughour.“They could kill me if they caught me,” he said, twisting a black-and-white
checked keffiyeh [scarf] in his fingers. “It could be the Mukhabarat [secret police] or even people
I had served with. Some terrible things are being done: I have seen people getting shot for no
reason. They would kill me because they would consider me a traitor and because I know what
they had done.”Cradling three-year-old Sabia in her arms, Halima Um Qais traced her finger
along the three sticking plasters on her daughter’s forehead. “Something large exploded near
our house and she was cut by metal which came through the air. We are poor people, farmers - I
do not know why they wanted to bomb us,” she said. “We are going to try to take her to a
hospital. We are worried because it is in the head and it could be serious.”The family is among
the hundreds who are crossing into Turkey every day. Officials have put the figure so far at
around 6,000, although many more have slipped in. The wounded are taken for treatment, but
the rest are sent immediately to holding centres. The number of these camps has increased
from one to three in seven days, with a fourth one under construction, away from contact with
local people and, more specifically, the media.Turkey’s Prime Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
whose party won national elections held two days ago, has watched the chaos in Syria with
growing alarm. He has called on President Assad, with whom he had built up strong links, to rein
in his troops, and has denounced the “barbaric” actions still being taken.On Sunday evening,
while receiving a congratulatory telephone call from David Cameron, he gave his backing to a
proposed Anglo-French resolution at the United Nations condemning the actions of the Syrian



regime.Meanwhile, Turkish troops at the border have stopped the media from venturing into
Syria - The Independent had to take a detour to avoid patrols and reach families strung out along
a river valley. There was suspicion in the camp, rumours of intelligence agents sent to collect
information and seek out targets for future reckoning. A tall man with a bulge under his blue
jacket scrutinised the identity card of our Turkish guide and questioned me about our journey.
“Please excuse us,” he said. “We have to be careful about spies. The [regime’s] soldiers are not
very far back. They may come this way; I am looking after security.”There had been reports that
some of the “refugees” had come armed with Kalashnikov rifles and rocket-propelled grenade
launchers, which would give credence to claims from Damascus of armed groups moving
among the protesters. “No, we are just ordinary people,” said the security man. Was he carrying
a pistol? “No absolutely not,” he shook his head.The vast majority of those present were
sleeping under trees offering scant cover from the rain; a few have managed to drive pick-up
trucks cross-country and use the trailer to sleep; others have built makeshift tents out of rags
and plastic sheeting. A small well could not cope with the demands of the growing numbers. A
pond with floating rubbish and the waters of the river, with animals wallowing in the shallows,
was being used for washing and drinking.“I know this is bad, but we are alive” said Siraz
Abdullah, a 19-year-old student from a village near Jisra al-Shughour. “We have nothing left
there. We had big guns used [against us] and then there were helicopters. They were flying low,
so they could see they were shooting at people. They shot people who were not fighting but
trying to get away. I saw two men getting hit as they were running away.”There were repeated
claims that fighters from the Shabiha, a militia from the Alawite community to which the Assad
family and country’s élite belong, had taken part in atrocities. Mohammed Hafiz, a carpenter
from a hamlet south of Jisra al-Shughour, said: “They were not the army, but they came just
afterwards. These men were very aggressive: they enjoyed shooting people.“They went up on
rooftops and shot at demonstrations. No one knew who sent them. We found out that they were
this militia everyone was frightened of. It was they who started the real trouble by firing on a
funeral.” Ahmed ibn Abdurrahman was too tired to carry on. Sitting with his wife and brother on a
rug laid on the dust, he sighed, “I need to go home. I have a house and I want to go back to that.”
Mr Abdurrahman’s home was in Maarat al-Numan. A military spokesman in Damascus
announced that city will be “dealt with” in the next few days.16th June 2011UNDER COVER OF
DARKNESS, ASSAD’S ENEMIES TAKE UP ARMS AS THEIR FOE CLOSES INBy Kim
SenguptaTHE KALASHNIKOV was held in nervous, shaking hands. The face above peering into
the gathering darkness was drawn and tense. The guard for the refugees, barely past his teens,
was on anxious alert for the pursuing forces of the regime.Sitting and lying in huddles behind
Fouad Al-Habsi, with only the branches of trees and clumps of bushes for cover, were the most
recently dispossessed in Syria’s bloody conflict. Exhausted and fearful, uncertain of the future,
they were trying to reach the relative safety of the Turkish border.The Independent had chanced
across the group north of Ghassaniye after going into Syria through a smugglers’ route from
Turkey.More than 12,000 people are now camped in a state of squalor and degradation on this



side of the frontier. Another 8,500 had made it across only to be herded into camps and locked
away with no access to the outside world, by the authorities in Ankara. Yesterday, these inmates
held a protest demonstration during a visit by foreign minister Ahmet Davoutoglu to one of the
holding centres.But, for the desperate travellers on this dusty road, anything was better than the
savage retribution they were seeking to escape. The violence, however, was never very far
behind. The journey had been a perilous one with gunmen of the secret police, the Mukhabarat,
and the Alawite militia, the Shabbia, tracking them and carrying out attacks.“They had looted all
they could and they had burnt our homes. But still they were not satisfied, they want blood,” Issa
Abdullah shook his head. “These men like killing, they are like wild dogs.”Ahmad al-Arabi, 49,
came forward, his bandaged right hand thrust out. “I was shot as I was walking along the road
away from our village, the bullet came from far. Other bullets went over our heads, but one hit
Abu Haitham in the back, he had to be carried back to his home by his sons. We don’t know
what has happened to them. We hope Allah will protect them.”Most of the group of around 40 on
the road north of Ghassaniya were children, women and the elderly, families of farmers from
villages around the city of Jisr al-Shughour, which had been stormed by the troops of Bashar Al-
Assad 48 hours earlier. The Syrian regime had announced that “army units had restored security
and tranquillity to the city of Jisr al-Shughour”. The state-run SANA news agency gave progress
reports on “eliminating armed terrorist groups” who carried out a “massacre” in the
city.Suppression of protests, with claims that military action was only being directed against
violent Islamists, has been a common feature of the Arab Spring. The opposition in Syria, as with
protest movements in other countries in the region, vehemently denies allegations of terrorist
links.The families trying to get away could hardly be called the face of al-Qa’ida. Apart from
Fouad Al-Habsi only one other among the dozen men carried arms - a shotgun used for hunting
said the owner. But half an hour later, moving further on, we came across a band of eight men on
a bend in the road with Kalashnikovs and ammunition belts strung across their shoulders.The
watchful man who appeared to be their leader, denied they were members of the Muslim
Brotherhood, the Islamist organisation, which has strong roots in this region. He said: “We are
protecting these routes because the [regime’s] troops and the Mukhabarat had been carrying
out ambushes. They are using snipers. We need to get our people away safely and that is what
we are trying to do.”Two of the men wore green bandanas with inscriptions from the Koran.
Another man pulled open his gray shirt to show an olive green vest with regimental markings.“I
am a soldier. I used to fight for Bashar Assad, now I fight for the people. There are many of us
and more are joining us. But we are soldiers and we are Syrians, we are not terrorists.“We are
prepared to continue fighting, but we all want a settlement. We want peace.”16th June
2011UNDER COVER OF DARKNESS, ASSAD’S ENEMIES TAKE UP ARMS AS THEIR FOE
CLOSES INBy Kim SenguptaTHE KALASHNIKOV was held in nervous, shaking hands. The
face above peering into the gathering darkness was drawn and tense. The guard for the
refugees, barely past his teens, was on anxious alert for the pursuing forces of the regime.Sitting
and lying in huddles behind Fouad Al-Habsi, with only the branches of trees and clumps of



bushes for cover, were the most recently dispossessed in Syria’s bloody conflict. Exhausted and
fearful, uncertain of the future, they were trying to reach the relative safety of the Turkish
border.The Independent had chanced across the group north of Ghassaniye after going into
Syria through a smugglers’ route from Turkey.More than 12,000 people are now camped in a
state of squalor and degradation on this side of the frontier. Another 8,500 had made it across
only to be herded into camps and locked away with no access to the outside world, by the
authorities in Ankara. Yesterday, these inmates held a protest demonstration during a visit by
foreign minister Ahmet Davoutoglu to one of the holding centres.But, for the desperate travellers
on this dusty road, anything was better than the savage retribution they were seeking to escape.
The violence, however, was never very far behind. The journey had been a perilous one with
gunmen of the secret police, the Mukhabarat, and the Alawite militia, the Shabbia, tracking them
and carrying out attacks.“They had looted all they could and they had burnt our homes. But still
they were not satisfied, they want blood,” Issa Abdullah shook his head. “These men like killing,
they are like wild dogs.”Ahmad al-Arabi, 49, came forward, his bandaged right hand thrust out. “I
was shot as I was walking along the road away from our village, the bullet came from far. Other
bullets went over our heads, but one hit Abu Haitham in the back, he had to be carried back to
his home by his sons. We don’t know what has happened to them. We hope Allah will protect
them.”Most of the group of around 40 on the road north of Ghassaniya were children, women
and the elderly, families of farmers from villages around the city of Jisr al-Shughour, which had
been stormed by the troops of Bashar Al-Assad 48 hours earlier. The Syrian regime had
announced that “army units had restored security and tranquillity to the city of Jisr al-Shughour”.
The state-run SANA news agency gave progress reports on “eliminating armed terrorist groups”
who carried out a “massacre” in the city.Suppression of protests, with claims that military action
was only being directed against violent Islamists, has been a common feature of the Arab
Spring. The opposition in Syria, as with protest movements in other countries in the region,
vehemently denies allegations of terrorist links.The families trying to get away could hardly be
called the face of al-Qa’ida. Apart from Fouad Al-Habsi only one other among the dozen men
carried arms - a shotgun used for hunting said the owner. But half an hour later, moving further
on, we came across a band of eight men on a bend in the road with Kalashnikovs and
ammunition belts strung across their shoulders.The watchful man who appeared to be their
leader, denied they were members of the Muslim Brotherhood, the Islamist organisation, which
has strong roots in this region. He said: “We are protecting these routes because the [regime’s]
troops and the Mukhabarat had been carrying out ambushes. They are using snipers. We need
to get our people away safely and that is what we are trying to do.”Two of the men wore green
bandanas with inscriptions from the Koran. Another man pulled open his gray shirt to show an
olive green vest with regimental markings.“I am a soldier. I used to fight for Bashar Assad, now I
fight for the people. There are many of us and more are joining us. But we are soldiers and we
are Syrians, we are not terrorists.“We are prepared to continue fighting, but we all want a
settlement. We want peace.”17th June 2011REFUGEES FEAR A MASSACRE AS SYRIAN



TANKS ADVANCE ON BORDERBy Kim SenguptaFORCES OF the Syrian regime are reported
to have attacked and occupied villages near the Turkish border, just three kilometres from
encampments where 12,000 refugees have fled in a bid to escape President Bashar al-Assad’s
crackdown.Troops supported by tanks and artillery moved into the area as other units closed the
circle around Maarat al-Numan, an opposition town in the north. Human rights groups said that
at least 300 people had been arrested in a sweep of surrounding villages.Families fleeing to the
frontier with Turkey said the villages of Cenudi, Sigir, Badama and Qalaat Al-Shighour had been
damaged by shellfire at dawn, which preceded the arrival of troops, secret police and the feared
Shabbia militia. Local people blame the Mukhabarat secret police and the Shabbia militia -
which is drawn from the Alawaite community, to which President Assad and many of the Syrian
elite belong - for carrying out the worst excesses in the ferocious punitive response to the three-
month uprising.“They’ve really tried to destroy the village,” said Somar Ali, a 20-year-old farmer
who had fled Badama. “Most of my family came out with me, but my grandfather said ‘I am too
old to run away, I’ll die here’. We phoned to make sure he was all right and we could hear
shooting in the background. He said they were burning the fields and pulling down
houses.”About 12,000 people are living in squalid temporary shelters on the Syrian side of the
frontier, while a further 8,500 have made it to Turkey. Amid the chaos of the refugee
encampments, accounts of what is unfolding on the ground are often confused and
contradictory. The outskirts of Badama, seen by a visitor, did not support the claims of
widespread destruction. Most of the population had fled, doors and windows of houses were
shuttered, but the scale of damage was limited.There is, nevertheless, fear among the refugees
that regime forces would hunt them down. Groups seeking a way out to the relative safety of
Turkey have come under sniper fire. Mukhabarat gunmen in civilian cars are said to have carried
out ambushes.Nasr al-Baidi, a farmer from Sigir, said: “We did not think the [regime’s] troops
would move so near to the border. Everyone is now very worried that they will move to the camps
and start arresting people, maybe even killing them. What would the Turks do? They cannot
allow a massacre to take place.”Reports of violence have heightened the sense of trepidation. A
woman was alleged to have been gang raped by soldiers at Jisr Al-Shughour, a town stormed by
regime forces earlier this week. Three women were reportedly paraded naked at the same
place.Ibrahim, who did not want his surname published, said: “The poor woman who was raped
was married and had children. She telephoned my wife and told her what had happened and
told her not to go home. What happened to her and the three other women was a punishment
because their husbands had joined demonstrations.”Thousands of people from Maarat al-
Numan, just east of Jisr Al-Shughour, have left the town and are reportedly heading for the
border. A villager in Maarshamsa, on the outskirts of the town, said indiscriminate shooting by
Damascus forces killed one man, Mohammad al-Abdallah, who had to be buried in his garden
because the intensity of the attack made it impossible to take his body to the cemetery.Yaquub
Abdurrahman, moving his wife and six children from Maarat al-Numan, said: “We have been told
an attack is coming and we do not want to wait around to see what happens. We do not want to



leave Syria and we will return when the fighting finishes.”The regime, which insists the violence
is down to ill-defined “terrorist gangs”, has asked refugees to return home. Hassan Turkmani, a
special envoy of the Syrian president in Ankara for talks with the Turkish government, stated the
refugees would only stay in Turkey for a “short period of time”. “Soon they will be returning,” he
said. “We’ve prepared everything for them.”But at Guvecci, a Turkish town on the Syrian border,
people were fearful of what awaited them. “We have heard that names of people who have gone
back are checked against a list. If a name comes up the person is dragged away. There is a very
good reason for not going back, we will get killed,” said Abdel Yusuf Mohammed, who had fled
from Jisr al-Shighour.The Turkish Foreign Minister, Ahmet Davutoglu, who had visited a refugee
camp in Hatay province adjoining Syria, met Mr Turkmani yesterday. Afterwards he said the
countries remained the “closest friends”, but added: “We want a strong, stable, prosperous
Syria. To achieve this, the violence must stop immediately. I clearly saw the fear in the eyes of
people in the place I visited.”17th June 2011REFUGEES FEAR A MASSACRE AS SYRIAN
TANKS ADVANCE ON BORDERBy Kim SenguptaFORCES OF the Syrian regime are reported
to have attacked and occupied villages near the Turkish border, just three kilometres from
encampments where 12,000 refugees have fled in a bid to escape President Bashar al-Assad’s
crackdown.Troops supported by tanks and artillery moved into the area as other units closed the
circle around Maarat al-Numan, an opposition town in the north. Human rights groups said that
at least 300 people had been arrested in a sweep of surrounding villages.Families fleeing to the
frontier with Turkey said the villages of Cenudi, Sigir, Badama and Qalaat Al-Shighour had been
damaged by shellfire at dawn, which preceded the arrival of troops, secret police and the feared
Shabbia militia. Local people blame the Mukhabarat secret police and the Shabbia militia -
which is drawn from the Alawaite community, to which President Assad and many of the Syrian
elite belong - for carrying out the worst excesses in the ferocious punitive response to the three-
month uprising.“They’ve really tried to destroy the village,” said Somar Ali, a 20-year-old farmer
who had fled Badama. “Most of my family came out with me, but my grandfather said ‘I am too
old to run away, I’ll die here’. We phoned to make sure he was all right and we could hear
shooting in the background. He said they were burning the fields and pulling down
houses.”About 12,000 people are living in squalid temporary shelters on the Syrian side of the
frontier, while a further 8,500 have made it to Turkey. Amid the chaos of the refugee
encampments, accounts of what is unfolding on the ground are often confused and
contradictory. The outskirts of Badama, seen by a visitor, did not support the claims of
widespread destruction. Most of the population had fled, doors and windows of houses were
shuttered, but the scale of damage was limited.There is, nevertheless, fear among the refugees
that regime forces would hunt them down. Groups seeking a way out to the relative safety of
Turkey have come under sniper fire. Mukhabarat gunmen in civilian cars are said to have carried
out ambushes.Nasr al-Baidi, a farmer from Sigir, said: “We did not think the [regime’s] troops
would move so near to the border. Everyone is now very worried that they will move to the camps
and start arresting people, maybe even killing them. What would the Turks do? They cannot



allow a massacre to take place.”Reports of violence have heightened the sense of trepidation. A
woman was alleged to have been gang raped by soldiers at Jisr Al-Shughour, a town stormed by
regime forces earlier this week. Three women were reportedly paraded naked at the same
place.Ibrahim, who did not want his surname published, said: “The poor woman who was raped
was married and had children. She telephoned my wife and told her what had happened and
told her not to go home. What happened to her and the three other women was a punishment
because their husbands had joined demonstrations.”Thousands of people from Maarat al-
Numan, just east of Jisr Al-Shughour, have left the town and are reportedly heading for the
border. A villager in Maarshamsa, on the outskirts of the town, said indiscriminate shooting by
Damascus forces killed one man, Mohammad al-Abdallah, who had to be buried in his garden
because the intensity of the attack made it impossible to take his body to the cemetery.Yaquub
Abdurrahman, moving his wife and six children from Maarat al-Numan, said: “We have been told
an attack is coming and we do not want to wait around to see what happens. We do not want to
leave Syria and we will return when the fighting finishes.”The regime, which insists the violence
is down to ill-defined “terrorist gangs”, has asked refugees to return home. Hassan Turkmani, a
special envoy of the Syrian president in Ankara for talks with the Turkish government, stated the
refugees would only stay in Turkey for a “short period of time”. “Soon they will be returning,” he
said. “We’ve prepared everything for them.”But at Guvecci, a Turkish town on the Syrian border,
people were fearful of what awaited them. “We have heard that names of people who have gone
back are checked against a list. If a name comes up the person is dragged away. There is a very
good reason for not going back, we will get killed,” said Abdel Yusuf Mohammed, who had fled
from Jisr al-Shighour.The Turkish Foreign Minister, Ahmet Davutoglu, who had visited a refugee
camp in Hatay province adjoining Syria, met Mr Turkmani yesterday. Afterwards he said the
countries remained the “closest friends”, but added: “We want a strong, stable, prosperous
Syria. To achieve this, the violence must stop immediately. I clearly saw the fear in the eyes of
people in the place I visited.”18th June 2011THOUSANDS OF SYRIANS MARCH WHILE
MILITARY CONTINUES TO ATTACKBy Khalid Ali and Kim SenguptaTENS OF thousands of
Syrians took to the streets yesterday for a renewed push to unseat the government, uncowed by
a military assault in the north-west and unconvinced by the latest moves by the regime to quell
the uprising with gestures of reform.At least 16 people were reported killed as fresh protests
were met by machine-gun fire, while troops backed-up by tanks and helicopter gunships
continued their assault - an operation that has sent up to 22,000 people fleeing from their
homes.The protests came despite an unexpected announcement by the tycoon cousin of
President Bashar al-Assad that he would be relinquishing his business interests and donating
some of his massive profits to charity. Rami Makhlouf, who controls Syria’s main telecoms firm,
is reviled by many in Syria for alleged corruption.But the announcement did little to stem the tide
of protest and security forces again responded with force.The United States continued to push
for a UN resolution yesterday, as Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, met with the Russian
Foreign Minister, Sergei Lavrov, to try to forge an agreement between Security Council



members. In a letter circulated yesterday, Syrian Foreign Minister, Walid al-Moualem, said he
hoped the Council would not hastily adopt a resolution he says will help the “extremists and
terrorists” he blames for the country’s violence.Syrian human rights groups say more than 1,400
civilians have been killed since the uprising began. In the north-west, there were stories of
troops and members of the security services carrying out summary executions and torturing
suspected activists. About 22,000 people have fled assaults on towns in the area, with 10,000
now in refugee camps in Turkey and another 12,000 living in squalor on the Syrian side of the
border. Those who made it to the relative safety of Turkey were yesterday treated to a visit by the
American actress, Angelina Jolie, a goodwill ambassador for the UN.Meanwhile, journalists and
groups such as Amnesty International have been refused entry to the camps, with refugees not
allowed to leave.18th June 2011THOUSANDS OF SYRIANS MARCH WHILE MILITARY
CONTINUES TO ATTACKBy Khalid Ali and Kim SenguptaTENS OF thousands of Syrians took
to the streets yesterday for a renewed push to unseat the government, uncowed by a military
assault in the north-west and unconvinced by the latest moves by the regime to quell the
uprising with gestures of reform.At least 16 people were reported killed as fresh protests were
met by machine-gun fire, while troops backed-up by tanks and helicopter gunships continued
their assault - an operation that has sent up to 22,000 people fleeing from their homes.The
protests came despite an unexpected announcement by the tycoon cousin of President Bashar
al-Assad that he would be relinquishing his business interests and donating some of his massive
profits to charity. Rami Makhlouf, who controls Syria’s main telecoms firm, is reviled by many in
Syria for alleged corruption.But the announcement did little to stem the tide of protest and
security forces again responded with force.The United States continued to push for a UN
resolution yesterday, as Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, met with the Russian Foreign
Minister, Sergei Lavrov, to try to forge an agreement between Security Council members. In a
letter circulated yesterday, Syrian Foreign Minister, Walid al-Moualem, said he hoped the
Council would not hastily adopt a resolution he says will help the “extremists and terrorists” he
blames for the country’s violence.Syrian human rights groups say more than 1,400 civilians have
been killed since the uprising began. In the north-west, there were stories of troops and
members of the security services carrying out summary executions and torturing suspected
activists. About 22,000 people have fled assaults on towns in the area, with 10,000 now in
refugee camps in Turkey and another 12,000 living in squalor on the Syrian side of the border.
Those who made it to the relative safety of Turkey were yesterday treated to a visit by the
American actress, Angelina Jolie, a goodwill ambassador for the UN.Meanwhile, journalists and
groups such as Amnesty International have been refused entry to the camps, with refugees not
allowed to leave.19th June 2011THEY CAME AT DAWN, AND KILLED IN COLD BLOODBy Kim
SenguptaTHE HOUSES looked abandoned, windows and doors locked, a broken shutter
clattering in the wind. Then, one by one, they began to appear from their hiding places, mainly
women and children, a few elderly people. The residents of this village had learned to their cost
that being caught unawares in this violent conflict could have lethal consequences.The raid by



the secret police - the Mukhabarat - and the Shabbiha militia had come at dawn. The killings had
been cold-blooded and quick, three men shot dead as, barely awake, they tried desperately to
get away. A search for others had proved fruitless; they had fled the day before. The damage to
homes vented the frustration of the gunmen at missing their quarries.“They were working from a
list. But they made mistakes. One of them was the wrong person. They did not even have the
right name of the man they killed,” said Qais al-Baidi, gesturing towards the graves on a sloping
hillside. “But none of them deserved this. They were not terrorists. They had just taken part in
some demonstrations. These Assad people are vicious. They have no pity. They like killing.”The
three killings were among the many that had followed the ferocious onslaught launched by
Bashar al-Assad against the uprising. Two centres of opposition in the north of the country had
been taken after bloody clashes, Jisr al-Shughour early in the week, Maaret al-Numan falling on
Friday. This village was among a cluster that had been subjected, according to a regime
commander, to a “cleaning-up” operation.The offensive had led to a terrified exodus of much of
the local population, with 12,000 huddled in squalid conditions on the Syrian side of the border.
Another 10,000 had made it across to Turkey, only to be herded into holding centres, locked
away from the outside world, the government in Ankara making it clear that these people will be
sent back at an opportune time.The locals in the Turkish province of Hatay and the international
media have been kept away from the dispossessed families. The Turkish government insists
they are “guests”, as accepting they are refugees could lead to legal obligations towards them.
But Angelina Jolie, Hollywood actress and UN goodwill ambassador, was taken to see one of
the centres after expressing a wish to help to alleviate the suffering of Syria. A banner put up by
the Turkish authorities at the entrance to the camp read “Goodness Angel of the World,
Welcome”.Away from the focus of celebrity attention, there is little help for those stuck at the
frontier. The vast majority sleep under trees; a few have managed to drive pick-up trucks cross-
country and sleep in the trailer; others have built makeshift tents out of rags and plastic sheeting.
A pond with floating rubbish and water from the river were being used for washing and drinking.
Some of the injured had perished without adequate medical help, and their funerals were held
where they had died.The only “aid” for a humanitarian crisis worsening by the day had been
meagre supplies such as bottles of water and bread smuggled in by groups of young men
travelling on foot across steep ridges, along the same path taken by The IoS. Relief
organisations have not been allowed access by either the Syrians or the Turks. But the border
camp offer relative safety from the savagery of a state waging war on its own people.Hania Um
Jaffar, whose 22-year-old nephew, Khalid Abdullah, was one of those killed, was convinced that
the journey there was the only choice. “We had hidden in the fields the day before when we saw
helicopters flying over us. But they went away and we thought it had passed. But then they came
later on foot. They did not come into our home, but went to others, to the one where Khalid was
staying. He was shot many times.“I don’t want anyone else in my family to die. Surely that is what
will happen if we stay here. My sons have gone to the mountains, and another nephew has done
the same. They cannot come back to take us to Turkey. That is too dangerous for them. We have



to make our own way there.”The tiny community remaining in the dozen houses were running out
of food. Bassem Mohammed Ibrahim, a 68-year-old farmer, spread his hands. “[The regime
forces] did not burn the crops here like they have done in other places. But the only men left here
now are old ones like me. We cannot work the fields by ourselves. Our farms will be ruined. But if
we stay here, I don’t think we will survive.”The journey to the border, however, is fraught with risk.
The secret police and the Shabbiha, drawn from the community to which President Assad and
the Syrian elite belong, had ambushed families, forcing some to turn back. A small group of
opposition fighters provide protection along the route. “But we only have a few of these,” said
Habib Ali Hussein, holding up his Kalashnikov assault rifle. “Assad has tanks, artillery,
helicopters.”Until two weeks ago Mr Hussein was part of those forces as a lieutenant in the army.
He deserted, he said, sickened by the violence meted out to unarmed civilians.“They were
shooting people who were refusing to follow orders. That is what happened at Jisr al-Shughour. I
am from that area, and my people were being attacked. So I got my family away and then I left.
We haven’t got the weapons to go forward. All we are doing is defending.”At the border camp,
Isha al-Diri, a medical assistant from Jisr al-Shughour, had been administering treatment as best
he could. “The seriously injured have been taken to Turkey. But some died before that could
happen. The problem here is that we haven’t got enough medicine.”Rawat Khalifa had come
seeking cough medicine for his six-year-old daughter. “It is the damp; a lot of the young ones are
ill. We shall have to go to Turkey if they get any worse. We cannot take risks with their lives.“We
have not crossed over so far because we are Syrians. We want to stay in our own country. But
we are afraid to go back home. We are afraid that our own leaders will try to kill us.”Yesterday,
Syrian troops arrived with tanks at Bdama, 12 miles from the Turkish border. Dozens were
arrested and houses burned, according to eyewitnesses. The area had been considered key for
passing food and supplies to people who have fled the violence in their villages, but have yet to
cross the border into Turkey.19th June 2011THEY CAME AT DAWN, AND KILLED IN COLD
BLOODBy Kim SenguptaTHE HOUSES looked abandoned, windows and doors locked, a
broken shutter clattering in the wind. Then, one by one, they began to appear from their hiding
places, mainly women and children, a few elderly people. The residents of this village had
learned to their cost that being caught unawares in this violent conflict could have lethal
consequences.The raid by the secret police - the Mukhabarat - and the Shabbiha militia had
come at dawn. The killings had been cold-blooded and quick, three men shot dead as, barely
awake, they tried desperately to get away. A search for others had proved fruitless; they had fled
the day before. The damage to homes vented the frustration of the gunmen at missing their
quarries.“They were working from a list. But they made mistakes. One of them was the wrong
person. They did not even have the right name of the man they killed,” said Qais al-Baidi,
gesturing towards the graves on a sloping hillside. “But none of them deserved this. They were
not terrorists. They had just taken part in some demonstrations. These Assad people are vicious.
They have no pity. They like killing.”The three killings were among the many that had followed the
ferocious onslaught launched by Bashar al-Assad against the uprising. Two centres of



opposition in the north of the country had been taken after bloody clashes, Jisr al-Shughour
early in the week, Maaret al-Numan falling on Friday. This village was among a cluster that had
been subjected, according to a regime commander, to a “cleaning-up” operation.The offensive
had led to a terrified exodus of much of the local population, with 12,000 huddled in squalid
conditions on the Syrian side of the border. Another 10,000 had made it across to Turkey, only to
be herded into holding centres, locked away from the outside world, the government in Ankara
making it clear that these people will be sent back at an opportune time.The locals in the Turkish
province of Hatay and the international media have been kept away from the dispossessed
families. The Turkish government insists they are “guests”, as accepting they are refugees could
lead to legal obligations towards them. But Angelina Jolie, Hollywood actress and UN goodwill
ambassador, was taken to see one of the centres after expressing a wish to help to alleviate the
suffering of Syria. A banner put up by the Turkish authorities at the entrance to the camp read
“Goodness Angel of the World, Welcome”.Away from the focus of celebrity attention, there is
little help for those stuck at the frontier. The vast majority sleep under trees; a few have managed
to drive pick-up trucks cross-country and sleep in the trailer; others have built makeshift tents out
of rags and plastic sheeting. A pond with floating rubbish and water from the river were being
used for washing and drinking. Some of the injured had perished without adequate medical help,
and their funerals were held where they had died.The only “aid” for a humanitarian crisis
worsening by the day had been meagre supplies such as bottles of water and bread smuggled
in by groups of young men travelling on foot across steep ridges, along the same path taken by
The IoS. Relief organisations have not been allowed access by either the Syrians or the Turks.
But the border camp offer relative safety from the savagery of a state waging war on its own
people.Hania Um Jaffar, whose 22-year-old nephew, Khalid Abdullah, was one of those killed,
was convinced that the journey there was the only choice. “We had hidden in the fields the day
before when we saw helicopters flying over us. But they went away and we thought it had
passed. But then they came later on foot. They did not come into our home, but went to others,
to the one where Khalid was staying. He was shot many times.“I don’t want anyone else in my
family to die. Surely that is what will happen if we stay here. My sons have gone to the
mountains, and another nephew has done the same. They cannot come back to take us to
Turkey. That is too dangerous for them. We have to make our own way there.”The tiny community
remaining in the dozen houses were running out of food. Bassem Mohammed Ibrahim, a 68-
year-old farmer, spread his hands. “[The regime forces] did not burn the crops here like they
have done in other places. But the only men left here now are old ones like me. We cannot work
the fields by ourselves. Our farms will be ruined. But if we stay here, I don’t think we will
survive.”The journey to the border, however, is fraught with risk. The secret police and the
Shabbiha, drawn from the community to which President Assad and the Syrian elite belong, had
ambushed families, forcing some to turn back. A small group of opposition fighters provide
protection along the route. “But we only have a few of these,” said Habib Ali Hussein, holding up
his Kalashnikov assault rifle. “Assad has tanks, artillery, helicopters.”Until two weeks ago Mr



Hussein was part of those forces as a lieutenant in the army. He deserted, he said, sickened by
the violence meted out to unarmed civilians.“They were shooting people who were refusing to
follow orders. That is what happened at Jisr al-Shughour. I am from that area, and my people
were being attacked. So I got my family away and then I left. We haven’t got the weapons to go
forward. All we are doing is defending.”At the border camp, Isha al-Diri, a medical assistant from
Jisr al-Shughour, had been administering treatment as best he could. “The seriously injured
have been taken to Turkey. But some died before that could happen. The problem here is that we
haven’t got enough medicine.”Rawat Khalifa had come seeking cough medicine for his six-year-
old daughter. “It is the damp; a lot of the young ones are ill. We shall have to go to Turkey if they
get any worse. We cannot take risks with their lives.“We have not crossed over so far because
we are Syrians. We want to stay in our own country. But we are afraid to go back home. We are
afraid that our own leaders will try to kill us.”Yesterday, Syrian troops arrived with tanks at
Bdama, 12 miles from the Turkish border. Dozens were arrested and houses burned, according
to eyewitnesses. The area had been considered key for passing food and supplies to people
who have fled the violence in their villages, but have yet to cross the border into Turkey.21st
June 2011‘NO WONDER THEY WERE RIOTING IN DAMASCUS. THIS WAS INSULTING
BOTH TO THE LIVING AND TO THE DEAD’By Robert FiskIT WAS sad. It was ridiculous. It was
totally out of touch. The thousand Syrian dead (and counting) were, according to President
Bashar al-Assad, victims of that well-known Arab animal: the plot, the conspiracy, the “foreign
hand”, the same dastardly enemy that confronted Mubarak (before he was chucked out) and
Ben Ali (before he was chucked out) and Saleh (before he was driven out, wounded, like an
animal) and which still supposedly confronts Gaddafi and the Khalifas and, well, Bashar al-
Assad.The idea that the thousands of mourners, the tens of thousands of bereaved Syrians
whose sons and brothers and fathers and uncles - and, yes, wives and daughters and mothers -
have been gunned down by Assad’s Alawi armed gangs and his brother Maher’s special forces,
are going to be assuaged with a “national dialogue”, “consultative meetings” for “a few days”,
chats between a hundred “personalities” to discuss “mechanisms” after which “dialogue will
begin immediately”, is not only patronising. It is a sign of just how far the “sea of quietness” in
which all dictators live has cut Assad off from the lives of the people he claims to rule.Assad tells
Syrians to be of good cheer. Trust the army. They are your brothers, he tells them. Trust the
government. Yes, Assad will rid Syria of corruption - as he and his father promised to do
approximately 22 times in their rule. The young Bashar has already undertaken five anti-
corruption campaigns - and only last week did his own outrageous cousin agree to give up his
billion-dollar business dealings and devote himself to charity. Charity! No wonder the protesters
rioted again in Damascus. This wasn’t just incredible - in the literal sense of the word - it was
insulting to the living and to the dead.Then came the threats. Those who had spilled blood would
be chased down - as if the people of Syrian cities and towns and villages don’t know what that
means. They were encouraged by the Caliph Bashar to return to their homes where those kindly
gunmen and torturers would protect them from the “saboteurs and extremists” who were



upsetting their lives by attacking the brave members of the security forces (when they weren’t
torturing civilians, although that is not what Assad said).And then there was that wonderful line,
that the protesters were suckers, taken in by extremists, used as a “shroud” - a grimly suitable
expression, though Assad apparently did not realise it - for the gunmen and murderers who
represented a dark hangover of the Muslim Brotherhood uprising of 1982 (another rebellion met
with staggering cruelty by Syrian troops loyal to Assad’s uncle Rifaat, still happily residing in
London of course).Odd, this. For the “gunman” in the crowd, the “terrorist” using civilians as
“human shields” is a myth propagated for decades by the Israeli army when they kill civilians, by
the French army in Algeria, by the British Army in Northern Ireland, by Nato forces in
Afghanistan. By God, our Bashar is in good company!It was the same old game. The people are
the children, innocent, unaware, taken in by the foreign saboteur’s hand while the worldly-wise
Assad wants only to save Syria from its enemies. And we are supposed to be surprised when
the unarmed men and women of Syria march in the streets yet again to reject this
nonsense.21st June 2011‘NO WONDER THEY WERE RIOTING IN DAMASCUS. THIS WAS
INSULTING BOTH TO THE LIVING AND TO THE DEAD’By Robert FiskIT WAS sad. It was
ridiculous. It was totally out of touch. The thousand Syrian dead (and counting) were, according
to President Bashar al-Assad, victims of that well-known Arab animal: the plot, the conspiracy,
the “foreign hand”, the same dastardly enemy that confronted Mubarak (before he was chucked
out) and Ben Ali (before he was chucked out) and Saleh (before he was driven out, wounded,
like an animal) and which still supposedly confronts Gaddafi and the Khalifas and, well, Bashar
al-Assad.The idea that the thousands of mourners, the tens of thousands of bereaved Syrians
whose sons and brothers and fathers and uncles - and, yes, wives and daughters and mothers -
have been gunned down by Assad’s Alawi armed gangs and his brother Maher’s special forces,
are going to be assuaged with a “national dialogue”, “consultative meetings” for “a few days”,
chats between a hundred “personalities” to discuss “mechanisms” after which “dialogue will
begin immediately”, is not only patronising. It is a sign of just how far the “sea of quietness” in
which all dictators live has cut Assad off from the lives of the people he claims to rule.Assad tells
Syrians to be of good cheer. Trust the army. They are your brothers, he tells them. Trust the
government. Yes, Assad will rid Syria of corruption - as he and his father promised to do
approximately 22 times in their rule. The young Bashar has already undertaken five anti-
corruption campaigns - and only last week did his own outrageous cousin agree to give up his
billion-dollar business dealings and devote himself to charity. Charity! No wonder the protesters
rioted again in Damascus. This wasn’t just incredible - in the literal sense of the word - it was
insulting to the living and to the dead.Then came the threats. Those who had spilled blood would
be chased down - as if the people of Syrian cities and towns and villages don’t know what that
means. They were encouraged by the Caliph Bashar to return to their homes where those kindly
gunmen and torturers would protect them from the “saboteurs and extremists” who were
upsetting their lives by attacking the brave members of the security forces (when they weren’t
torturing civilians, although that is not what Assad said).And then there was that wonderful line,



that the protesters were suckers, taken in by extremists, used as a “shroud” - a grimly suitable
expression, though Assad apparently did not realise it - for the gunmen and murderers who
represented a dark hangover of the Muslim Brotherhood uprising of 1982 (another rebellion met
with staggering cruelty by Syrian troops loyal to Assad’s uncle Rifaat, still happily residing in
London of course).Odd, this. For the “gunman” in the crowd, the “terrorist” using civilians as
“human shields” is a myth propagated for decades by the Israeli army when they kill civilians, by
the French army in Algeria, by the British Army in Northern Ireland, by Nato forces in
Afghanistan. By God, our Bashar is in good company!It was the same old game. The people are
the children, innocent, unaware, taken in by the foreign saboteur’s hand while the worldly-wise
Assad wants only to save Syria from its enemies. And we are supposed to be surprised when
the unarmed men and women of Syria march in the streets yet again to reject this nonsense.6th
July 2011THE NEW FOCUS OF SYRIA’S CRACKDOWN HAS SEEN SIMILAR BLOODSHED
BEFOREBy Robert FiskHISTORY COMES full circle in Syria. In February 1982, President Hafez
al-Assad’s army stormed into the ancient cities to end an Islamist uprising. They killed at least
10,000 men, women and children, possibly 20,000. Some of the men were members of the
armed Muslim Brotherhood.Almost all the dead were Sunni Muslims, although even senior
members of the Baath party were executed if they had the fatal word Hamwi - a citizen from
Hama - on their identity cards. “Death a thousand times to the hired Muslim Brothers, who linked
themselves to the enemies of the homeland,” Assad said after the slaughter.Years later a retired
Dutch diplomat, Nikolaos Van Dam, wrote a detailed study of the Baath party and its Alawi
leadership, The Struggle for Power in Syria, and stated presciently of the Hama massacre, that
“the massive repression... may very well have sown the seeds of future strife and revenge”.
Never a truer word - and if the activists’ estimate that there were 250,000 citizens on the streets
of Hama at the weekend to demand the end of the Assad family’s rule is correct, then the seeds
of future strife were indeed planted in the historic city’s soil 29 years ago.I remember Hama’s first
siege, when I managed to enter the city by driving down the international highway and getting
right in among the Syrian tanks - which were shelling the most beautiful mosque in Hama -
because two army officers asked my driver to drop them off beside the river Orontes, where their
units were fighting the brotherhood. The soldiers gave me and my driver tea as we took in this
terrible scene.The fighting had gone on for 16 days; girl suicide killers were taking military lives
by exploding hand grenades next to them when they were taken prisoner. I only had a few
minutes to see all this. Rifaat al-Assad’s defence forces in their drab pink uniforms sat on their
tanks. Some of them had been badly wounded - they had bandages on their arms. A woman
refugee got into my car with her child, but when I tried to give it food, she snatched it and scoffed
the lot. She was starving. These, of course, were the parents of the weekend’s demonstrators.
Perhaps the hungry child was on the streets of Hama three days ago.The situation was similar
yesterday, after 500 troops surged into the city, wounding at least 20 after opening fire. But it’s
not an Islamic uprising this time - the insurgents of Hama were killing the families of Baath party
members in 1982 - but the very name of the city sounds like a tolling bell in the history of the



Assads’ rule. In those days, Assad let the press into Damascus - which is how I drove to see
friends in Aleppo and return via Hama - but this time the regime has simply closed the frontier to
almost all reporters.In 1982, there was no YouTube, no Twitter, there were no mobile phones. Not
a single photograph of the dead was ever published. Some of Syria’s tanks now appear to be
brand new imports from Russia. The problem is that the people’s technology is new too.6th July
2011THE NEW FOCUS OF SYRIA’S CRACKDOWN HAS SEEN SIMILAR BLOODSHED
BEFOREBy Robert FiskHISTORY COMES full circle in Syria. In February 1982, President Hafez
al-Assad’s army stormed into the ancient cities to end an Islamist uprising. They killed at least
10,000 men, women and children, possibly 20,000. Some of the men were members of the
armed Muslim Brotherhood.Almost all the dead were Sunni Muslims, although even senior
members of the Baath party were executed if they had the fatal word Hamwi - a citizen from
Hama - on their identity cards. “Death a thousand times to the hired Muslim Brothers, who linked
themselves to the enemies of the homeland,” Assad said after the slaughter.Years later a retired
Dutch diplomat, Nikolaos Van Dam, wrote a detailed study of the Baath party and its Alawi
leadership, The Struggle for Power in Syria, and stated presciently of the Hama massacre, that
“the massive repression... may very well have sown the seeds of future strife and revenge”.
Never a truer word - and if the activists’ estimate that there were 250,000 citizens on the streets
of Hama at the weekend to demand the end of the Assad family’s rule is correct, then the seeds
of future strife were indeed planted in the historic city’s soil 29 years ago.I remember Hama’s first
siege, when I managed to enter the city by driving down the international highway and getting
right in among the Syrian tanks - which were shelling the most beautiful mosque in Hama -
because two army officers asked my driver to drop them off beside the river Orontes, where their
units were fighting the brotherhood. The soldiers gave me and my driver tea as we took in this
terrible scene.The fighting had gone on for 16 days; girl suicide killers were taking military lives
by exploding hand grenades next to them when they were taken prisoner. I only had a few
minutes to see all this. Rifaat al-Assad’s defence forces in their drab pink uniforms sat on their
tanks. Some of them had been badly wounded - they had bandages on their arms. A woman
refugee got into my car with her child, but when I tried to give it food, she snatched it and scoffed
the lot. She was starving. These, of course, were the parents of the weekend’s demonstrators.
Perhaps the hungry child was on the streets of Hama three days ago.The situation was similar
yesterday, after 500 troops surged into the city, wounding at least 20 after opening fire. But it’s
not an Islamic uprising this time - the insurgents of Hama were killing the families of Baath party
members in 1982 - but the very name of the city sounds like a tolling bell in the history of the
Assads’ rule. In those days, Assad let the press into Damascus - which is how I drove to see
friends in Aleppo and return via Hama - but this time the regime has simply closed the frontier to
almost all reporters.In 1982, there was no YouTube, no Twitter, there were no mobile phones. Not
a single photograph of the dead was ever published. Some of Syria’s tanks now appear to be
brand new imports from Russia. The problem is that the people’s technology is new too.9th
August 2011THIS SLAUGHTER WILL END ONLY WHEN WORDS OF CONDEMNATION ARE



ACTED ONBy Robert FiskWORDS, WORDS, words. Bashar al-Assad knows his Hamlet, and
he is not impressed. Yes, his isolation grows daily. A day after King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia
pulled his ambassador out of Damascus, the Kuwaitis and Bahrainis - we shall naturally ignore,
here, Bahrain’s own bloody internal suppression - have dutifully followed his example.The Arab
League believes that Bashar should “immediately stop” the violence. The UN has roared, though
it managed to smear Syria’s protesters by calling for both sides “to exercise restraint” - as if the
demonstrators had tanks - and Mr Medvedev, the Russian President, has talked grimly of
Bashar’s “fate”. Even Turkey, according to the Prime Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, has “run
out of patience”. A Turkish “safe haven” in the north of Syria, anyone?The trouble is that
everyone has been running out of patience with Syria since the spring, and no one has done
more than turn up the rhetoric as the statistics of innocent dead ticked up from 500 to 1,000, to
more than 2,000. And of course the absence of journalists inside Syria means that the full story
is not known. Syrian television has shown gunmen among demonstrators in Hama, while nightly
I watch Syrian state television recording the funerals of dozens - now perhaps 300 - soldiers.
Who killed them? Who are the gunmen? YouTube is a dodgy witness to history but there can be
little doubt that, faced with state violence on such a scale, civilians have armed themselves to
protect their families, to take revenge on the regime, to keep the Syrian militias out of their
cities.And the Assad family, cynical as it is, enacting legislative reform while killing those who
might benefit from the new laws, fully understands the hypocrisy of the Arab and European
reaction to the Syrian bloodbath. Had Messrs Cameron, Sarkozy and Obama stopped short
after they saved Benghazi - had they reined in their juvenile enthusiasm for destroying Gaddafi -
they may have had the spittle (I use Sir Thomas More’s word for courage) and the munitions to
destroy some of Assad’s 8,000 tanks. That massive fleet of armour, one should add, was paid
for by the Syrian people in order to be protect Syria from Israel - not to protect the regime from
the Syrians themselves.William Hague - he who once childishly believed Gaddafi was en route
to Venezuela - has been waffling on about how little the West can do to stop Assad. This is
rubbish. Britain’s RAF bases in Cyprus are infinitely closer to Syria than to Libya. Had we
prevented the bloodbath in Benghazi and left the Libyans to their civil war, we might have found
a public opinion strong enough to stomach an assault on the Assad legions. But no, Libya has
oil, Syria has little and - despite all the roaring from the Arabs - most of the dictators, in Saudi
Arabia, in Bahrain, in the rest of the Middle East, would still prefer a “reformed” Assad to
freedom, dignity and liberty for his people. The Israelis don’t want regime change in Damascus.
Do the Americans?You only have to compare Obama’s reaction to the massacre in Norway and
to the infinitely larger blood-shedding in Syria. Obama described how the Norwegian killings
“broke his heart”. Yet the slaughter of far more innocents in Syria merely elicits the idea that the
United States can live without Assad if he goes. There are plenty of Breiviks among the Syrian
Shabiha murderers in Syria - but no Western leaders to mourn their handiwork. Bashar Assad
knows this. And don’t be fooled by the tears pouring forth from the Keeper of the Three Holy
Places.Any sane Arab, Muslim - “or anyone who knows that this has nothing to do with religion,



ethics or morals”, in the words of King Abdullah - knows that spilling innocent blood leads to
hopelessness. We might be more impressed were it not for the fact the Saudis and their tame
imams remained resolutely silent when a million and a half Muslims were slaughtered on the
1980-88 Iran-Iraq war battlefields. Back then, of course, the Saudis - and the West - were on the
side of that nice Sunni Muslim dictator Saddam Hussein against the horrible Shia theocrat
Khomeini. Now the Sunnis of Syria are fighting the Shia - for which read Alawite - dictator of
Damascus. Having convinced themselves that his survival would only embolden Shia Iran,
however, the monarch of Riyadh has come down on the side of the Syrian people - for now, at
least.Assad is almost certainly doomed. But he’s more like Macbeth, “in blood stepp’d in so far
that, should I wade no more, returning were as tedious as go’er”.9th August 2011THIS
SLAUGHTER WILL END ONLY WHEN WORDS OF CONDEMNATION ARE ACTED ONBy
Robert FiskWORDS, WORDS, words. Bashar al-Assad knows his Hamlet, and he is not
impressed. Yes, his isolation grows daily. A day after King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia pulled his
ambassador out of Damascus, the Kuwaitis and Bahrainis - we shall naturally ignore, here,
Bahrain’s own bloody internal suppression - have dutifully followed his example.The Arab
League believes that Bashar should “immediately stop” the violence. The UN has roared, though
it managed to smear Syria’s protesters by calling for both sides “to exercise restraint” - as if the
demonstrators had tanks - and Mr Medvedev, the Russian President, has talked grimly of
Bashar’s “fate”. Even Turkey, according to the Prime Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, has “run
out of patience”. A Turkish “safe haven” in the north of Syria, anyone?The trouble is that
everyone has been running out of patience with Syria since the spring, and no one has done
more than turn up the rhetoric as the statistics of innocent dead ticked up from 500 to 1,000, to
more than 2,000. And of course the absence of journalists inside Syria means that the full story
is not known. Syrian television has shown gunmen among demonstrators in Hama, while nightly
I watch Syrian state television recording the funerals of dozens - now perhaps 300 - soldiers.
Who killed them? Who are the gunmen? YouTube is a dodgy witness to history but there can be
little doubt that, faced with state violence on such a scale, civilians have armed themselves to
protect their families, to take revenge on the regime, to keep the Syrian militias out of their
cities.And the Assad family, cynical as it is, enacting legislative reform while killing those who
might benefit from the new laws, fully understands the hypocrisy of the Arab and European
reaction to the Syrian bloodbath. Had Messrs Cameron, Sarkozy and Obama stopped short
after they saved Benghazi - had they reined in their juvenile enthusiasm for destroying Gaddafi -
they may have had the spittle (I use Sir Thomas More’s word for courage) and the munitions to
destroy some of Assad’s 8,000 tanks. That massive fleet of armour, one should add, was paid
for by the Syrian people in order to be protect Syria from Israel - not to protect the regime from
the Syrians themselves.William Hague - he who once childishly believed Gaddafi was en route
to Venezuela - has been waffling on about how little the West can do to stop Assad. This is
rubbish. Britain’s RAF bases in Cyprus are infinitely closer to Syria than to Libya. Had we
prevented the bloodbath in Benghazi and left the Libyans to their civil war, we might have found



a public opinion strong enough to stomach an assault on the Assad legions. But no, Libya has
oil, Syria has little and - despite all the roaring from the Arabs - most of the dictators, in Saudi
Arabia, in Bahrain, in the rest of the Middle East, would still prefer a “reformed” Assad to
freedom, dignity and liberty for his people. The Israelis don’t want regime change in Damascus.
Do the Americans?You only have to compare Obama’s reaction to the massacre in Norway and
to the infinitely larger blood-shedding in Syria. Obama described how the Norwegian killings
“broke his heart”. Yet the slaughter of far more innocents in Syria merely elicits the idea that the
United States can live without Assad if he goes. There are plenty of Breiviks among the Syrian
Shabiha murderers in Syria - but no Western leaders to mourn their handiwork. Bashar Assad
knows this. And don’t be fooled by the tears pouring forth from the Keeper of the Three Holy
Places.Any sane Arab, Muslim - “or anyone who knows that this has nothing to do with religion,
ethics or morals”, in the words of King Abdullah - knows that spilling innocent blood leads to
hopelessness. We might be more impressed were it not for the fact the Saudis and their tame
imams remained resolutely silent when a million and a half Muslims were slaughtered on the
1980-88 Iran-Iraq war battlefields. Back then, of course, the Saudis - and the West - were on the
side of that nice Sunni Muslim dictator Saddam Hussein against the horrible Shia theocrat
Khomeini. Now the Sunnis of Syria are fighting the Shia - for which read Alawite - dictator of
Damascus. Having convinced themselves that his survival would only embolden Shia Iran,
however, the monarch of Riyadh has come down on the side of the Syrian people - for now, at
least.Assad is almost certainly doomed. But he’s more like Macbeth, “in blood stepp’d in so far
that, should I wade no more, returning were as tedious as go’er”.19th August 2011IT’S HIS
FAST-DISAPPEARING BILLIONS THAT WILL WORRY ASSAD, NOT WORDS FROM
WASHINGTONBy Robert FiskOBAMA ROARS. World trembles. If only.Obama says Assad must
“step aside”. Do we really think Damascus trembles? Or is going to? Indeed, the titan of the
White House only dared to go this far after condemnation of Bashar al-Assad by Saudi Arabia,
Qatar, Kuwait, Turkey, Jordan, the Palestinian Authority, the EU and Uncle Tom Cobley and all
(except, of course, Israel - another story). The terrible triplets - Cameron, Sarkozy and Merkel -
did their mimicking act a few minutes later.But truly, are new sanctions against Assad “and his
cronies” - I enjoyed the “cronies” bit, a good old 1665 word as I’m sure Madame Clinton realised,
although she was principally referring to Bashar’s businessman cousin Rami Makhlouf -
anything more than the usual Obama hogwash? If “strong economic sanctions” mean a mere
freeze on petroleum products of Syrian origin, the fact remains that Syria can scarcely produce
enough oil for itself, let alone for export. A Swedish government agency recently concluded that
Syria was largely unaffected by the world economic crisis - because it didn’t really have an
economy.Of course, in the fantasy of Damascus - where Bashar appears to live in the same “sea
of quietness” in which the Egyptian writer Mohamed Heikel believes all dictators breathe - the
world goes on as usual. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon - another earth-trembler if ever
there was one - no sooner demands an “immediate” end to “all military operations and mass
arrests”, than dear old Bashar tells him that “military and police action” has stopped.Well, blow



me down, as the Syrian population must now be saying. So what were all those reports coming
in yesterday from Syria, of widespread gunfire in Latakia, of troops looting private property in the
city, of a man arrested in his hospital bed in Zabadani, of snipers still on the rooftops of
government buildings in Deir el-Zour? Crimes against humanity? Needless to say, the Syrian
government knows nothing about this.Besides, hasn’t Gaddafi been accused of “crimes against
humanity”? Wasn’t he supposed to have “stepped aside” six months ago? And isn’t Gaddafi - a
little more fragile now, of course - still in Tripoli? And this is after months of Nato bombardment,
something that Bashar has nothing to worry about. Well, well, well.Bashar will also have noticed
a weird mantra adopted by the Great Roarer of Washington. Repeatedly, Assad was told by
Obama to “step aside” - never “step down” - and to “get out of the way”, whatever that means.
Intriguingly, Madame Clinton used the phrase “step down” yesterday afternoon - and then
immediately corrected herself to “step aside”.The Great and the Good don’t use these phrases
by chance. The implication still seems to be that “step aside” might allow Bashar to stay in Syria
but let others take over, rather go on the run with a war crimes tribunal hanging over his head.
Which is what, I suspect, yesterday’s roaring was all about.The real fear for Bashar is not oil
sanctions but banks - especially the £12bn in foreign reserves that existed in Syria’s Central
Bank in February, a sum which is now being depleted by around £50m a week. In May, Syria’s
foreign minister - the mighty (physically) Walid Moallem - asked Baghdad for cheap Iraqi oil.
Nearly 10 per cent of Syria’s banking deposits disappeared in the first four months of 2011;
£1.8bn was withdrawn, some of it ending up in Lebanese banks.All in all, then, a nasty economic
climate in which to go on bashing your own people. So who cares what Obama says? Certainly
not the Syrians, which is why they are now trying to set up a “High Commission for Leading the
Revolution” to co-ordinate protesters in the country’s provinces.This will indeed also worry
Assad, who will have to send his spooks out to identify members of this “high
commission” (which sounds unhappily like a colonial name) so they can spend some rest-and-
recreation in the Latakia sports stadium under friendly interrogation from the state security
police.19th August 2011IT’S HIS FAST-DISAPPEARING BILLIONS THAT WILL WORRY
ASSAD, NOT WORDS FROM WASHINGTONBy Robert FiskOBAMA ROARS. World trembles. If
only.Obama says Assad must “step aside”. Do we really think Damascus trembles? Or is going
to? Indeed, the titan of the White House only dared to go this far after condemnation of Bashar
al-Assad by Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Kuwait, Turkey, Jordan, the Palestinian Authority, the EU and
Uncle Tom Cobley and all (except, of course, Israel - another story). The terrible triplets -
Cameron, Sarkozy and Merkel - did their mimicking act a few minutes later.But truly, are new
sanctions against Assad “and his cronies” - I enjoyed the “cronies” bit, a good old 1665 word as
I’m sure Madame Clinton realised, although she was principally referring to Bashar’s
businessman cousin Rami Makhlouf - anything more than the usual Obama hogwash? If “strong
economic sanctions” mean a mere freeze on petroleum products of Syrian origin, the fact
remains that Syria can scarcely produce enough oil for itself, let alone for export. A Swedish
government agency recently concluded that Syria was largely unaffected by the world economic



crisis - because it didn’t really have an economy.Of course, in the fantasy of Damascus - where
Bashar appears to live in the same “sea of quietness” in which the Egyptian writer Mohamed
Heikel believes all dictators breathe - the world goes on as usual. UN Secretary General Ban Ki-
moon - another earth-trembler if ever there was one - no sooner demands an “immediate” end to
“all military operations and mass arrests”, than dear old Bashar tells him that “military and police
action” has stopped.Well, blow me down, as the Syrian population must now be saying. So what
were all those reports coming in yesterday from Syria, of widespread gunfire in Latakia, of troops
looting private property in the city, of a man arrested in his hospital bed in Zabadani, of snipers
still on the rooftops of government buildings in Deir el-Zour? Crimes against humanity?
Needless to say, the Syrian government knows nothing about this.Besides, hasn’t Gaddafi been
accused of “crimes against humanity”? Wasn’t he supposed to have “stepped aside” six months
ago? And isn’t Gaddafi - a little more fragile now, of course - still in Tripoli? And this is after
months of Nato bombardment, something that Bashar has nothing to worry about. Well, well,
well.Bashar will also have noticed a weird mantra adopted by the Great Roarer of Washington.
Repeatedly, Assad was told by Obama to “step aside” - never “step down” - and to “get out of the
way”, whatever that means. Intriguingly, Madame Clinton used the phrase “step down” yesterday
afternoon - and then immediately corrected herself to “step aside”.The Great and the Good don’t
use these phrases by chance. The implication still seems to be that “step aside” might allow
Bashar to stay in Syria but let others take over, rather go on the run with a war crimes tribunal
hanging over his head. Which is what, I suspect, yesterday’s roaring was all about.The real fear
for Bashar is not oil sanctions but banks - especially the £12bn in foreign reserves that existed in
Syria’s Central Bank in February, a sum which is now being depleted by around £50m a week. In
May, Syria’s foreign minister - the mighty (physically) Walid Moallem - asked Baghdad for cheap
Iraqi oil. Nearly 10 per cent of Syria’s banking deposits disappeared in the first four months of
2011; £1.8bn was withdrawn, some of it ending up in Lebanese banks.All in all, then, a nasty
economic climate in which to go on bashing your own people. So who cares what Obama says?
Certainly not the Syrians, which is why they are now trying to set up a “High Commission for
Leading the Revolution” to co-ordinate protesters in the country’s provinces.This will indeed also
worry Assad, who will have to send his spooks out to identify members of this “high
commission” (which sounds unhappily like a colonial name) so they can spend some rest-and-
recreation in the Latakia sports stadium under friendly interrogation from the state security
police.26th October 2011‘WE ARE ALL READY TO BE MARTYRED FOR SYRIA AND OUR
PRESIDENT’By Robert FiskSERGEANT JASSEM Abdul-Raheem Shehadi and Private Ahmed
Khalaf Adalli of the Syrian Army were sent to their graves yesterday with the send-off their
families would have wished for; coffins draped with the Syrian flag, trumpets and drums and
wreaths held by their comrades, and the presence of their commanding officer. There was a Last
Post, Chopin’s funeral march - mixed with ululating staff at the Tishreen Hospital to which their
remains had been transferred - and then the nine-hour journey by ambulance to their hometown,
Raka. Shehadi was 19, Adalli was 20. And their uncles swore they had died for President Bashar



al-Assad.They were shot dead in Deraa - by snipers, according to their commanding officer,
Major Walid Hatim. “By terrorists,” he said several times. Assad’s opponents might have no
sympathy with these dead soldiers - nor Amnesty, nor Human Rights Watch, nor the United
Nations, who say 3,000 civilians have been killed by Syrian security forces, nor the Americans,
nor the British et al - but those two coffins suggested that there is more than one story to the
Syrian Revolution. Syrian officers told me yesterday that 1,150 soldiers have been killed in Syria
in the past seven months, an extraordinary death toll for regular Syrian troops if correct. On Zawi
mountain near Idlib, Major Hatim said, 30 Syrian soldiers had been killed in an ambush. Mazjera
was the word he used. A massacre.Shehadi and Adalli were based in Deraa, where the
opposition to Assad began. Shehadi was there for six months, Adalli for four. It was a sign of the
times that Major Hatim arrived at the Damascus funeral in civilian clothes. Why was he not
wearing his uniform, I asked? “It is easier,” he replied. Because of the dangers driving from
Deraa? “Maybe,” he replied. That, too, told its own story. Both the dead soldiers had lost their
fathers years ago and their two uncles had travelled here from Raka to escort the bodies home.
They were from poor families, they said. The boys and their uncles had been looking after their
mothers.Shehadi’s uncle, Salim Abdullah, in a brown abaya and drawing heavily on a cigarette,
was on the edge of tears. “My nephew had three brothers and two sisters, and they are very
poor,” he said. “His mother Arash will now have to be looked after by us. Those killers have killed
the hope of our family. He was the youngest boy.”Behind Salim Shehadi, Syrian troops stood in
full battledress as the coffins were brought from the hospital mortuary. All Syria’s military dead
leave from the gloomy portals of the Tishreen Hospital, a vast concrete building in the suburbs of
Damascus. Even the ambulance driver prostrated himself in tears over his vehicle.Syrian
television had a crew at the hospital, along with the ever loyal Syrian Arab News Agency, but it
was highly unusual for a foreign reporter to be invited to this ceremony, let alone to speak to
Syrian officers. Major Hatim explained to me that the two soldiers were killed in a planned
ambush; the sniper was firing from between two houses. There was a strange confluence in this
description. Opponents of Assad often claim that it is they that are fired on by snipers using the
cover of buildings.But few people in Syria now doubt that, however peaceful - and yet bloody -
the anti-government demonstrations in Homs and Hama are, the Syrian Army has become a
major target. Needless to say, Major Hatim, a 25-year army veteran, was also a supporter of the
President.Hatim talked of Syria’s “resistance” on the part of the Palestinians, that soldiers
sometimes had to die for their country, that their enemy is Israel. There is much talk in Damascus
of a “foreign hand” behind the killings in Syria, although the Major admitted that, in this case,
“unfortunately the killers are Syrian”.But Salim Shehadi wanted to say more. “I hope you will be
honest and tell the truth,” he said. “Tell the truth about the killing of Syrian people. The hand of
terrorists took my nephew. We are all ready to be martyred for Syria and for our President
Assad.” It sounded too pat, this little speech from a grieving man, and a reporter must ask if this
was a set-up. Yet the military had only four minutes before I arrived for the funeral, and I doubt if
they could have coaxed this poor man to say these words.Perhaps, up in distant Raka, they



believe these words of loyalty - Abdullah Hilmi, Adalli’s uncle, an older man in a brown robe, said
much the same - and certainly Major Hatim believed what he said. But what of those YouTube
pictures, of the shooting of demonstrators and mourners at funerals - no danger of that at this
funeral yesterday - and the 3,000 civilian dead of which the UN now talks?I suppose that, until
we Western journalists can investigate without government restrictions, it’s a YouTube picture
against the word of two poor men in peasants’ clothes.26th October 2011‘WE ARE ALL READY
TO BE MARTYRED FOR SYRIA AND OUR PRESIDENT’By Robert FiskSERGEANT JASSEM
Abdul-Raheem Shehadi and Private Ahmed Khalaf Adalli of the Syrian Army were sent to their
graves yesterday with the send-off their families would have wished for; coffins draped with the
Syrian flag, trumpets and drums and wreaths held by their comrades, and the presence of their
commanding officer. There was a Last Post, Chopin’s funeral march - mixed with ululating staff
at the Tishreen Hospital to which their remains had been transferred - and then the nine-hour
journey by ambulance to their hometown, Raka. Shehadi was 19, Adalli was 20. And their uncles
swore they had died for President Bashar al-Assad.They were shot dead in Deraa - by snipers,
according to their commanding officer, Major Walid Hatim. “By terrorists,” he said several times.
Assad’s opponents might have no sympathy with these dead soldiers - nor Amnesty, nor Human
Rights Watch, nor the United Nations, who say 3,000 civilians have been killed by Syrian
security forces, nor the Americans, nor the British et al - but those two coffins suggested that
there is more than one story to the Syrian Revolution. Syrian officers told me yesterday that
1,150 soldiers have been killed in Syria in the past seven months, an extraordinary death toll for
regular Syrian troops if correct. On Zawi mountain near Idlib, Major Hatim said, 30 Syrian
soldiers had been killed in an ambush. Mazjera was the word he used. A massacre.Shehadi and
Adalli were based in Deraa, where the opposition to Assad began. Shehadi was there for six
months, Adalli for four. It was a sign of the times that Major Hatim arrived at the Damascus
funeral in civilian clothes. Why was he not wearing his uniform, I asked? “It is easier,” he replied.
Because of the dangers driving from Deraa? “Maybe,” he replied. That, too, told its own story.
Both the dead soldiers had lost their fathers years ago and their two uncles had travelled here
from Raka to escort the bodies home. They were from poor families, they said. The boys and
their uncles had been looking after their mothers.Shehadi’s uncle, Salim Abdullah, in a brown
abaya and drawing heavily on a cigarette, was on the edge of tears. “My nephew had three
brothers and two sisters, and they are very poor,” he said. “His mother Arash will now have to be
looked after by us. Those killers have killed the hope of our family. He was the youngest
boy.”Behind Salim Shehadi, Syrian troops stood in full battledress as the coffins were brought
from the hospital mortuary. All Syria’s military dead leave from the gloomy portals of the Tishreen
Hospital, a vast concrete building in the suburbs of Damascus. Even the ambulance driver
prostrated himself in tears over his vehicle.Syrian television had a crew at the hospital, along
with the ever loyal Syrian Arab News Agency, but it was highly unusual for a foreign reporter to
be invited to this ceremony, let alone to speak to Syrian officers. Major Hatim explained to me
that the two soldiers were killed in a planned ambush; the sniper was firing from between two



houses. There was a strange confluence in this description. Opponents of Assad often claim that
it is they that are fired on by snipers using the cover of buildings.But few people in Syria now
doubt that, however peaceful - and yet bloody - the anti-government demonstrations in Homs
and Hama are, the Syrian Army has become a major target. Needless to say, Major Hatim, a 25-
year army veteran, was also a supporter of the President.Hatim talked of Syria’s “resistance” on
the part of the Palestinians, that soldiers sometimes had to die for their country, that their enemy
is Israel. There is much talk in Damascus of a “foreign hand” behind the killings in Syria, although
the Major admitted that, in this case, “unfortunately the killers are Syrian”.But Salim Shehadi
wanted to say more. “I hope you will be honest and tell the truth,” he said. “Tell the truth about the
killing of Syrian people. The hand of terrorists took my nephew. We are all ready to be martyred
for Syria and for our President Assad.” It sounded too pat, this little speech from a grieving man,
and a reporter must ask if this was a set-up. Yet the military had only four minutes before I arrived
for the funeral, and I doubt if they could have coaxed this poor man to say these words.Perhaps,
up in distant Raka, they believe these words of loyalty - Abdullah Hilmi, Adalli’s uncle, an older
man in a brown robe, said much the same - and certainly Major Hatim believed what he said. But
what of those YouTube pictures, of the shooting of demonstrators and mourners at funerals - no
danger of that at this funeral yesterday - and the 3,000 civilian dead of which the UN now talks?I
suppose that, until we Western journalists can investigate without government restrictions, it’s a
YouTube picture against the word of two poor men in peasants’ clothes.27th October
2011SYRIA SLIPS TOWARDS SECTARIAN WARBy Robert FiskSO THERE was the reporter
from Syrian television asking what I thought of the situation in Syria, and there was I saying that
you can no longer infantilise Arabs, that the uprisings/revolts/revolutions/unrest in the Arab world
were all different; but that dictatorship didn’t work, that if there were - if - a serious new
constitution, pluralist political parties and real and genuine free elections, Syria might just climb
out of its tragedy but that the government was running out of time, fast.We shall see if this gets
on air on Saturday (readers will be kept informed) but outside in the street another pro-Assad
demonstration was starting, 10,000 then 50,000 - it might have reached 200,000 by midday -
and there was no Saddam-style trucking of the people to the Omayad Square, no mukhabarat
intelligence presence and the only soldiers were standing with their families. How does one
report a pro-government demo during the Arab Awakening? There were veiled women, old men,
thousands of children with “Syria” written on their faces. Most held Syrian flags, some held the
flags of Russia and China.Were they coerced? I don’t think so - not by the Assad government, at
least. Some played football games in the parks round the square. Others signed their names -
Muslim and Christian - on a banner decorated with the branches of a massive Syrian tree. But if
they were coerced, it was by stories from further north. I spoke to 12 men and women. Five
spoke of relatives in the army killed in Homs. And the news from Homs was very bad. I had
dinner on Tuesday night with an old friend. His 62-year-old cousin, a retired engineer, had given
water to some soldiers in Homs. Next morning, armed men knocked at his front door and shot
him dead. He was a Christian.Of course, the Assad government had been warning of a sectarian



war. Of course, the Assad government has set itself up as the only sure protector of minorities.
Of course, the Assad government had claimed that Islamists and “terrorists” were behind the
street opposition to the regime. It’s also clear that the brutality of the Syrian security forces in
Deraa and Homs and other cities against unarmed protesters has been a scandal, which those
in the government privately acknowledge.But it’s also transparent that the struggle in Syria now
cuts through the centre of the country and that many armed men now oppose the army. Indeed, I
have been told that Homs slips - for hours at a time - out of government control. Damascenes
travelling to the northern city of Aleppo can take the bus. But now more than ever, they are flying
to avoid the dangerous road between Hama and Aleppo. These are the reasons, I suspect, why
so many thousands came to demonstrate in Damascus yesterday. They are frightened.Foreign
journalists are not allowed to travel to Homs - a serious error by the regime - where Sunnis,
Alawites and Christians live close together amid Armenians, Circassians and other groups. A
sectarian war may well be in the cynical interests of any regime fighting for its life. But unless
everyone I’ve met is lying (which I don’t believe), this is now a growing reality in central Syria.
Against this, no Russian or Chinese vetoes in the United Nations are of any use.A delegation
from the Arab League - that pathetic and most useless of Arab institutions - was due to arrive in
Damascus yesterday afternoon. To what effect? Are they supposed to send a “peace” force?
Two days ago, Mohamed Kadour, the Dean of the Petrochemicals Faculty at Homs University,
was kidnapped in return for the freeing of detainees. He was released a day later. Whether
imprisoned men were released, we don’t know. But it has happened before. In Idlib, so they say,
everyone is armed. And the weapons - so they say - are coming from Lebanon.Ask who the
armed men are in central Syria and you receive a spread of replies: Bedouin who smuggle drugs
to Saudi Arabia, army defectors, “Islamists” from Iraq, “people who just think there is no other
way to get rid of the regime”. Damascus is safe; bright lights and late-night shopping and
restaurants and thousands wandering the streets. But Damascus is not the rest of Syria. It lives
in a kind of bubble.I got up yesterday after only an hour and a half of sleep - because outside my
hotel, government workers were testing the deafening sound system for the demonstration. All
night there were bursts of taped cheering and drums and cheers and trumpets. But did those
crowds yesterday really need this false applause and fraudulent additions to their own
demonstration? Officially, things are getting better in Syria. I doubt it.If the UN figure of more than
3,000 civilian dead is correct and if the Syrian statistic of 1,150 military deaths are correct and if
the deaths of the last three days - perhaps another 50 - are true, then up to 4,200 Syrians have
been killed in seven months. And that’s enough to frighten anyone.27th October 2011SYRIA
SLIPS TOWARDS SECTARIAN WARBy Robert FiskSO THERE was the reporter from Syrian
television asking what I thought of the situation in Syria, and there was I saying that you can no
longer infantilise Arabs, that the uprisings/revolts/revolutions/unrest in the Arab world were all
different; but that dictatorship didn’t work, that if there were - if - a serious new constitution,
pluralist political parties and real and genuine free elections, Syria might just climb out of its
tragedy but that the government was running out of time, fast.We shall see if this gets on air on



Saturday (readers will be kept informed) but outside in the street another pro-Assad
demonstration was starting, 10,000 then 50,000 - it might have reached 200,000 by midday -
and there was no Saddam-style trucking of the people to the Omayad Square, no mukhabarat
intelligence presence and the only soldiers were standing with their families. How does one
report a pro-government demo during the Arab Awakening? There were veiled women, old men,
thousands of children with “Syria” written on their faces. Most held Syrian flags, some held the
flags of Russia and China.Were they coerced? I don’t think so - not by the Assad government, at
least. Some played football games in the parks round the square. Others signed their names -
Muslim and Christian - on a banner decorated with the branches of a massive Syrian tree. But if
they were coerced, it was by stories from further north. I spoke to 12 men and women. Five
spoke of relatives in the army killed in Homs. And the news from Homs was very bad. I had
dinner on Tuesday night with an old friend. His 62-year-old cousin, a retired engineer, had given
water to some soldiers in Homs. Next morning, armed men knocked at his front door and shot
him dead. He was a Christian.Of course, the Assad government had been warning of a sectarian
war. Of course, the Assad government has set itself up as the only sure protector of minorities.
Of course, the Assad government had claimed that Islamists and “terrorists” were behind the
street opposition to the regime. It’s also clear that the brutality of the Syrian security forces in
Deraa and Homs and other cities against unarmed protesters has been a scandal, which those
in the government privately acknowledge.But it’s also transparent that the struggle in Syria now
cuts through the centre of the country and that many armed men now oppose the army. Indeed, I
have been told that Homs slips - for hours at a time - out of government control. Damascenes
travelling to the northern city of Aleppo can take the bus. But now more than ever, they are flying
to avoid the dangerous road between Hama and Aleppo. These are the reasons, I suspect, why
so many thousands came to demonstrate in Damascus yesterday. They are frightened.Foreign
journalists are not allowed to travel to Homs - a serious error by the regime - where Sunnis,
Alawites and Christians live close together amid Armenians, Circassians and other groups. A
sectarian war may well be in the cynical interests of any regime fighting for its life. But unless
everyone I’ve met is lying (which I don’t believe), this is now a growing reality in central Syria.
Against this, no Russian or Chinese vetoes in the United Nations are of any use.A delegation
from the Arab League - that pathetic and most useless of Arab institutions - was due to arrive in
Damascus yesterday afternoon. To what effect? Are they supposed to send a “peace” force?
Two days ago, Mohamed Kadour, the Dean of the Petrochemicals Faculty at Homs University,
was kidnapped in return for the freeing of detainees. He was released a day later. Whether
imprisoned men were released, we don’t know. But it has happened before. In Idlib, so they say,
everyone is armed. And the weapons - so they say - are coming from Lebanon.Ask who the
armed men are in central Syria and you receive a spread of replies: Bedouin who smuggle drugs
to Saudi Arabia, army defectors, “Islamists” from Iraq, “people who just think there is no other
way to get rid of the regime”. Damascus is safe; bright lights and late-night shopping and
restaurants and thousands wandering the streets. But Damascus is not the rest of Syria. It lives



in a kind of bubble.I got up yesterday after only an hour and a half of sleep - because outside my
hotel, government workers were testing the deafening sound system for the demonstration. All
night there were bursts of taped cheering and drums and cheers and trumpets. But did those
crowds yesterday really need this false applause and fraudulent additions to their own
demonstration? Officially, things are getting better in Syria. I doubt it.If the UN figure of more than
3,000 civilian dead is correct and if the Syrian statistic of 1,150 military deaths are correct and if
the deaths of the last three days - perhaps another 50 - are true, then up to 4,200 Syrians have
been killed in seven months. And that’s enough to frighten anyone.28th October 2011‘THE
ARMY WAS TOLD NOT TO FIRE AT PROTESTERS’By Robert FiskBOUTHAINA SHAABAN is
one of only six Syrians on America’s personal sanction list against the Assad regime. She is
political adviser to the President. A middle-aged mother and author who speaks perfect English,
as much at home in Paris as in Cairo. And all those assets of hers, frozen in America. Wow.So I
sit in her Damascus office and ask the obvious question: what does it feel like to be on the
sanctions list of the most powerful nation on earth? “Nothing really,” she says, quick as a flash. “I
have no assets - except the assets of the love for my people. The Americans understand ‘assets’
only as dollars. I don’t have dollars anywhere in the world.”The “assets of my people” is a bit of a
cliche. But touché. She isn’t on a European sanctions list - yet - and thinks she can go to Europe
if she wishes. “It’s a bit ironic, really, to be on an American sanction list when my books are on
sale all over the USA. At present my only travel plan is a possible trip to Saudi Arabia.”It’s one of
those frequent Syrian interviews - Shaaban prefers an off-the-record chat. I insist we are on the
record. Once in full-flow, however, I can’t stop her, and she confirms what every other Syrian in
Damascus says: that the security situation in Homs is terrible, that the army is being attacked all
over the country. Anyone with a military registration plate on their car is a target. Shaaban herself
is from Homs. “Today is the second anniversary of the death of my mother. And you know we like
to go to the grave of our family on the anniversary of their death. But I can’t go to my mother’s
grave - I am afraid of being killed in Homs. Everyone is suffering.“The other day, I went to the
woman who is the best baker in Damascus - she works on the road to the airport, I always buy
my bread from her but she was crying. She told me that some bearded men came to her and
said: ‘You are a Christian and you are putting whiskey in your bread.’ So she had to close her
bakery. These are the kind of people who want to destroy Syria. Now people, for the first time,
are interested in the religion of their neighbours. This has never happened before. You know,
Syria is one of those countries where people have the names of jobs - like Najr (carpenter) and
Haddad (blacksmith). Now people are asking about what their religion is.”The political narrative
is, of course, familiar. Violence is being directed at the army. “It is being directed at our public
buildings and cities. This has nothing to do with peaceful demonstrations. This violence is the
most dangerous thing happening now in Syria. Syrians all want to live in peace, to press ahead
with pluralism and reforms. This violence is not the introduction to democracy. There is obviously
a sector which is interested in conflict and not in reforms. They are all given money to shoot at
demonstrators and the security forces - or they are extremist fundamentalists.”I have been down



this path before. Surely - surely - I said to Shaaban, those original, terrible YouTube pictures of
demonstrators being fired at in Deraa and Homs and Hama were real. One even shows Syrian
soldiers turning and firing on the man filming them with his mobile camera. We all know how
brutal the intelligence services can be. I remember - but do not mention - walking past the
“muhabarrat” headquarters not far from my own hotel and commenting to a friend the same night
that they must be hard at work on “interrogations”. “They are done in the basements,” he replied.
“You wouldn’t want to know what happens there.”“I think you have to know both sides of the
story,” comes the reply. “I would not be able to tell you the other side of the story. There are
always now two sides of the story - I will not be defending anybody. Early in the crisis, our army
and police and security services paid terrible sacrifices but they were told not to shoot at
demonstrators. I really don’t know why people should make things up. The Syrian civilians who
went to Turkey - they returned and said the Turks had promised them passports, all kinds of
things which turned out to be untrue. Why would a person wanting to flee Idlib go to Turkey?
They would go to Aleppo.”I tell Shaaban that I have spent hours talking to Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, poor farming people who told terrible stories of the “shabiha” militia and the brutality of
the intelligence services in their village of Tel Khalak. Surely she doesn’t believe these people
were all making these things up? She talks about the “armed groups “playing with these people”
and about how weapons are coming across the borders. “In Deraa, we found weapons that were
Israeli. I told our people they should show these weapons to the media...”So how come Syria’s
former best friends - Turkey and Qatar - are now among its fiercest critics, I ask? “I find the stand
of Turkey a mystery. When you have a good friend - and it was Syria which opened for the Turks
the front gate of the Arabs, we allowed Turks to come here without visas, Syria was flooded with
Turkish products - we do not expect to have to abide by other people’s policies. I think there are
bigger, larger reasons. There is to be an anti-missile shield in Turkey, Turkey is a member of Nato
- I don’t know what is in the cake for Turkey. When I heard yesterday some statements by a
Turkish official about us, I felt like he was supposed to be the teacher and we the students. We
did not do anything to provoke this stand from Turkey.”There is puzzlement over Qatar’s fierce
condemnation of Syria but apparent relief that Wednesday’s Arab League meeting with the
Syrians went well. “I thought they came with a positive attitude. They said that Syria was a very
important country in the Arab world, that anything that happens to Syria will affect all of the
Arabs. Of course, a lot of their questions were based on the reports of Al Jazeera and Arabia [TV
channels].”I bet they were. Al Jazeera is banned in Syria.28th October 2011‘THE ARMY WAS
TOLD NOT TO FIRE AT PROTESTERS’By Robert FiskBOUTHAINA SHAABAN is one of only
six Syrians on America’s personal sanction list against the Assad regime. She is political adviser
to the President. A middle-aged mother and author who speaks perfect English, as much at
home in Paris as in Cairo. And all those assets of hers, frozen in America. Wow.So I sit in her
Damascus office and ask the obvious question: what does it feel like to be on the sanctions list
of the most powerful nation on earth? “Nothing really,” she says, quick as a flash. “I have no
assets - except the assets of the love for my people. The Americans understand ‘assets’ only as



dollars. I don’t have dollars anywhere in the world.”The “assets of my people” is a bit of a cliche.
But touché. She isn’t on a European sanctions list - yet - and thinks she can go to Europe if she
wishes. “It’s a bit ironic, really, to be on an American sanction list when my books are on sale all
over the USA. At present my only travel plan is a possible trip to Saudi Arabia.”It’s one of those
frequent Syrian interviews - Shaaban prefers an off-the-record chat. I insist we are on the record.
Once in full-flow, however, I can’t stop her, and she confirms what every other Syrian in
Damascus says: that the security situation in Homs is terrible, that the army is being attacked all
over the country. Anyone with a military registration plate on their car is a target. Shaaban herself
is from Homs. “Today is the second anniversary of the death of my mother. And you know we like
to go to the grave of our family on the anniversary of their death. But I can’t go to my mother’s
grave - I am afraid of being killed in Homs. Everyone is suffering.“The other day, I went to the
woman who is the best baker in Damascus - she works on the road to the airport, I always buy
my bread from her but she was crying. She told me that some bearded men came to her and
said: ‘You are a Christian and you are putting whiskey in your bread.’ So she had to close her
bakery. These are the kind of people who want to destroy Syria. Now people, for the first time,
are interested in the religion of their neighbours. This has never happened before. You know,
Syria is one of those countries where people have the names of jobs - like Najr (carpenter) and
Haddad (blacksmith). Now people are asking about what their religion is.”The political narrative
is, of course, familiar. Violence is being directed at the army. “It is being directed at our public
buildings and cities. This has nothing to do with peaceful demonstrations. This violence is the
most dangerous thing happening now in Syria. Syrians all want to live in peace, to press ahead
with pluralism and reforms. This violence is not the introduction to democracy. There is obviously
a sector which is interested in conflict and not in reforms. They are all given money to shoot at
demonstrators and the security forces - or they are extremist fundamentalists.”I have been down
this path before. Surely - surely - I said to Shaaban, those original, terrible YouTube pictures of
demonstrators being fired at in Deraa and Homs and Hama were real. One even shows Syrian
soldiers turning and firing on the man filming them with his mobile camera. We all know how
brutal the intelligence services can be. I remember - but do not mention - walking past the
“muhabarrat” headquarters not far from my own hotel and commenting to a friend the same night
that they must be hard at work on “interrogations”. “They are done in the basements,” he replied.
“You wouldn’t want to know what happens there.”“I think you have to know both sides of the
story,” comes the reply. “I would not be able to tell you the other side of the story. There are
always now two sides of the story - I will not be defending anybody. Early in the crisis, our army
and police and security services paid terrible sacrifices but they were told not to shoot at
demonstrators. I really don’t know why people should make things up. The Syrian civilians who
went to Turkey - they returned and said the Turks had promised them passports, all kinds of
things which turned out to be untrue. Why would a person wanting to flee Idlib go to Turkey?
They would go to Aleppo.”I tell Shaaban that I have spent hours talking to Syrian refugees in
Lebanon, poor farming people who told terrible stories of the “shabiha” militia and the brutality of



the intelligence services in their village of Tel Khalak. Surely she doesn’t believe these people
were all making these things up? She talks about the “armed groups “playing with these people”
and about how weapons are coming across the borders. “In Deraa, we found weapons that were
Israeli. I told our people they should show these weapons to the media...”So how come Syria’s
former best friends - Turkey and Qatar - are now among its fiercest critics, I ask? “I find the stand
of Turkey a mystery. When you have a good friend - and it was Syria which opened for the Turks
the front gate of the Arabs, we allowed Turks to come here without visas, Syria was flooded with
Turkish products - we do not expect to have to abide by other people’s policies. I think there are
bigger, larger reasons. There is to be an anti-missile shield in Turkey, Turkey is a member of Nato
- I don’t know what is in the cake for Turkey. When I heard yesterday some statements by a
Turkish official about us, I felt like he was supposed to be the teacher and we the students. We
did not do anything to provoke this stand from Turkey.”There is puzzlement over Qatar’s fierce
condemnation of Syria but apparent relief that Wednesday’s Arab League meeting with the
Syrians went well. “I thought they came with a positive attitude. They said that Syria was a very
important country in the Arab world, that anything that happens to Syria will affect all of the
Arabs. Of course, a lot of their questions were based on the reports of Al Jazeera and Arabia [TV
channels].”I bet they were. Al Jazeera is banned in Syria.29th October 2011WHAT THE KILLING
OF GADDAFI MEANS TO SYRIABy Robert FiskTWO DAYS before Gaddafi was murdered, I
was reading the morning newspapers in Beirut and discovered a remarkable story on most front
pages. At the time, the mad ex-emperor of Libya was still hiding in Sirte, but there was this
quotation by the US Secretary of State, La Clinton, speaking in Tripoli itself. “We hope he can be
captured or killed soon,” she said, “so that you don’t have to fear him any longer.” This was so
extraordinary that I underlined La Clinton’s words and clipped the article from one of the front
pages. (My archives are on paper.) “We hope he can be captured or killed soon.” Then bingo.
Nato bombs his runaway convoy and the old boy is hauled wounded from a sewage pipe and
done away with.Now in an age when America routinely assassinates its enemies, La Clinton’s
words were remarkable because they at last acknowledged the truth. Normally, the State
Department or the White House churned out the usual nonsense about how Gaddafi or Bin
Laden or whoever must be “brought to justice” - and we all know what that means. But this week,
the whole business turned much darker. Asked about his personal reaction, Obama the Good
said that no one wanted to meet such an end, but that Gaddafi’s death should be a lesson “to all
dictators around the world”. And we all knew what that meant. Principally, the message was to
Bashar al-Assad of Syria. Maybe, ran the subtext, they would meet the same sticky end.So now
here I am in Damascus and I’ve been asking Syrians what they made of the whole business.
Whenever I said Gaddafi was a crackpot, they would wholeheartedly agree. But when I spoke to
a very senior government official who works directly for the Syrian leadership, he spoke in
slightly different terms. “We don’t accept any comparisons,” he said. “But the seriousness of
Gaddafi’s killing is that in the West in the future, they are going to say: ‘See how the Libyans
behave? See how the Arabs behave? See how Muslims behave?’ This will be used against



Islam. It was humiliating for the Libyans more than it was for Gaddafi, and that is why I fear it will
be used against all of us. This is my real concern.”On Syrian television this week, I made the
point that Gaddafi was insane and that - whatever else you thought of him - Assad was not. This
was met (naturally) by vigorous agreement from the presenter. But wait. I promised to tell
readers what happened to the programme. Well, two days ago, quite by chance, I bumped into
the journalist who had interviewed me. Alas, he said, he thought the translation and subtitles
wouldn’t be ready for Saturday night’s broadcast. Maybe we could do another interview later.
Back to that old saw, I guess: we shall see.In any event, I was made very much aware by her
own personal assistant how “deeply hurt” Bashar al-Assad’s wife Asma was at a report in The
Independent a couple of weeks ago which suggested that she was indifferent to the plight of
civilian opponents of the regime killed by the security forces. The story - not by me - quoted an
aid official in Damascus who was present at a meeting with the First Lady, saying that - when
asked about the casualties - “there was no reaction”.Needless to say, this report was gobbled up
by the Arab media, including al-Jazeera, Assad’s most hated TV station. Now Asma al-Assad’s
assistant has just given me the Syrian Arab Red Crescent’s own official Arabic-language
account of the meeting. It makes interesting reading. SARC volunteers told the president’s wife
that they received better treatment from the army “which has a clear leadership” than they did
from the intelligence services at the checkpoints across Syria - they said the “muhabarrat”
intelligence “enjoys no leadership or clear principles, at least from our point of view” - and that
vehicles from the Ministry of Health are sometimes misused by “parties without control and this
has created a situation of fear among citizens”. Mrs Assad was told how difficult it was for the
SARC to work in dangerous areas and to move the wounded.“Mrs Asma [sic] showed her
understanding of the difficulties our volunteers are going through,” the SARC report says, “and
expressed her deep admiration for their efforts in serving humanity and individual people... and
promised to convey some of their demands to the authorities.” Mrs Assad’s visit was “informal”
and the discussions “friendly”.In the days that followed, the SARC report continued, the
behaviour of “security checkpoints” towards their volunteers improved. A subsequent report in
the weekly Syria Today quotes Mrs Assad as telling the Red Crescent volunteers that they “must
remain neutral and independent during this time, focusing solely on humanitarian needs”.So
there you have it. Certainly not indifferent - but hardly a ringing condemnation of human rights
abuses. Of course, I can see Asma al-Assad’s problem. Had she spoken out directly against the
killing of protesters, of course, the world’s press and television would not have said that Mrs
Assad stood up for human rights. The headlines would have been political, and would have read:
“Syrian President attacked by wife.” The truth, I fear, is that once war begins, you just can’t win.
Even if you are the wife of the president.29th October 2011WHAT THE KILLING OF GADDAFI
MEANS TO SYRIABy Robert FiskTWO DAYS before Gaddafi was murdered, I was reading the
morning newspapers in Beirut and discovered a remarkable story on most front pages. At the
time, the mad ex-emperor of Libya was still hiding in Sirte, but there was this quotation by the US
Secretary of State, La Clinton, speaking in Tripoli itself. “We hope he can be captured or killed



soon,” she said, “so that you don’t have to fear him any longer.” This was so extraordinary that I
underlined La Clinton’s words and clipped the article from one of the front pages. (My archives
are on paper.) “We hope he can be captured or killed soon.” Then bingo. Nato bombs his
runaway convoy and the old boy is hauled wounded from a sewage pipe and done away
with.Now in an age when America routinely assassinates its enemies, La Clinton’s words were
remarkable because they at last acknowledged the truth. Normally, the State Department or the
White House churned out the usual nonsense about how Gaddafi or Bin Laden or whoever must
be “brought to justice” - and we all know what that means. But this week, the whole business
turned much darker. Asked about his personal reaction, Obama the Good said that no one
wanted to meet such an end, but that Gaddafi’s death should be a lesson “to all dictators around
the world”. And we all knew what that meant. Principally, the message was to Bashar al-Assad of
Syria. Maybe, ran the subtext, they would meet the same sticky end.So now here I am in
Damascus and I’ve been asking Syrians what they made of the whole business. Whenever I said
Gaddafi was a crackpot, they would wholeheartedly agree. But when I spoke to a very senior
government official who works directly for the Syrian leadership, he spoke in slightly different
terms. “We don’t accept any comparisons,” he said. “But the seriousness of Gaddafi’s killing is
that in the West in the future, they are going to say: ‘See how the Libyans behave? See how the
Arabs behave? See how Muslims behave?’ This will be used against Islam. It was humiliating for
the Libyans more than it was for Gaddafi, and that is why I fear it will be used against all of us.
This is my real concern.”On Syrian television this week, I made the point that Gaddafi was
insane and that - whatever else you thought of him - Assad was not. This was met (naturally) by
vigorous agreement from the presenter. But wait. I promised to tell readers what happened to the
programme. Well, two days ago, quite by chance, I bumped into the journalist who had
interviewed me. Alas, he said, he thought the translation and subtitles wouldn’t be ready for
Saturday night’s broadcast. Maybe we could do another interview later. Back to that old saw, I
guess: we shall see.In any event, I was made very much aware by her own personal assistant
how “deeply hurt” Bashar al-Assad’s wife Asma was at a report in The Independent a couple of
weeks ago which suggested that she was indifferent to the plight of civilian opponents of the
regime killed by the security forces. The story - not by me - quoted an aid official in Damascus
who was present at a meeting with the First Lady, saying that - when asked about the casualties
- “there was no reaction”.Needless to say, this report was gobbled up by the Arab media,
including al-Jazeera, Assad’s most hated TV station. Now Asma al-Assad’s assistant has just
given me the Syrian Arab Red Crescent’s own official Arabic-language account of the meeting. It
makes interesting reading. SARC volunteers told the president’s wife that they received better
treatment from the army “which has a clear leadership” than they did from the intelligence
services at the checkpoints across Syria - they said the “muhabarrat” intelligence “enjoys no
leadership or clear principles, at least from our point of view” - and that vehicles from the Ministry
of Health are sometimes misused by “parties without control and this has created a situation of
fear among citizens”. Mrs Assad was told how difficult it was for the SARC to work in dangerous



areas and to move the wounded.“Mrs Asma [sic] showed her understanding of the difficulties
our volunteers are going through,” the SARC report says, “and expressed her deep admiration
for their efforts in serving humanity and individual people... and promised to convey some of
their demands to the authorities.” Mrs Assad’s visit was “informal” and the discussions
“friendly”.In the days that followed, the SARC report continued, the behaviour of “security
checkpoints” towards their volunteers improved. A subsequent report in the weekly Syria Today
quotes Mrs Assad as telling the Red Crescent volunteers that they “must remain neutral and
independent during this time, focusing solely on humanitarian needs”.So there you have it.
Certainly not indifferent - but hardly a ringing condemnation of human rights abuses. Of course, I
can see Asma al-Assad’s problem. Had she spoken out directly against the killing of protesters,
of course, the world’s press and television would not have said that Mrs Assad stood up for
human rights. The headlines would have been political, and would have read: “Syrian President
attacked by wife.” The truth, I fear, is that once war begins, you just can’t win. Even if you are the
wife of the president.16th November 2011ASSAD WILL ONLY GO IF HIS OWN TANKS TURN
AGAINST HIMBy Robert FiskIN DAMASCUS earlier this month, Syrian state television asked
me for an interview on events in Syria. With much trepidation, I accepted, promising the
presenter he would not like all I said, but warning - a bit of Fisk blackmail, this - that any
censored words would be relayed to readers of The Independent. The interview went ahead and
I said that President Bashar al-Assad was “running out of time - fast”. The Arab people, I added,
could no longer be infantilised; there was clearly an armed insurgency under way in Syria to
overthrow the regime - foreign correspondents must be allowed to visit Homs and other areas
where a host of YouTube pictures show protesters being shot down. When I was told later that
the translation had not been finished in time, I smiled with my usual cynicism.But almost
incredibly, the interview duly aired on Syrian state television - and to my utter astonishment, they
ran the lot (they used near-perfect subtitling), including the remarks about Assad “running out of
time - fast”.What happened? Did this have the President’s approval? Or was the government - or
some part of the dictatorship - trying to show that they were in no doubt about how serious the
near-civil war had become? I don’t know. And my Middle Eastern crystal ball broke many years
ago. But I’ll hazard a dangerous prediction: Assad’s time is running out, fast - but don’t believe
the State Department and the Washington “tink thanks” (as I call them) and the EU or the Arab
League. He ain’t going yet.Even the words of Jordan’s King Abdullah this week were slightly bent
by the press and television coverage when he supposedly told the BBC that Assad should “step
down”. What he actually said was that “if I was in his [Assad’s] shoes, I would step down”. Which
is not quite the same thing. Far more important was that section of the interview - one of his best,
by the way, and I’m not his majesty’s fan - in which he said that if Assad stepped down, only to
be replaced by the same “system” (ie the Baath party), the problem would not be ended. Too
true. And running alongside King Abdullah’s words, I thought, was the faint hope that perhaps
Assad could still take the initiative and honour all his fine words (new constitution, political
pluralism, real democracy, etc). Certainly, the West’s pompous predictions of Assad’s imminent



demise - based more on YouTube than the reality on the ground - are hopelessly optimistic. True,
there are deserters from the Syrian army. But you don’t win revolutions with Kalashnikov AK-47s.
Only the desertion of a tank unit or two plus generals - Libya-style - could have any chance of
that. And so far, there is none. Assad is not Gaddafi.Furthermore, Russia’s military support is not
going to end. Only nine days after Russia and China vetoed a UN Security Council resolution
condemning Syria, the joint director-general of the federal Russian service of military
cooperation, Viatcheslav Djirkaln, said that there would be “no restrictions at all on arms
deliveries to Syria”. The Russians talk, of course, of “contractual obligations”.Nor is that
surprising. The truth is that Russia was once Libya’s only arms supplier; it was selling combat
jets, frigates, tanks and anti-aircraft systems to Colonel Gaddafi after the West’s 1974 arms
embargo and had 3,500 advisers in the country. Its ships could refuel at the Tripoli naval base.
Now it is associated with the dead and hated regime. Russia was 73rd on the list of nations to
recognise the Libyan National Transitional Council.So now the Syrian city of Tartous contains the
only 24-hour port open to the Russian navy in the Mediterranean. Without Tartous, every
Russian naval vessel in the sea would have to return through the Bosphorous to Odessa for
every nut, screw and cigarette packet it needs. Friends, as they say, need each other.Does the
Arab League’s threat of suspension really matter? I suspect not - but clearly the Syrian Foreign
Minister Walid Moallem thinks very differently. He said that the league had taken “an extremely
dangerous step” in threatening Syria and that US support for the league’s decision was
“incitement”. Armour had already left Syrian cities, prisoners were being released, armed
insurgents were being offered an amnesty. YouTube bounced back with video of a Russian-
made armoured vehicle firing thousands of rounds down a Homs street and a photograph of a
half-naked murdered Syrian, hands tied behind his back, lying in a Homs street. But murdered
by whom?One thing is now clear. Quite apart from the massive civilian casualties, even
opponents of the regime now admit that Assad faces an armed insurgency. This may originally
have been a myth promoted by the regime, but the monster has now been born. Anti-Assad
activists now openly speak of “armed insurgents”. Sixteen civilians were killed in Deraa three
days ago. But 15 soldiers were killed on the same day in the same city. Who killed them? That’s
what we need to know.16th November 2011ASSAD WILL ONLY GO IF HIS OWN TANKS TURN
AGAINST HIMBy Robert FiskIN DAMASCUS earlier this month, Syrian state television asked
me for an interview on events in Syria. With much trepidation, I accepted, promising the
presenter he would not like all I said, but warning - a bit of Fisk blackmail, this - that any
censored words would be relayed to readers of The Independent. The interview went ahead and
I said that President Bashar al-Assad was “running out of time - fast”. The Arab people, I added,
could no longer be infantilised; there was clearly an armed insurgency under way in Syria to
overthrow the regime - foreign correspondents must be allowed to visit Homs and other areas
where a host of YouTube pictures show protesters being shot down. When I was told later that
the translation had not been finished in time, I smiled with my usual cynicism.But almost
incredibly, the interview duly aired on Syrian state television - and to my utter astonishment, they



ran the lot (they used near-perfect subtitling), including the remarks about Assad “running out of
time - fast”.What happened? Did this have the President’s approval? Or was the government - or
some part of the dictatorship - trying to show that they were in no doubt about how serious the
near-civil war had become? I don’t know. And my Middle Eastern crystal ball broke many years
ago. But I’ll hazard a dangerous prediction: Assad’s time is running out, fast - but don’t believe
the State Department and the Washington “tink thanks” (as I call them) and the EU or the Arab
League. He ain’t going yet.Even the words of Jordan’s King Abdullah this week were slightly bent
by the press and television coverage when he supposedly told the BBC that Assad should “step
down”. What he actually said was that “if I was in his [Assad’s] shoes, I would step down”. Which
is not quite the same thing. Far more important was that section of the interview - one of his best,
by the way, and I’m not his majesty’s fan - in which he said that if Assad stepped down, only to
be replaced by the same “system” (ie the Baath party), the problem would not be ended. Too
true. And running alongside King Abdullah’s words, I thought, was the faint hope that perhaps
Assad could still take the initiative and honour all his fine words (new constitution, political
pluralism, real democracy, etc). Certainly, the West’s pompous predictions of Assad’s imminent
demise - based more on YouTube than the reality on the ground - are hopelessly optimistic. True,
there are deserters from the Syrian army. But you don’t win revolutions with Kalashnikov AK-47s.
Only the desertion of a tank unit or two plus generals - Libya-style - could have any chance of
that. And so far, there is none. Assad is not Gaddafi.Furthermore, Russia’s military support is not
going to end. Only nine days after Russia and China vetoed a UN Security Council resolution
condemning Syria, the joint director-general of the federal Russian service of military
cooperation, Viatcheslav Djirkaln, said that there would be “no restrictions at all on arms
deliveries to Syria”. The Russians talk, of course, of “contractual obligations”.Nor is that
surprising. The truth is that Russia was once Libya’s only arms supplier; it was selling combat
jets, frigates, tanks and anti-aircraft systems to Colonel Gaddafi after the West’s 1974 arms
embargo and had 3,500 advisers in the country. Its ships could refuel at the Tripoli naval base.
Now it is associated with the dead and hated regime. Russia was 73rd on the list of nations to
recognise the Libyan National Transitional Council.So now the Syrian city of Tartous contains the
only 24-hour port open to the Russian navy in the Mediterranean. Without Tartous, every
Russian naval vessel in the sea would have to return through the Bosphorous to Odessa for
every nut, screw and cigarette packet it needs. Friends, as they say, need each other.Does the
Arab League’s threat of suspension really matter? I suspect not - but clearly the Syrian Foreign
Minister Walid Moallem thinks very differently. He said that the league had taken “an extremely
dangerous step” in threatening Syria and that US support for the league’s decision was
“incitement”. Armour had already left Syrian cities, prisoners were being released, armed
insurgents were being offered an amnesty. YouTube bounced back with video of a Russian-
made armoured vehicle firing thousands of rounds down a Homs street and a photograph of a
half-naked murdered Syrian, hands tied behind his back, lying in a Homs street. But murdered
by whom?One thing is now clear. Quite apart from the massive civilian casualties, even



opponents of the regime now admit that Assad faces an armed insurgency. This may originally
have been a myth promoted by the regime, but the monster has now been born. Anti-Assad
activists now openly speak of “armed insurgents”. Sixteen civilians were killed in Deraa three
days ago. But 15 soldiers were killed on the same day in the same city. Who killed them? That’s
what we need to know.16th November 2011AT LEAST 70 DIE IN UPRISING AS VIOLENCE
ESCALATESBy Kim SenguptaMORE THAN 70 people have been killed over the last two days in
some of the most violent scenes seen so far in the Syrian uprising. The deaths come amid
claims that Qatar is supplying money and arms to the opponents of Bashar al-Assad’s
regime.According to activists, many of the latest to die were defectors from the military who had
been targeted in an attack by government forces in the southern province of Daraa. The morgue
in the city of Homs, one of the focal points of the resistance, received 20 corpses of people who
have been shot.Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan responded to the continued
violence yesterday, saying the crackdown threatened to place Assad on a list of leaders who
“feed on blood.” The strong words came as Turkey warned it could cut electricity supplies to the
country after a spate of attacks by Assad supporters on its diplomatic missions.Qatar, with its
tiny population and huge natural resources wealth, was one of the most ardent supporters and
the leading supplier of arms to the rebels in Libya. The Emirate now wields enormous influence
in the country and has been accused of spending vast sums of money to back Islamist factions
in the post-Gaddafi political scene. Qatar has also been a driving force in the Arab League’s
critical stance towards the Assad regime, which has led to Syria’s suspension from the
organisation. Now, however, officials in Damascus as well as Middle-Eastern diplomats say that
it has taken the further step of secretly sending funds and weapons to the rebels.The Qatari
government denies that it is arming the Syrian revolutionaries as well as rejecting charges that it
is interfering with Libyan politics.The opponents of the Damascus regime say they are grateful
for the support received from the Emirate in contrast to some other Arab countries.Bassma
Koudrami, an exiled opposition leader, said: “Qatar played a very important role in the Arab
League decision [to suspend Syria] and expose the atrocities being carried out. They are doing
what other countries should be doing.” Analyst Ramzi al-Ridwani said: “One gets the impression
that Qatar wants to do it all - host Al-Jazeera, get the World Cup, be important in this changing
scene in North Africa and West Asia.”16th November 2011AT LEAST 70 DIE IN UPRISING AS
VIOLENCE ESCALATESBy Kim SenguptaMORE THAN 70 people have been killed over the
last two days in some of the most violent scenes seen so far in the Syrian uprising. The deaths
come amid claims that Qatar is supplying money and arms to the opponents of Bashar al-
Assad’s regime.According to activists, many of the latest to die were defectors from the military
who had been targeted in an attack by government forces in the southern province of Daraa. The
morgue in the city of Homs, one of the focal points of the resistance, received 20 corpses of
people who have been shot.Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan responded to the
continued violence yesterday, saying the crackdown threatened to place Assad on a list of
leaders who “feed on blood.” The strong words came as Turkey warned it could cut electricity



supplies to the country after a spate of attacks by Assad supporters on its diplomatic
missions.Qatar, with its tiny population and huge natural resources wealth, was one of the most
ardent supporters and the leading supplier of arms to the rebels in Libya. The Emirate now
wields enormous influence in the country and has been accused of spending vast sums of
money to back Islamist factions in the post-Gaddafi political scene. Qatar has also been a
driving force in the Arab League’s critical stance towards the Assad regime, which has led to
Syria’s suspension from the organisation. Now, however, officials in Damascus as well as Middle-
Eastern diplomats say that it has taken the further step of secretly sending funds and weapons
to the rebels.The Qatari government denies that it is arming the Syrian revolutionaries as well as
rejecting charges that it is interfering with Libyan politics.The opponents of the Damascus
regime say they are grateful for the support received from the Emirate in contrast to some other
Arab countries.Bassma Koudrami, an exiled opposition leader, said: “Qatar played a very
important role in the Arab League decision [to suspend Syria] and expose the atrocities being
carried out. They are doing what other countries should be doing.” Analyst Ramzi al-Ridwani
said: “One gets the impression that Qatar wants to do it all - host Al-Jazeera, get the World Cup,
be important in this changing scene in North Africa and West Asia.”17th November 2011PLEA
TO THE WEST: SYRIA NEEDS LIBYA-STYLE INTERVENTIONBy Patrick CockburnAS
VIOLENCE in Syria intensifies with an attack by anti-government forces on an air defence
intelligence complex near Damascus, a senior Arab diplomat in London says Middle Eastern
states opposing the Syrian government need West European leadership similar to that seen in
the Libyan war.He said that what was needed was “a team captain” to co-ordinate moves to put
pressure on Syria, and only the Europeans could do this. The US is preoccupied by domestic
politics and “in the Middle East everybody is driven by ego. How can you have a regional policy
when they [local rulers] can’t talk to each other?”The diplomat added that a crucial turning point
would come in Syria if the anti-government forces succeeded in establishing an independent
enclave like Benghazi in Libya. He thought this was more likely to happen in the north on the
Turkish border rather than around Deraa, north of the Jordanian frontier, where the protests
began. The existence of such an enclave would raise the possibility of setting up a no-fly
zone.The crisis has reached a crucial stage inside and outside Syria. Inside the country, the
Syrian opposition claim that fighting has escalated with 71 people killed on Monday, including 34
government soldiers and that army defectors using automatic rifles and rocket propelled
grenade launchers attacked an air force intelligence base near Damascus yesterday. The attack
on the Harasta facility is the first such reported assault on a major security facility in the eight-
month uprising against President Bashar al-Assad.Responsibility for the attack was claimed by
the Free Syrian Army (FSA), which purports to be a band of army deserters set on ending
President Assad’s rule. Speaking to Al Jazeera, Ammar al-Wawi, a commander in the FSA, said:
“Our only goal is to liberate Syria from Bashar Assad’s regime. To put it simply, we carry out
military operations against anyone who targets the peaceful protesters.”Their claims cannot be
independently verified because the government has excluded most foreign journalists.President



Assad is increasingly isolated as the 22-member Arab League yesterday confirmed the
suspension of Syria from the organization and gave its government three days to halt the
violence and accept an observer mission or face economic sanctionsThe protocol agreed upon
yesterday calls for an observer mission of 30-50 members under the auspices of the Arab
League to ensure that Syria is following the Arab plan, an end to attacks on protesters, pull tanks
and armoured vehicles out of cities, release political prisoners, and allow journalists and rights
groups into the country.The extent of Syria’s isolation is underlined by the presence at the
meeting of the Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu for a meeting on Arab-Turkish ties. He
said: “We denounce the mass murder of the Syrian people. It is all of our responsibility to end the
bloodshed in Syria.”17th November 2011PLEA TO THE WEST: SYRIA NEEDS LIBYA-STYLE
INTERVENTIONBy Patrick CockburnAS VIOLENCE in Syria intensifies with an attack by anti-
government forces on an air defence intelligence complex near Damascus, a senior Arab
diplomat in London says Middle Eastern states opposing the Syrian government need West
European leadership similar to that seen in the Libyan war.He said that what was needed was “a
team captain” to co-ordinate moves to put pressure on Syria, and only the Europeans could do
this. The US is preoccupied by domestic politics and “in the Middle East everybody is driven by
ego. How can you have a regional policy when they [local rulers] can’t talk to each other?”The
diplomat added that a crucial turning point would come in Syria if the anti-government forces
succeeded in establishing an independent enclave like Benghazi in Libya. He thought this was
more likely to happen in the north on the Turkish border rather than around Deraa, north of the
Jordanian frontier, where the protests began. The existence of such an enclave would raise the
possibility of setting up a no-fly zone.The crisis has reached a crucial stage inside and outside
Syria. Inside the country, the Syrian opposition claim that fighting has escalated with 71 people
killed on Monday, including 34 government soldiers and that army defectors using automatic
rifles and rocket propelled grenade launchers attacked an air force intelligence base near
Damascus yesterday. The attack on the Harasta facility is the first such reported assault on a
major security facility in the eight-month uprising against President Bashar al-
Assad.Responsibility for the attack was claimed by the Free Syrian Army (FSA), which purports
to be a band of army deserters set on ending President Assad’s rule. Speaking to Al Jazeera,
Ammar al-Wawi, a commander in the FSA, said: “Our only goal is to liberate Syria from Bashar
Assad’s regime. To put it simply, we carry out military operations against anyone who targets the
peaceful protesters.”Their claims cannot be independently verified because the government has
excluded most foreign journalists.President Assad is increasingly isolated as the 22-member
Arab League yesterday confirmed the suspension of Syria from the organization and gave its
government three days to halt the violence and accept an observer mission or face economic
sanctionsThe protocol agreed upon yesterday calls for an observer mission of 30-50 members
under the auspices of the Arab League to ensure that Syria is following the Arab plan, an end to
attacks on protesters, pull tanks and armoured vehicles out of cities, release political prisoners,
and allow journalists and rights groups into the country.The extent of Syria’s isolation is



underlined by the presence at the meeting of the Turkish Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoglu for a
meeting on Arab-Turkish ties. He said: “We denounce the mass murder of the Syrian people. It is
all of our responsibility to end the bloodshed in Syria.”
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Ebook Library Reader, “The horror show that is Syria is not easy to figure out because of the
atrocities committed by .... For anyone wanting to remotely understand the sectarian nature of
the war in Syria, this book is essential. The horror show that is Syria is not easy to figure out
because of the atrocities committed by all sides (and believe me there are over 140 different
agendas). The committed and determined interference and aid from the Foreign Governments in
the middle east add to the perplexity. In the midst of the Jihadi groups and Sunni/Shia mutual
hostility, there are also thugs and criminals causing havoc and creating horror and misery. I
found it fascinating to observe over 4 years, the changing attitudes of both Britain and the USA –
from Assad must go to Assad must step aside. This is recommended reading for the likes of
Donald Trump.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Syria,s Damascus and Aleppo has been decimated by Assad and the
out of control sectarian genocide taking place there. Fisk is one of the foremost authorities on
the Middle East..He also tells it like it is. Ive been reading his content for at least 17 yearsSpot
on..”

Neil Baron, “Great collection of news reporting over 3 years but a .... Great collection of news
reporting over 3 years but a lot of repitition. Editing could have helped make the book more
focused”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Relevant accurate”

MIKE SPENCER, “Fox News Channel viewers can get a more balanced understanding .... Fox
News Channel viewers can get a more balanced understanding of the problems in Syria from
reading this book.Sometimes issues are not just black and white.”

Steven Harwood, “The many articles chronologically build a picture of the situation .... The many
articles chronologically build a picture of the situation on the ground and allow one to draw
conclusions they might not otherwise reach.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Syria conflict ...good resource. Just a great book with well written stories.
I have such a deep understanding of Syrian crisis”

Ebook Library Reader, “No Silver Bullet. Fisk is uncharacteristically biased against anything
Obama, othwerwise it's a good brif recent history.”

Yanal, “Great book. A very good read, came in very good condition and arrived early which i was
pleased aboutGreat service and a great book!”



T. Purnell, “Four Stars. Very long and depressing yet incredibly informative read.Highly important
record of events as they happened.”

Geoff Bates, “Top line reportage from Cockburn, Fisk et al. Unfortunately none of our so called
world leaders ever read any of these reports - as a result - the situation has deteriorated from
insurrection to bloody catastrophe! - thanks so much you incompetent buffoons!!.”

Euphemia, “So Prescient!. Reading it was like walking into an abyss!”

Pamela Miller, “Syria a living nightmare. Excellent compilation by three top journalists about the
Syrian tragedy. About what is really happening there is so difficult to comprehend to depths of
human cruelty administered on the innocents.”

The book by Robert Fisk has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 60 people have provided feedback.
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